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Welcome aboard

Martin Alexander Gauss
Chief Executive Officer

Dear Customer,
A modern and efficient fleet is one of the
fundamentals of the airline business.
As you enter a new aircraft, you feel it first
as improved comfort – in the form of a
lighter cabin, more space, larger storage
areas, wider seats and aisles, and bigger
windows. Naturally, state-of-the-art aircraft
go far beyond that, by offering up to
20% lower fuel burn, up to 15% economic
gain in operations, as well as an unmatched
environmental footprint, with carbon
emissions slashed by one fifth and noise
levels four times quieter compared to the
current fleets in operation. All of these
aspects, along with many more economic,
financial, and operational conditions,
were carefully considered by our internal
and external experts during the past
few months, in order to make a fleet
modernisation decision that best suits
airBaltic and you, our customers. We have
chosen the Bombardier Cs300 for our future
jet fleet, following very competitive bidding
by the largest aircraft manufacturers.
airBaltic’s fleet currently consists of five
types of aircraft – three types of jets and
two types of turboprops. Our latest decision
to sign a Letter of Intent for up to 20 new
airplanes means that we will achieve a
maximally efficient and state-of-the-art

fleet – the turboprop Bombardier Q400 Next
Gen for regional flights and the Bombardier
CS300 as our main jet aircraft beyond 2016.
This will simplify our operations, improve
efficiency and give us better flexibility.
It will help us to maintain and improve
on our industry-leading punctuality, as
we would then be able to deploy and
substitute the aircraft more easily, reduce
crew and maintenance complexities, and
thus operate at a lower cost to ensure
affordable tickets to/from and through
Riga. By replacing the older turboprops
with the Bombardier Q400 Next Gen, we gain
50% more seats on each flight. Changing
our older Boeing aircraft and adding the
larger Bombardier CS300 allows us to offer
more affordable seats on your preferred
airBaltic flight.
A more uniform fleet not only improves
efficiency, but also saves on fuel and costs,
and reduces the environmental footprint.
The unmatched economics of 100% new
Bombardier CS300 jets will help us to offer
even better service and ticket prices on
our current flight network – which spans
Europe, the Middle East, Russia and the
CIS countries – as well as evaluate new
destinations for your added convenience.
We thank you for flying airBaltic!

Yours,
Martin Alexander Gauss
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Text by Robert Cottrell, owner of Robert’s Books | Photo by Reinis Hofmanis, f64

AUGUST

Doing nothing
The older I get, the more pleasure I take in
doing nothing, and the wiser it seems as a
use of my time.
OK, I exaggerate. Maybe I’m actually
thinking a bit, or staring into the middle
distance, or at the absolute limit I might
be mowing the lawn. But I’m not doing
anything that the younger me would have
recognised as worthwhile activity.
Which is only natural, because the
younger me just wouldn’t have understood.
Doing nothing for long periods is a skill,
even an art, which has to be perfected
slowly, over decades, like fly-fishing or
making sushi. The Art of Inactivity: now
there is a subject worthy of philosophers.
It’s not enough to have nothing to do
at a given moment. Anybody can manage
that. The streets and shops and offices of
this world are full of people who either
have not enough to do, or far too much
to do, and neither lot seems very happy
about it.
No, what you have to do is make your
time your own, then to use it as you
wish. Which you can only do once you
realise – as I did, far too late in life – that
very few things are as important as they
first seem, and most things don’t matter
at all. What you need is the time to
recognise which two or three among the
many decisions that you face are the really
important ones.

They say: “Never put off
until tomorrow what you
can do today”, and so on.
Rubbish
Your great ally here is procrastination.
Whoever called procrastination “the thief
of time” had no idea what he was talking
about, and had certainly never tried logging
onto Facebook.
We are deluged with proverbs and
propaganda against procrastination: “Never

put off until tomorrow what you can do
today”, and so on. Rubbish.
Procrastination gives you more time to
think before you make a decision. When is
that ever a bad thing?
People who try to hurry you into doing
something invariably have their own
interests in mind and not yours. They want
you to act without thinking. The more
urgently someone presses you to make a
quick decision, the more suspicious you
should be, and the wiser you are to take
your time.
That goes especially for financial
decisions. Don’t take my word for it, take the
word of Warren Buffett, the world’s greatest
investor, who puts his success down to
taking his time:
“You stand at the plate, the pitcher
throws you General Motors at 47, US Steel
at 39 ... All day you wait for the pitch you
like. Then when the fielders are asleep, you
step up and hit it.”
If you can possibly put off doing
something, put it off. Even if it’s something
good, something better may come along.
And if it’s something bad, put if off for long
enough and it may never happen. That’s
what governments do with their problems
all the time. They call it “kicking the can
down the road”.
Would you rather have a toothache today,
or a toothache next week? I rest my case. BO
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Text by Oskars Klauze | Photos by Karl Blackwell

Fly to Venice
with airBaltic from

€45

Nowadays, the
fishermen’s
coloured
houses are
inhabited
mostly by
artists, who
have set up
studios and
galleries
within them

Lost in Burano

14 / AIRBALTIC.COM

The best advice
for anyone who travels
to Venice is to get as lost
as possible. Even if your
original plan was to visit
the most famous sites
of the city, your special
Venetian adventure can

memories of accidentally
coming upon a Campo
with an unbelievably
beautiful church, or
visiting a Venetian
handicraft workshop or
coming upon a trattoria
with fantastic hosts will be
unforgettable. As part of

begin with a single wrong
choice of side streets. Your
photos of the pigeons
in the Piazza San Marco
may be similar to those
taken by many others at
the same time, but your

your Venetian adventure,
you will tell your friends
about returning to Venice
the following summer,
about wanting to revisit
the wonderful places
you had discovered by

accident, and about the
strange fact of no longer
being able to find them.
Burano is one of the
most remote lagoon
islands of Venice. Located
far away from the classical
tourist spots, it offers
a peace that is absent
elsewhere and best
embodies the lifestyle of
the island dwellers. The
first thing that visitors to
Burano will notice as they
approach the island by
the lagoon waters is that
each building has been
painted in a separate
colour. Initially, the bright
façades had a practical
application – fishermen
returning to shore could
make out where to
steer their boats at the
end of the working day,
even in the thickest fog.
Nowadays, their coloured
houses are inhabited
mostly by artists, who
have set up studios and
galleries within them. The
artists have inherited their

predecessors’ sense and
use of colour, which over
the years has become a
calling card of Burano.
The famous lace
of Burano is another
calling card. Legend has
it that a fisherman from
the island was able to
hold off the lure of the
sirens, thus remaining
faithful to his bride. The
sirens, astounded by his
willpower, gave him a sail
cloth made from sea foam
as a gift. The fisherman
returned to his beloved,
and a bridal gown was
fashioned from the sail
cloth. Other young brides
of the island have for
centuries tried to replicate
this symbol of love and
faithfulness through the
use of needle and thread.
Whether they succeeded
or not can be seen by
visiting the Lace Museum
of Burano, which proudly
possesses needlework
samples that go back as
far as the 6th century. BO

.com
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Lappeenranta Ballet Gala
Lappeenranta City Theatre
/ August 24 and 25
Viewers will be treated to classical
ballet masterpieces and fascinating
new choreographic works at this
third Lappeenranta Ballet Gala.
The headlining Prague National
Theatre Ballet will perform Rooster,
a ballet based on the music of the
Rolling Stones, as well as director

Visvaldis Ziediņš,
Movement (Kustība)
Arsenāls exhibition hall
of the Latvian National
Museum of Art,
Torņa iela 1, Riga /
August10 – September 23
The life of artist Visvaldis Ziediņš
(1942–2007) and the vast body of
works that he left behind place him
as one of the brightest Soviet-era
non-conformists in Latvia, although
he is little known even within his
own native country. That may be
due to a promise he wrote in his

personal diary during his youth:
“I won’t show my works to anybody
and won’t bring them to any
exhibitions”.
The latest exhibition provides
a comprehensive overview of
Ziediņš’s creative endeavours during
the second half of the 20th century.
His works are grouped thematically
into groups – The imprints of time,
Entropy of feelings, Structures, New
World and Theatre of civilizations –
starkly displaying his wish to isolate
himself from the official Soviet
Latvian art scene.
www.lnmm.lv/en/arsenals

Mumiy Troll (Russia), Run
Run Run (USA) and Losers
(Great Britain)
Arēna Rīga / Concert on
August 19 during the
RigaCity Festival

Three bands from three countries
in one night will celebrate the Riga
City Festival on August 19. The
warm-hearted rebels of Mumiy
Troll represent the most striking
modern rock band in Russia. Their
trademarks are unusual vocals,
energetic performances in concerts

Petr Zuska’s delicate and funny
Déjà vu. Mikko Nissinen, the
artistic director of the Boston
Ballet, will be in Lappeenranta
with star dancers Lia Cirio and
James Whiteside. Also of note
is Falling Angels by master
choreographer Jiří Kylián and
presented by Slovakia’s young
and enthusiastic Balet Bratislava.
www.lappeenranta.fi

and festivals and, of course, a
“rockapop” style of music that is
characteristic only of Mumiy Troll.
Indie Rock band Run Run Run
(Los Angeles, USA) became
popular in 2005 thanks to the
approval of Billboard Magazine.
The band’s performances are
always accompanied by an
extraordinary light show. Music
reviewers say that works of Run
Run Run combine pop music with
the psychedelic sounds of guitars,
while the voices remind one of
The Beatles.
The British dance-rock band Losers
is a joint project of members from
the groups The Cooper Temple
Clause, Your Code Name Is: Milo,
Young Legionnaire and Oceansize.
Tickets at the Riga Tourism
Information centre (Rātslaukums 6)
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Lady Gaga, The Born This
Way Ball
Vingis Park, Vilnius
/ August21
Mežaparks Song Festival
grounds, Riga / August 23
Tallinn Song Festival grounds
/August 25
Five-time Grammy Award winner Lady
Gaga makes a triumphant return to
the stage with her brand new tour
The Born This Way Ball, with music
from both her latest album Born This
Way and previous releases – The
Fame and The Fame Monster. The
tour began at the end of April in Seoul,
South Korea, and will cover 21 cities in
Europe, starting with Sofia, Bulgaria.
The Born This Way Ball will be Lady
Gaga’s first tour since the release of
her most recent album, which sold
more than a million copies during the
first week of its release in May. Lady
Gaga’s previous tour, The Monster
Ball, captivated audiences around the
globe and received rave reviews.
Tickets available at www.ticketpro.lt,
www.ticketpro.lv and www.ticketpro.ee

Photo © Cambridge Botanical Gardens

Fly to Riga
with airBaltic from

Luke Jerram, Plant Orchestra, White Night 2011 in Riga

Culture
by
night
Text by Anete Abola | Publicity photo
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€33

During the night

of
September 8 to 9, many different types of
cultural events will be presented as if on
a platter to Riga’s residents and visitors,
free of charge. The all-night arts festival
is appropriately named “Served on a
platter”(Uz paplātes), under the auspices
of the annual White Night (Baltā Nakts)
arts event.
The producer of White Night is Madara
Gruntmane, who also participated in the
organisation of the first such event in Riga
in 2006. Gruntmane says that this year will
be special, as many sites will open to the
public all night long. One of these is the
territory of the former VEF factory, where
the group Totaldobže will present a musical
show called “Urban Poetry/Melnais Caurums
(Black Hole)”. On the same site, there is also
a gallery/bar by the name of Ziema (Winter),
with an interior that is often compared to
scenes from David Lynch films.

During the night, culture lovers will
have quite a choice of venues – they will
be able to watch movies at the Vērmanes
Park, enjoy music and dance at the
Esplanade Park, and visit an interactive art
installation called Labyrinth (Labirints) by
a Spanish group of artists called Itinerania.
The organisers of another international
contemporary arts festival in Latvia
called Survival Kit, who are also veterans
of White Night, will present a special
arts programme for the occasion. At the
vegetable pavilion in Riga’s Central Market,
the film Videogrāfija VII, a favourite of
viewers last year, will again be shown.
The White Night programme is divided
into three parts – dinner, lunch and
breakfast – in that order. The dinner part
of the programme (or early evening) has
families and children in mind. To this end,
the Labyrinth installation will be open to
the public from 2 PM onwards near the
Riga Congress Centre. From 7 PM onwards,
viewers can enjoy a schoolchildren’s
concert entitled The musicians of
Pārdaugava do not sleep (Pārdaugavas
muzikanti neguļ), while in the Riga Art
Space, the Poetry Butterfly (Dzejtaurenis)
cultural project will be presented.
The culmination of the night is the
so-called lunch portion of the programme
named Midnight for lunch (Pusnakts
pusdienās), From 7 PM until 4 AM, the main
White Night events will take place at various
places in the city centre, as well as in the
city’s creative quarters and suburbs.
For those who are still awake, the final
part of the programme, entitled White
Breakfast (Baltās brokastis) takes place from
4 AM to 6 AM in the Esplanade Park, where
it really will be possible to have breakfast,
talk about the experiences and impressions
of the night, and enjoy the last concert.
Last year, around 70 000 people
attended the 56 events of the one-night
festival. The Latvian program is part of the
international project White Nights of Europe,
which began in five European capital
cities – Brussels, Madrid, Paris, Riga and
Rome. More than 20 cities are now part of
the White Night movement. BO
www.baltanakts.lv
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In association with www.anothertravelguide.com | Publicity photos

Paris

Fly to Paris
with airBaltic from

€45

Joana Vasconcelos Versailles, Palace
of Versailles / Until September 30
Only a few years ago, scarcely anyone imagined
that the palace and its gardens would come
to host such artworks as the gigantic “toys” by
contemporary art legend Jeff Koons or the
colourful objects by Takashi Murakami. Now these
headline-making exhibitions are firmly ingrained
in the palace’s history. This year, it is Joana
Vasconcelos’ turn to make her mark. Waving a
black cape, the temperamental Portuguese artist
has been photographed posing in perhaps the
most impressive room of the palace, the Hall of
Mirrors, where she has set up an enormous pair of
high-heeled shoes in an installation named Marilyn.
Her works have developed around the idea that
the world is an opera, and Versailles embodies
an operatic and aesthetic ideal that inspired this
exhibition. According to the artist, strolling through
the majestic rooms of the palace and its gardens
is like finding oneself on the threshold between
dreams and reality, between the everyday and the
magical. Joana Vasconcelos was born in 1971 in
Paris, but now lives and works in Lisbon.
Place d’Armes |

Barcelona
Hemp Museum Gallery
Its exposition tells a great deal
about the use of hemp in
medicine, the fashion industry,
agriculture, science, art – and,
of course, as a recreational
drug in the form of hashish and
marijuana. Among the curiosities
are unique Dutch 16th and 17th
century art works depicting
erstwhile “smoke houses”

Fly to Barcelona
with airBaltic from

€45

(rookhuizen) – the equivalent of
Amsterdam’s modern-day coffee
shops – as well as an aquarelle
of hemp spinners by 20th-century
classic Piet Mondrian. Psychedelic
and political posters, clothing,
shoes, accessories, oils, and even
car door panels made from hemp
fibres complete the exhibition.
Carrer Ample 35
hempmuseumgallery.com

Vienna
Art and Wine, Art History
Museum (Kunsthistorisches
Museum)
/ Until September 2
The exhibition on view at Vienna’s
Art History Museum underscores
the relationship between art and
wine, exposing various wine-tasting
habits and rituals over the course
of the centuries. The gathering
of grapes and winemaking have
been depicted in countless works
of art. Those, who could afford
to do so, drank wine from the
most ornate goblets and cups,
which were fashioned by the best
artists and craftsmen of the day,

22 / AIRBALTIC.COM

en.chateauversailles.fr

Fly to Vienna
with airBaltic from

€29

simultaneously becoming objects of
both competition and inspiration.
A separate section of the exhibition is
devoted to the celebrated mythological figure most often associated
with wine – Dionysus, the god of the
grape harvest, winemaking and wine,
and the organiser of wild, hedonistic
orgies. Various works of art display his
various faces – from a god-like child
to an exuberant youth, to a frail old
man. Exhibition also features paintings
by Tintoretto, Pieter Bruegel the Elder
and other legendary old masters.
Kunsthistorisches Museum
Burgring 5 | Vienna
www.khm.at

BOOK ONLINE
BOOK YOUR NEXT STAY AT RADISSONBLU.COM AND EARN UP TO 3.000 EXTRA BONUS POINTS.
SAY YES! TO RADISSON BLU IN KLAIPEDA, MOSCOW, RIGA, ST. PETERSBURG, TALLINN,VILNIUS
AND IN OVER 200 OTHER HOTELS AROUND EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA.

HOTELS THAT LOVE TO SAY YES!
radissonblu.com

RADISSON BLU ASTORIJA

G E T R E WA R D E D
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Stockholm
Spritmuseum and
Artipelag – two new art
spaces in Stockholm
The first deals with practically all
possible aspects of the manufacture
and consumption of vodka, and
houses the classic Absolut Vodka
art collection – originally launched
by Andy Warhol’s “portrait” of an
Absolut Vodka bottle, which the
vodka manufacturer commissioned
in 1986. This represented the start
of an advertising campaign that
attained iconic status within the
advertising industry, with more
than 100 artists creating 850
style variations of the legendary
Absolut Vodka bottle between
1986 and 2004. The opening
exhibition Face it! displays 70 of the
collection’s most famous art works.
The museum – which also houses
an art gallery, a degustation space, a
bar and a restaurant – is located in a

Fly to Stockholm
with airBaltic from

€29

historical, restored 18th-century ship
hangar on Djurgården Island.
The new Artipelag project is a
private initiative by Bjorn Jakobsen,
the founder of the well-known
Swedish enterprise BabyBjörn. The
concrete, glass and black-tarred pine
edifice was designed by Swedish
architect Johan Nyrén, who skilfully
incorporated it into its surrounding
wilderness. The opening exhibition
is named Genius loci (Platsens Själ,
until September 30), highlighting
the Artipelag’s unique symbiosis of
art, nature and architecture. The
vast territory of 9200 m2 houses an
exhibition hall, along with various
spaces for concerts, performances,
theatre plays and conferences,
as well as two restaurants and a
Swedish design store.
Artipelag – Värmdö; www.artipelag.se
Spritmuseum – Djurgården;
www.spritmuseum.se

London

Fly to London
with airBaltic from

€29

Designed to Win
Design Museum / July 26 –
November 18
Appropriately enough for the host
city of this year’s Summer Olympic
Games, the current exhibition
at London’s Design Museum is
devoted to the symbiosis of design
and sports in the name of one
all-important goal – winning. From
Formula 1 racing cars to running
shoes, in a world where sports
competitions are won by tiny
fractions of a second, each new
invention represents an additional
route to the “promised land” of
continued victories. On the one
hand, the exhibition highlights
the interplay of design with new
technologies and materials in the
setting of new sports records. On
the other hand, these innovations
lead us to reflect about how far
we should go in the quest to
better athletes’ performance and
to what extent a marathon or
other sports victory is due to the
merits of the athlete himself. The
“science of winning” has gone far
beyond the confines of the sports
arena, extending to the spheres of
fashion, advertising, art, moviemaking, business and politics, to
name a few. Can sports records
really be viewed as the wondrous
accomplishments of world-class
athletes, or are they becoming
tainted by a mad competition
among designers, scientists and
engineers?

Design Museum
Shad Thames, London
Tel. (+44) 020 7403 6933
designmuseum.org

DETAILS / REVIEW

Smith’s stories

Patti Smith. Banga
Columbia, 2012

After an eight-year pause, American
singer, composer, poet and artist Patti
Smith (65) has released her eighth
studio album. Unlike other artists of
her generation, whose return to the
studio or concert scene following
prolonged periods of silence can often
be attributed to a desire for financial
gain, it is not that way with Smith. Once

Text by Pauls Bankovskis | Publicity photos

again, she has produced a refreshing,
profound and polished recording. By
the way, in Russian author Mikhail
Bulgakov’s legendary novel The Master
and Margarita, Banga is Pontius Pilate’s
faithful dog, who is ready to wait for
centuries together with his master
before entering the kingdom of heaven.
During the eight years that have
passed since the release of Smith’s
previous album, she has not idly bided
her time. Without a doubt, one of the

most significant events in Smith’s
recent life was the release of her
memoirs in a captivating volume
entitled Just Kids, together with the
various promotional and publicity
events connected with the book
and the National Book Award that
it received in 2010. Memoirs are
essentially a compilation of stories
from one’s life, and each track on the
new recording also has a story to tell.
According to Smith, her latest album is
devoted to explorers, adventurers and
various artists who have influenced her.
The opening track Amerigo is named
after the 16th-century Italian explorer
Amerigo Vespucci, after whom both
New World continents are likely named.
It begins with the words: “We were
going to see the world” an is followed
by Fuji-san, a dedication to the victims
of Japan’s 2011 earthquake and
tsunami; then by the tracks This is the
Girl, an elegy to singer Amy Winehouse;
Nine, which may be a birthday present
to actor Johnny Depp; Mara, “the
most emotional song on the album”,
devoted to actress Maria Schneider and
to the period that Smith wrote about in
Just Kids; and Constantine’s Dream, a
meditative improvisation that is more
than 10 minutes long. It refers to painter
Piero della Francesca’s death in 1492,
on the very same day that Christopher
Columbus made his first landfall in
the Americas.
From the above description, one
might be left with the notion that
Banga is an eclectic collage of various
impressions. However, it is united
into a harmonious whole by Smith’s
voice and by another factor that is not
always found in pop music – Smith
writes and sings songs about subjects
that are truly meaningful to her.

Eat your
veggies

Alain Passard. The
Art of Cooking with
Vegetables. Frances
Lincoln, 2012

Finally, we now have
an English-language
version of French
chef Alain Passard’s
legendary cookbook,
which is devoted to the
seemingly mundane
theme of combining
vegetables and turning
them into tasty dishes.
Don’t judge the book by
its relatively small size
(only about 100 pages)
and seeming simplicity.
While there will be no
complicated experiments
in molecular cuisine
here, and while beets
with lavender, artichokes
with bay leaves and
new potatoes with
sage all sound simple
enough as recipes, one
still has to know what
one is doing to make
these combinations
taste divine. The book is
complemented by the
author’s own inspiring
illustrations.

Text by Adam Jacot de Boinod, author of The Meaning of Tingo
and Other Extraordinary Words from Around the World,
published by Penguin Books | Illustration by Inga Briede

ebpamituanen (Maguindanaon, Phillipines) a divorced person
who keeps his or her figure in the hope of a future marriage

The Meaning of Tingo is a compilation of extraordinary words and expressions from
around the world that have no equivalent in English. Adam Jacot de Boinod’s passion
is scouring the planet for language oddities and every month, Baltic Outlook features
one of the many amusing terms that he has come across in his travels.

Text by UNA MEISTERE, www.anothertravelguide.com
Publicity and corbis photos

Details / Five must-sees

St. Petersburg,
Russia

Little
Black
Book

Loft Project Etagi
One of the hottest spots on the city’s
contemporary art scene. The industrial interior of
the former bakery houses several contemporary
art galleries, exhibition halls and fashion stores,
as well as a hostel, wine bar, design bookstore
and café.
Ligovskiy prospekt 74
www.loftprojectetagi.ru

A trip among the canals
Like Venice, St. Petersburg is a city of rivers
and canals, which must be seen right up
close to be truly appreciated. While tourist
boat cruises are nice, the best way to
enjoy the city’s waterways is by renting a
small boat for yourself – without a guide,
unhurriedly cruising past the elegant
buildings on the waterfront, savouring
the sunset with a glass of champagne or
good wine.

€89

Dom Knigi
A legendary bookstore. The building was
originally commissioned by the Singer
sewing machine manufacturer and was
erected from 1902 to 1904. It is one
of the most outstanding examples of
Modernist architecture in the city. Dom
Knigi is not only a superb bookstore; it
is also famous for its café, which offers
everything that an intellectual city-goer
requires – good books, great coffee, the
bustle of Nevsky Prospect at your feet
and the Kazan Cathedral almost within
arm’s reach.
Nevsky Prospekt 62
www.dk-spb.ru

Mansarda restaurant
Smack dab in the very heart of the city,
with the gilded cupola of St. Isaac’s
Cathedral facing you in its full glory. The
glass-walled mansard offers a splendid and
surreal view of St. Petersburg’s historical
and contemporary architecture, giving
you a feel of both its old imperial glory its
modern urban pulse.
3 Pochtamtskaya Street
www.ginzaproject.ru
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Fly to St. Petersburg
with airBaltic from

Tatiana Parfionova
Even if you are not a follower of the latest
fashion tendencies, do pay a visit to Tatiana
Parfionova’s salon. Parfionova is not
only one of Russia’s best-known fashion
designers, with some of her creations kept
in the collection of the Russian Museum,
but a unique personality. Her fashion lines
are like studies in art and history, virtuously
combining modern-day features with
elements of the past. If you can afford it,
then a Parfionova scarf is probably one of
the best souvenirs that you can bring home
from St. Petersburg.
Nevsky Prospekt 51
www.parfionova.ru

STREET KALKU 2–67 (ENTRANCE FROM STREET KUNGU), RIGA
TEL: +371 67221122
EMAIL: BARKWOOD@LATNET.LV
WWW.LUXURYWATCHES.LV
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Text by Kate Krumina | Photo by Gatis Gierts, f64

touch
Nature-inspired

A linen towel has more sides than the two
that you can see. It can be rough and delicate,
old-fashioned and ultra modern, cooling and
warming, traditional and exclusive at the same
time. Hours of monotonous, attentive and
physically challenging work stand behind each
metre of the handmade textile. Centimetres are
slowly woven into metres as the minutes proceed
into hours. Over the course of a full working day,
even the most skilled master will weave no more
than two metres of linen.
Linen is a durable textile with a huge wearingin potential. It looks better with every wash,

Monotonous

and physically challenging
work stands behind each
metre of handmade linen.
Over the course of a
working day, even the most
skilled master will weave
no more than two metres
and most likely a linen garment will take several
washings to get the shape and texture that
you’ll become truly enamoured of. When made
according to centuries-old traditions – by hand
and not mixing in other materials like cotton –
linen possesses healing characteristics. The more
abrasive the surface is, the better a linen towel
serves as an ancient spa tool, improving blood
circulation, stimulating the skin and generating
a sense of well-being. Why ancient? Hardly any
other craft has preserved the centuries-old
vocabulary that is still applied to the process.
Linen threads are spun into yarns and woven into
cloths on looms with treadles. BO

Object: linen towel by Laima Kaugure, Studio Naturals
(www.studionaturals.lv)
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Text by Kate Krumina | Publicity photos

Sandwich
revisited
Chef Adam Aamann has rescued
the Danish open-faced sandwich
or smørrebrød from the category of
mayonnaise-loaded, fatty, meaty fast
food, adding gourmet facets to the
oldest of Danish lunch traditions.
At the end of August, alongside
other celebrated Nordic gourmet
establishments like Noma, Aamann will
expose his culinary approach at the
Copenhagen Cooking festival
Aamanns Etablissement, Øster Farimagsgade 12,
Copenhagen, www.aamanns.dk
More on the Copenhagen Cooking festival at
www.copenhagencooking.com

The open-faced sandwich has
a long history in Denmark,
starting off as a farmers’
and factory workers’ staple.
During the latter part of the
19th century, an upgraded
version moved to the tables
of the wealthy, with towering
combinations of cold meats,
dried fish and exotic toppings.
During the last century, the
smørrebrød was kept alive
mainly by the working class
as a purely functional lunch
item with no extras. The lack
of vegetables, herbs and fish,
along with the preponderance
of pre-prepared ingredients,
did not bode well for the
smørrebrød. However, things are
now changing for the better.
“We try to create a
harmonious relationship
between good home-baked
sourdough bread and the
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sandwich’s other ingredients,
such as meat or fish. The
garnish serves not merely as a
decoration, but adds contrast,
texture, freshness and aromas,”
says Aamann. Fresh seasonal
products and honesty are the
rest of smørrebrød’s essentials.
A take on the classic beef tartare
is amongst his favourites. “We
swap the raw egg yolk with an
egg and herb emulsion that
gives a nice soft feel. Minced
beef with mustard, crunchy
cornichons and crisp homefried potato crisps complete
the picture”.
Thanks to Copenhagen’s
own Noma, named as the
world’s best restaurant for
two years in a row, the Danish
reputation in the foodie world
has reached a global scale.
The fame has raised the bar for
Denmark’s other restaurants

and increased the country’s
food export potential. Today,
for example, Aamann’s take on
the smørrebrød is featured not
only in Copenhagen, but also
in Manhattan.
At this year’s Copenhagen
Cooking Festival (August 24 –
September 2), Aamann will
be hosting a huge workshop,
where visitors will be able to
make their own smørrebrød in
small stalls manned by five of
Denmark’s most celebrated
chefs. Other highlights of this
year’s festival include Taste
of Copenhagen, which offers
gourmets the chance to dine
at Michelin restaurants at
reduced prices. Big names
like Noma and others will
participate. Tickets for Taste of
Copenhagen go on sale from
August 8 and usually sell out in
a flash. BO

View frOM DzinTAru prOspecT

View frOM DzinTAru prOspecT, eVening.

Luxury Boutique House
Jurmala, Dzintaru prospect 32

MAin enTrAnce

«THe HOMe».

To reserve apartments:

+371 27 477732
All the details on:

www.thehome.lv
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A bagful of Vilnius
Baltic Outlook flew to the Lithuanian
capital to search for souvenirs beyond
amber or šakotis, and found a dozen
fashionable identity statements
2

In cooperation
with the
Vilnius Tourist
Information
Centre

4

5

6

8

1

7

9
10

1/ Hand-knitted scarf / 97 EUR
Drop by Jūrate’s workshop to find the
generations’-old Lithuanian linen traditions
in fabulously good shape. Light and airy,
hand-knitted from undyed linen, this scarf
makes a loyal summer companion.
By Manufaktūra Jūrate

2/ Kugelis / 17 EUR
Kugelis, just like the other Lithuanian
national dish cepelinas, is a hymn to
potatoes. Now in a canned t–shirt version.
Gastrografija collection by ona

3/ Bags’ family tote / 41 EUR
An ascetic silhouette and durable nature
in which to carry your Vilnius essentials.
Made from a single polyester strip with
two pockets inside. Sand colour, size S.
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By Aiste Nesterovaite, sold at Daiktu Viešbutis
(Hotel of Things)

4/ Fabric phone cases / about 20 EUR
Sold at LT Identity, set up by a duo of two
young designers who play around with the
colours of their national flag in designing
everyday items.
Also available at ona and the Vilnius Tourist
Information Centre

5/ Money holder / about 9 EUR
A magnet hidden in a leather cover will
hold your paper lits perfectly together.
Available at LT Identity and ona

6/ Postcards by Fotoinjekcija /
1 EUR each
Black-and-white moments from Vilnius’

old town and from the short bit (99 km) of
Lithuania’s Baltic coast.
Sold at the Vilnius Tourist Information
Centre offices

7/ Sutartines Party CD / 11 EUR
Created on the request of Berlin’s new music
festival MaerzMusik, here are 40 minutes of a
specific kind of Lithuanian folk music blended
with electronic dance rhythms.
Available at ona

8/ Scent of Lithuania / perfume 35 EUR,
candle 16 EUR
The Scent of Lithuania is a bold statement,
both in perfumery and in the issue of national
identity. Created over the course of two years
by Lithuanians and made in the laboratories
of Grasse – France’s perfume capital – this

scent aims to reflect the country’s character.
It is a brave step, the first such attempt in the
world, resulting in a pleasant and memorable
outcome. The collection includes both
perfume and scented candles.
Available at the Vilnius Tourist Information
Centre, souvenir shops and at the airport’s
T&A stores

9/ Vase by ona / 115 EUR
White ceramic vase, a true ode to grandma.
Sold at ona

10/ Hand-woven carpet / 52 EUR
You can sit on a cosy couch at Jūrate’s
workshop and see how this carpet is woven
by a gracious elderly woman at a loom,
which could just as well be a museum piece.
Available at Manufaktūra Jūrate

Addresses: Manufaktūra Jūrate, Didžioji 20/1, www.jurate.eu | ona, Šv. Kazimiero 12, www.ona.com | Daiktu Viešbutis, T. Sevcenkos 16A, www.daiktuviesbutis.lt |
LT Identity, Totorių g. 15, www.lt-identity.lt | Vilnius tourist information centre at Vilniaus 22, www.vilnius-tourism.lt

3
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On the wave
The resort towns of the Baltics formerly served as
an exclusive “stage” of sorts during the 1930s. One
didn’t hit the beach merely to enjoy the sunshine
and swim in the sea. It was all about style and
substance, reveals an old photo that has just been
reincarnated into apostcard

Postcards on sale at the Jūrmala City Museum (Tirgoņu iela 29, Jūrmala)
and at the NicePlace stand by the Jūrmala Cultural Centre
(Jomas iela 35, Jūrmala)
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Text by Kate KrUmiNa | Photos courtesy of NicePlace

The original photo,

which was reproduced by the NicePlace
manufacturer of tasteful souvenirs, belongs
to the Jūrmala City Museum. Not much
else is known, aside from the fact that it
was shot in Jaunķemeri during the 1930s.
One is irresistibly drawn by the sprightly
and playful retro bathing atmosphere in
the composition. However, the historians
at the Jūrmala City Museum consider that
this is not a documental, but rather a posed
picture. The bathers in the photo seem
to be a bit too fit and trim, like models.
Bodybuilding, exercise and a healthy
lifestyle were encouraged in Europe in
the 1930s, with collective exercise groups
springing up all across the continent.
Jūrmala, then known as Rīgas Jūrmala,
was home to a number of large resort
complexes, such as the Ķemeri Hotel.
People flocked there not only from the rest
of Latvia, but also from Estonia, Lithuania,
Poland and Germany. The vacationers could
enjoy various elite forms of entertainment,
such as a casino, restaurants and dance
halls. The popular Edinburgh assembly
house was torn down after the war to make
way for the Dzintari Concert Hall.
As an exclusive stage where one went
to see and be seen, Jūrmala had its rules
of etiquette, as well as a dress code. One
indispensable attribute was the bathing
suit. By the 1930s, it had already assumed a
more simplified form. Women no longer had
to wear corsets under their bathing suits,
and could dispense with socks and pants
that extended below the knees. Fabric had
been trimmed off in places and more of the
body could be exposed to the sun, although
tanning was not widely practiced at the
time. Swimmers were expected to promptly
change into more modest clothing after
going for a dip into the sea.
The bathing suits were no longer made
of wool, but of cotton, with perhaps a few
crocheted details. Yet there were less frills
than before, as bathing suits in the 1930s
had become mostly a functional and sporty
affair, without much flattery to the male or
female figure. BO

August
colours
Bright colours, even if only in
the smallest details, let one
continue to feel the spirit
of summer, while sticking to
classic clothing choices

Styling by Agnese NarNicka, One Wolf | Photo by Gatis Gierts, f64

M&M maxi
sweets,
430g, 3 LVL,
Tiger
Glass jar,
1 LVL, Tiger

Nixon whip mic red,
35.99 LVL, BANG
BANG Shop & Coffee

Pantone Home
& Fashion
catalogue, 186 LVL,
www.pantone.co.uk

Scarf by Zara
Man, 18.95 LVL,
Zara
Sunglasses by Calvin Klein, 59 LVL,
Pasaules Optika

Volcom shorts,
39.99 LVL,
BANG BANG Shop &
Coffee

College Oxford shirt by
Tommy Hilfiger, 70 LVL,
Tommy Hilfiger, Galerija Centrs

Jacket by Zara Man,
55.95 LVL, Zara
Anthony moccasins
by Tommy Hilfiger,
87 LVL, Tommy Hilfiger,
Galerija Centrs
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Shirt by Zara Man,
21.95 LVL, Zara

Jeff shorts by Tommy Hilfiger, 70
LVL, Tommy Hilfiger, Galerija Centrs

Addresses in Riga: BANG BANG Shop & Coffee, Kalēju iela 18/20 | Galerija Centrs, Audēju iela 16 | Pasaules Optika, Tērbatas iela 37 | Zara, Tērbatas iela 30 | Tiger, Dzirnavu iela 67
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Text by Signe SEnfelde, wine and food researcher | PHOTO BY ROJS MAIZITIS

Latvian apple cider from
the Smiltene Cider Brewery,
www.hotelbruzis.lv

Wine

with a Latvian
homemade flavour

Winemaking

, especially
fruit and berry winemaking, has become
very fashionable in Latvia. The wine is
made by all kinds of people, including
experienced farmers, guest house owners,
businesspeople, flower breeders, doctors,

art academy professors and even members
of the clergy.
Latvian wine bottles line the shelves at
farmers’ markets, eco-stores, souvenir shops
and even supermarkets. The bright labels
signal a wine that has been traditionally

made of home grown berries and fruits.
Taking into account that “traditionally made”
is a very broad concept, only a few buyers
have an inkling of what is being offered.
How sweet is the wine?
Latvian traditional homemade fruit and
berry wine is sweet, ranging from a subdued
sweet-and-sour taste to a sweetness usually
found in liqueurs. The wine is obtained
from raspberries, cherries, black currants,
red currants, white currants, gooseberries,
blueberries, strawberries, rhubarb,
plums, apples, blackberries, cloudberries,
cranberries, chokeberries, quince, sea
buckthorn berries, or even pumpkins. And
one could wish for more white currant
berries and green gooseberries, if only these
berry bushes were more prevalent. But all
of these fruits and berries have a common
trait – a superb aroma that can only be
created by the northern European summers.
Winemaking became popular in the
1920s and 1930s, where any self-respecting
homemaker or restaurant chef had some
exceptional wine recipes in his repertoire.
There were many wines to savour, such as

clear, red and sweetly tart red currant wine;
golden amber bittersweet crabapple wine;
sparkling light vermilion gooseberry wine
with a fresh tarty taste; as well as black
currant and cherry wines. A glass carafe
was an integral part of home gatherings.
The wine was poured into small glasses with
elegant stems and enjoyed at the end of a
meal, alone or together with dessert. I still
have one of these fragile wine glasses from
the inter-war period. It was engraved and
presented as a gift to my grandmother on
her wedding day. The remaining five glasses,
did not survive the Second World War.
Today we live in a different time. The
environment has changed and so have the
berry species. Even our tastes and choices
of food and drink have changed. Nowadays,
we can order brewer’s yeast through the
internet or buy bottling equipment from
a specialized store. Anyone with the will
and the means can equip their small home
winemaking kit just as one would do in
Bordeaux or in the Rhine district. But as
modern as these wines may be, they are still
made with a Latvian flavour. BO

The best restaurants in Riga for tasting Latvian homemade wines are: Vincents, the three chefs’ restaurant Tam labam būs augt and the Garage wine bar.
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Text by Roger Norum | Publicity photos

Mobile, multi-platform apps
for the weary
(and world-weary) traveller
Navigon MobileNavigator
Fast, accurate, easy-to-use
GPS navigation

GateGuru

Don’t leave home without it
A veritable Swiss army knife
for hardcore road warriors,
this airport guide provides user
reviews of restaurants, shops,
amenities, lounges, ATMs and
Wi-Fi hotspots. Even more helpful
is the map of airport terminals,
along with a “tips” section and
live updates of the average wait
times at your terminal’s security
and check-in lines. The app also
updates you real-time if your
flight has been delayed.
Platforms: iPhone/iPad, Android
Free | www.gateguru.com

The well-known satellite navigation brand has now
released its updated second version for mobiles,
with more international country coverage than
ever. Features include 2D and 3D map displays, day
and night modes, pedestrian navigation, as well
as the possibility for add-ons, such as live traffic
updates. Ingeniously, you buy only the maps for the
destination countries of your choice, saving both
money and drive space on your device.
Platforms: iPhone/iPad, Android, Windows
From 29.99 EUR | www.navigon.com

Blurb Mobile

Narrativise your travels
This great, new-ish app lets
you weave photos, videos
and audio from your trips into
great little slideshows, then
share them across a range
of sites such as Facebook
and YouTube. In magazine-

Earworms

Unique, effective language-learning soundtracks
These small language learning apps use background music to stimulate your brain,
optimising your concentration levels so that you remember 200 of the most useful
words and phrases. The 70-minute lessons are available for 14 languages – a list
that is growing (we’re still waiting for Latvian). The musical accompaniment idea
might sound odd, but it really works. Also available as MP3 files, so you can listen to
them anywhere.
Platforms: iPhone/iPad, Android
7.99 EUR | www.earwormsmobile.com
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TripIt Pro

The perfect panacea for
inveterate travellers
The souped-up Pro version of
TripIt’s free app adds features
that will make you wonder
how you lived without
them. In addition to holding
comprehensive details of

editor style, you can artfully
arrange content on the page
by rotating, cropping, scaling
and sequencing events via
drag-and-drop. Also allows
for the incorporation of
geotags. Even prints books!
Platforms: iPhone/iPad, Android
Free | www.blurb.com

your travel itineraries, it
stores summaries of all your
frequent flyer programme
miles across different airlines.
It also sends text and email
alerts of check-in times, gate
announcements and flight
delays – even telling you
where you can claim your
baggage – and will message
you with instant monitors
when the price drops on your
flights.
Platforms: iPhone/iPad, Android,
Blackberry, Windows
39 EUR per year |
www.tripit.com

THE BIGGEST
DEPARTMENT STORE IN RIGA
ELKOR PLAZA department store offers wide
selection of high quality goods from the leading
world brands and high grade service. Visitors will
enjoy pleasureful shopping on two floors of the store
with an area more than 25 000 m2.
Department store is located just 10 minutes
from downtown and has convenient parking.

FASHION

Women’s, men’s and children’s clothing, shoes and
accessories from more than 70 world famous brands,
as well as a wide assortment of cosmetics and
perfumes are presented in the fashion department.

SPORTS

Best lines of sports clothing and footwear, and wide
range of equipment for active recreation are offered
in sports department.

ELECTRONICS

Latest gadgets, electronics and home appliances,
a wide range of computers, cameras and video
goods are presented on second floor
of ELKOR PLAZA.

TOYS

A magnificent range of dolls, constructors, radio
controlled toys, tabletop games and a lot more
is offered to the younger visitors of the store.

HOME GOODS

Elegant home textiles, kitchenware, decors
and best gifts for you and your home
are presented in a very wide range.

FOOD & WINE

Among other, a wide assortment of fine wines
and food is offered to store visitors.

LVL

Riga, 201 Brivibas street • www.elkor.lv
Mon. - Sun.: 10.00 - 22.00; e - mail: shop@elkor.lv; Phone: +371 67070530.

YOUR NEXT DESTINATION

Text by Una Meistere and Agnese Civle
Photos by Ainars Erglis

Helsinki –

framed by design

Like becoming a European Capital of
Culture, being selected as a World
Design Capital is not only a symbol
of a city’s status; it’s also a difficult
assignment. Of course, the occasion
does provide the opportunity to get
noticed and to showcase the best of
what one has to offer. In this case of
the Finnish metropolis, Helsinki is
definitely at the head of its class. As
the capital of “democracy in design,”
Helsinki didn’t take a carnival
approach or focus on the superficial.
Instead, the city has composed a
smart, intelligent hymn to design,
concentrating on the quintessence
of sustainability and functionality.
Directly across from the Design
Museum, a gigantic installation
is currently on display – a kind of
picture frame made of lumber. It
somehow incarnates the feeling that
suffuses the Finnish capital – a city
framed by design. Now is indeed
the time to savour the moment,
with many significant projects
centred on design opening their
doors – and, potentially, your “doors
ofperception”
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Bad luck, somebody has already
taken the Anothertravelguide
brochure about Helsinki,
but don’t worry, all the
information is also available at
ANOTHERTRAVELGUIDE.COM in
cooperation with airBaltic.
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Kamppi Chapel of Silence

Inside there are only wooden
benches and a symbolic altar –
it’s not a house of worship but
an isolated space to retreat
Helsinki’s Auroville
Among the most notable of the 2012 World Design Capital sites,
the Kamppi Chapel of Silence is exceptional. The chapel is located
in the ugliest and loudest square in Helsinki, the Narinkka – not far
from the city’s citadel of consumer culture, the Kamppi department
store. The square is always bustling, an urban chaos of ice cream
and drink vendors, roller-skaters, relentless distributors of flyers, and
tasteless billboards.
At first glance, the aesthetic filigree of bent wood that decorates
the chapel’s façade seems like a divine alien against the cacophony
of this tasteless square. It’s made in the warm, inviting amber hues
of pine wood, whilst the interior is panelled with oiled alder. The
narrow path that leads to the chapel door, a short trail only a few
metres in length, provides you with a mere moment’s preparation
for pushing open the heavy wooden door and... entering silence.
Only a few wooden benches and a symbolic altar decorate the
interior. The chapel’s creators emphasize that although it came
into being with the support of Finnish churches, it’s not a house of
worship, but an isolated space to retreat from the noise and bustle
of the surrounding streets. Anyone entering is instantly sheltered,
as with a shield.
No services or religious ceremonies are held here – the small
shelf with prayer-books is simply an element of design. The space
is scented with a slight aroma of wood, and a palpable silence
reigns, absolute except for the occasional footfalls of a visitor or
the unpleasant crackling of a bag, intensely audible because of the
perfect acoustics here, and an unpleasant reminder that there’s
still a world outside. The disturbing sounds seem to be the only
failing of the chapel, breaking the total harmony of the small space
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Helsinki Cathedral

of silence and reminding us of time and space beyond – of how
city-dwellers actually live when not offered shelter in quietude.
Complete isolation is an impossibility. Even so, after only ten
minutes or so, you start not to notice the distractions – peace
pulls you in and wraps you in a kind of cocoon, slowly driving out
the galloping chaos of stray thoughts in your head.
The chapel is 11.5 metres high, narrow at the base and
widening above, as if seeking the sky. This effect is amplified by
the ellipse-shaped roof, with daylight flooding in at the edges.
The intensity of natural light depends upon the time of day and
the vicissitudes of the weather. The light can be a crystalline blue,
later transformed into a pale grey mist. The Kamppi Chapel of
Silence is oddly reminiscent of an Auroville tucked into the heart
of a European city. In the 1960s, Mirra Alfassa tried to realize her
dream of creating a harmonious, futuristic city, where people
from diverse backgrounds could live together in harmony.
Nowadays Auroville, the City of Dawn, has become one of the
main destinations for travellers in Tamil Nadu, India. The religious
or geographical origins of those who visit do not matter at all.
It took 37 years to build, from 1971 to 2008, and it’s absolutely
unique, except perhaps for a gossamer thread that somehow ties
it to the silent chapel in the loud heart of Helsinki.
The Kamppi Chapel of Silence was designed by Mikko
Summanen of K2S Architects. It drew critical acclaim even
before it opened, receiving the prestigious Chicago Athenaeum
International Architecture Award.

The sauna as a cultural space
Another extraordinary architectural project opens its doors in
Helsinki this month – a new public sauna named Kultuurisauna,
which attempts to blend elements of the traditional Finnish
sauna with cultural experiences. It’s located in the quiet district of
Hakaniemenranta, by the seashore. The Kultuurisauna is a surprise
because no new public sauna had been built in Helsinki for half
a century – and public saunas were all located in the inner city,
depriving bathers of the traditional dip into a natural body of
water. Helsinki’s designation as the World Design Capital offered
the perfect opportunity to re-examine this essential Finnish
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Port of Helsinki

tradition. The architects Tuomas Toivonen and Nene Tsuboi from
Now Office were also able to realize the dream of Alvar Aalto,
Finland’s most famous architect, who wrote a 1925 manifesto on
the renewal of the sauna culture in the country.
The new, contemporary sauna is not a large-scale structure,
but a conglomerate of diverse architectural forms. The single
structure comprises an atrium, a colonnade, and even a concrete
pyramid on the roof (what the pyramid will actually turn out
to be is as yet unclear – it could serve as a tea room, or it could
become a planetarium). In synch with current trends and

Helsinki Central Railway Station

designed with an eye on sustainability, the Kultuurisauna was
planned as maximally eco-friendly. Seawater is used as part of the
conservation measures.
The golden age of public saunas in Helsinki was in the
1930s, when over a hundred of them operated in the city. The
advent of the Kultuurisauna is a good reason for a sauna tour.
An excellent place to start is the Yrjönkadun uimahalli, among
the world’s most impressive public baths. A complex including
saunas and pools, the structure is a superb example of 1920s
Neoclassical architecture.
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The interior of the Kamppi
Chapel of Silence. The space
faintly smells of wood and is
ruled by an absolute, palpable
sense of silence

A stuffed mink in crystal lingerie is frozen in
a sorrowful, worshipful pose – opposite its
lost “essential body part”
However, the heart of this year’s design
events is the pavilion, which opened its
doors at the beginning of the summer
directly behind the Design Museum. Since
it’s now one of Helsinki’s major sights, there
are signs throughout the city pointing to
it. Look for the design year’s logo – a blue
circle with symbolic arrows – painted on
the sidewalks in unexpected places. The
pavilion shows how well Finns understand
that the devil lies in the details. As is
typical of design in Finland, the pavilion’s
architecture reflects a functional lightness.
It was designed by students at Aalto
University and the innovative forestry
company UPM, which constructed the
inimitable roof as a light grille.
The pavilion is open six days a week, until
September 16. The motto is appropriate for
a country where design serves the people –
“Our pavilion is your pavilion!” There are
regularly scheduled lectures, seminars,
debates, concerts, film screenings and
performances. The pavilion also serves as a
central information point, a good meetingplace and a space for relaxation – its café is
a nice spot for a coffee break.

Art museums and toilets
Wandering the streets of Finland’s capital
this year means directly experiencing

the sensation that design surrounds you
entirely – even in the toilets of City Hall,
which have been turned into art galleries,
while fulfilling their ordinary function. The
division of the toilets by gender makes
the experience intriguing, as ladies and
gentlemen can only perceive the side of
the exhibition that is in their respective
quarters. Nostalgic scenes of nature inspire
a photo collage on the tiles of the urinals,
and there are appropriately themed comics
in the ladies’ room. Washing your hands,
you can take in a video – Heidi Lunabba’s
Drawing in snow, for example, in which a
ballerina urinates whilst dancing in the
snow, leaving intricate patterns.
One of the most impressive projects
is the Camouflage exhibition, currently
on display at the KIASMA Museum of
Contemporary Art. Fifteen international
artists draw attention to the fluctuating,
porous and highly debatable border
between art and design. The camouflage
of perception and interpretation allows a
single object to be seen as either a work
of contemporary art or an element of
design, depending upon its context. The
primary theme, however, is the camouflage
of consumer culture. Afke Golsteijn and
Florence Bakker, the Dutch artists’ duet
that goes by the name Idiot, offer “Fake V”
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Academic
Bookshop by
Alvar Aalto

from 2007. Aesthetically pleasing, it is simultaneously vulgar and
horrifying, playing with the frontiers between life and death,
morality and unbridled freedom. Stuffed animals meet pearls,
crystal, gold and elaborate embroidery. They’re displayed as if they
appear in the pages of a glossy magazine devoted to glamour.
A stuffed mink in crystal lingerie is frozen in a sorrowful, praying
pose – opposite its lost “essential body part”, which has been
transformed into a crystal “wonder frog”. A dignified, predatory cat
turns to crystal, fossilized. Both of the artists created displays in
shop windows in their time, which makes one think that if there are
any valued things in this world as yet untouched by marketing, it is
because they haven’t yet been discovered – such as an unknown
fossil hidden in the Himalayas, which still survives only because
trekkers in their designer boots haven’t yet stumbled across it.

A design route
Finland’s design extravaganza has let the Nordic country get away
with some rather provocative, ironic, and daring things. For over
150 years, design has been integral to Finnish identity. Unlike many

Camouflage exhibition currently
on view at the Kiasma Museum
of Contemporary Art

other European countries, where design is rooted in luxury and was
the province of aristocrats alone, Finnish design comes from “the
people”. It’s the product of a keen intellect applied to what we use
in ordinary life. Its character is diverse – it can be playful, exclusive,
or unique, but it cannot be a luxury item. Finnish design has never
been about status.
Even young children, sitting in seats designed by Alvar Aalto
at school, study the basic principles of national design. “Form
follows function” and “nature is an inexhaustible source of creative
inspiration” are two commandments, practically set in stone.
Children perceive design as an essential part of daily life right from
the start.
Though Helsinki is still listed among the planet’s smallest
national capitals – and it’s the smallest city ever to have hosted the
Olympics – its stats in the design world are big. In 2009, close to
800 graphic, interior and industrial design firms were operating in
Helsinki, with a collective annual turnover of 92 million EUR. Design
employs a quarter of those employed in the capital, sustaining
110 000 Helsinki residents.
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Market Square

If Finnish design was once associated
with certain pillars of the industry, such as
Marimekko’s textiles and Aalto’s furnishings,
today’s Helsinki is riding a wave that takes
design in different directions. In 2005, part
of central Helsinki was officially designated
as the Design District – with 25 streets and
200 attractions (noted on a map that you
can obtain in pretty much any gallery or
café). The district is home to a plethora of
art galleries, boutiques, restaurants and
cafés, and is also the site of the Design
Museum. Among the highlights in the
district is Artek, created in 1935 by Alvar
Aalto and his colleagues, the ubiquitous
Marimekko and unusual shops devoted to
clothing, both new and vintage. You should
definitely visit Design Forum Finland – it’s
a unique, lively space featuring Finnish
design (and Finnish design only), with both
fresh talent and the classics on display.
Those interested in objects for the
interior and the latest in Finnish furniture
should check out Punkalive, a shop offering
items from an amazingly innovative
furniture company. Karim Rashid, a star of
industrial design, joined the Punkalive team
recently, his debut being futuristic but
natural chairs and coffee tables, as well as
chairs inspired by the stepped architecture
of ancient civilizations.
In mid-June, in the old customs
warehouses of the Katajanokka District, not
far from Market Square, the Internet Finnish
Design Shop opened a pop-up shop that
will be there until September. It offers
more than 400 Finnish and Scandinavian
objects by over 300 designers. As with any

pop-up shop, the patina of the industrial
interior of the old warehouse is retained,
its history visible, with only the dust swept
out. It’s a perfect background for the
triumphs of contemporary Finnish design.
You can rent a bike right there in
the shop; not just any bike, but a Jopo.
An icon of national design since 1965,
the Jopo is an urban bicycle that can
be adjusted for people of any age or
height. It doesn’t have ordinary brakes
and the ride is wonderful. We can highly
recommend it for a pleasant excursion.
You might head for northern Helsinki,
where you’ll find the Kaapelitehdas. A
cable factory built in 1945, it has now
become a centre for independent culture.
The Kaapelitehdas has over 250 artists,
creative groups, troupes, galleries,
companies and museums – all under
one roof. Currently it’s hosting an exhibit
called “Hi Design”. Something of a gallery
of great achievements by the Finns,
it covers everything from ingenious
robots to railway cars, Nokia, and even
a tank. Once you’ve marvelled at the
accomplishments of Finnish designers,
you can cycle to Hietaniemi, the city’s
most popular beach, a mere 20 minutes
from the Kaapelitedhas by bike. The ride
will take you along the waterfront past
a cemetery. The area seems almost rural
in places, with everything growing and
blooming. Though the beach is not
exactly a tropical dream, being in the
city and on the beach at the same time
provides a somewhat surreal atmosphere
of urban hedonism.
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Sunday in a Helsinki city park

Café Regatta

A little further on, near the park named after Jean Sibelius,
Finland’s most famous composer, there’s the Café Regatta.
A legendary, nostalgic oasis with a small, red, century-old
fisherman’s shack at its heart, the Regatta offers the best cinnamon
rolls in Helsinki, made on the premises by the proprietor. It’s
livelier outside, on the terrace at the water’s edge. You can get
refreshments whilst enjoying the seagulls and the hammers and
sickles – the café being into a retro Socialist decor. On a foggy day,
the faces of those quaffing beer in the wind might cause you to
recall a Kaurismeki movie, or Jim Jarmusch’s short in Night on Earth.

The episode featuring Helsinki focuses on a lonely cabbie called
out to fetch a couple of drunken, sad fellows who spin forlorn tales
about life and love. At the Café Regatta, ducks and boats sway in
the water, and bicycles lean against a little bridge. This is not a
place to hurry.
You should slowly savour your cinnamon roll, stare at the
sea and the skyline, and take your time to soak in the unique
combination of nature, design, and Finnish identity that has the
classy magazine Monocle ranking Helsinki among the world’s most
liveable cities.
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Insider’s view
• Wooden ﬂoors
• Wooden terraces
• Glues and varnishes
• Oils and lacquers
• Natural paints
• Technical service

For 20 years, we have been a leading
partner of architects, building
companies and private homeowners.
We oﬀer you all kinds of wooden ﬂoor
coverings, as well as products for their
installation and maintenance.

Whether you are planning to build a
house, a restaurant or a shopping
center, you will ﬁnd everything that you
need in our showrooms.
Our technicians will help you to realize
your wishes and assist you in all steps
of your project.

Trust the experts!
BERLIN
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Helsinki in style
By Finnish fashion designer Jaana Haaksiluoto
Jaana Haaksiluoto (1975) is a Finnish fashion
designer and a graduate of Goldsmiths
College at the University of London. After
completing her studies in the textile arts,
she established the Haaksiluoto design label
together with her sister Päivi while still in
London. The label is a member of the Liike
fashion movement, which is also the name
of a shop. Jaana now lives in the lovely
Kruununhaka area of Helsinki’s old town,
next to the harbour. Her daily travels lead
her to various fashion, fine food and lively
discussion locations across the city.

Another Helsinki vintage legend, Play
It Again, Sam (Rauhankatu 2) spans a
considerably longer period of time and
offers travel into the more distant past.
There you’ll be able to find pearls washed
ashore back in the 19th century. Aside from
evening gowns, hats, purses, corsetry, wigs
and other delights for retro-loving ladies,
Play It Again, Sam has things to offer for
gentlemen as well.
The My O My concept store
(www.myomy.fi) is spread among three
different locations. The women’s fashion
shop, offering brands like Sonia by Sonia
Rykiel, See by Chloé and Anglomania
Fashion
by Vivienne Westwood is situated on
Liike (Yrjönkatu 25, www.liike-shop.com)
Aleksanterinkatu 36. Menswear, with
is a unique Finnish contemporary fashion
names like SNS Herning, Raf Simons, Moma,
destination. Functioning as a shop, Liike is
also a fashion movement, the first of its kind Mismo, and White Briefs can be found on
in Finland and established upon the initiative Erottajankatu 9, while design items are
featured in a small shop on Erottajankatu 9b,
of designers in 2000. Liike unites several
within the courtyard of the Laboratory gallery.
fashion labels, serving as a presentation
Punavuoren peikko (Uudenmaankatu 15,
platform for new collections and as a direct
communication channel between designers www.punavuorenpeikko.fi) is a children’s
clothing and footwear store, representing
and their clients.
Nasta is a small vintage shop, the perfect several Scandinavian kids’ fashion labels.
destination for fans of the 1950s (Liisankatu It offers clothes of various styles and for
15). Like a time machine, it instantly takes you various occasions – both classic and sporty,
playful and formal, plain and colourful.
back to one of the most romantic decades
of the past century, offering items with a
Marilyn Monroe-style sex appeal and slender New creative quarters
waistlines, as well as fluffy skirts, tight-fitting Suvilahti (Kaasutehtaankatu 1,
gloves and diamonds – a girl’s best friend.
www.suvilahti.fi) is situated in a former
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premises to artists. Today, the building is owned by Kiinteistö Oy
Kaapelitalo. The facilities are still being used by around 250 artists,
also serving as a home for various musical groups, theatres,
galleries and museums.

Walks through the city

Finnish Design Store pop-up shop

power plant of the same name in Helsinki’s Sörnäinen district. It
can be found between another power plant (Hanasaari) and the
Sompasaari harbour. The decision to build the Suvilahti power
plant was taken in 1907, using steel-reinforced concrete structures,
which were revolutionary for that time. The project architect,
Selim A. Lindqvist, was highly influenced by Viennese Art Nouveau
architecture. The Suvilahti complex encompassed two gasometers
(gas tanks) and nine other buildings. The plant was expanded
between the 1930s and 1950s, its operations ending in the 1970s.
Today the old plant is managed by the Kaapelitehdas cultural
centre, which has transformed it into studios and administrative
quarters of various creative artists and organizations. Its courtyard
serves as a venue for summer open-air cultural events like the
Flow Festival urban music festival. The Suvilahti Kattilahalli, a former
boiler hall, features a church-like space for concerts and exhibitions.
Kaapelitehdas (Tallberginkatu 1, www.kaapelitehdas.fi)
is member of Trans Europe Halles – a European network of
independent cultural centres. The construction of the former
Finnish Cable Factory was completed in 1954 and manufacturing
continued there until 1985. After that, Nokia started renting out the

Kruununhaka, the 17th-19th century district next to the harbour,
is probably the most picturesque part of Helsinki’s old town.
The most beautiful harbour photos are taken from here. Many
governmental institutions and Helsinki University buildings are
located in the Kruununhaka district. The most prominent landmark
of this area and of the entire city is the Helsinki Cathedral. The
beautiful 19th-century Neo-classicist church stands tall at the top
of the monumental steps that lead up to its doors. It was designed
by German architect Karl Ludwig Engel, and his name has been
given to one of the most charming Helsinki cafés as well. The Café
Engel (Aleksanterinkatu 26, www.cafeengel.fi) is located opposite
the dazzling white cathedral, with Engel himself having designed
the two top floors and façade of this building, too. The café’s inner
courtyard serves as a venue for summer open-air movie screenings.
In just 20 minutes, a ferry can take you from Kauppatori to the
unique Suomenlinna archipelago (www.suomenlinna.fi). It consists
of eight small islands, five of them being connected by bridges
or sandbanks. In 1748, a fortress was built there by the Swedes to
protect the coast from a Russian invasion.
Suomenlinna is a UNESCO World Heritage site and a famous
tourist attraction. It is also a popular picnic and recreation site
among the locals. BO

Fly to Helsinki with
Direct flights from Riga starting from EUR 29
From more than 50 airBaltic network cities via Riga starting from
EUR 59
Earn 1-10 BalticMiles Points per each Euro spent on flight tickets
BalticMiles partners in Helsinki: airBaltic, LSG Sky Chefs,
Worldhotels, Radisson Blu, Seurahuone, Cumulus , Best Western,
Avis, Sixt, airBalticCard, Language Direct

Experience sensational indulgence
over 6 floors at our Award Winning
Spa adjacent to the iconic
Radisson Blu Hotel Latvija.
Your journey starts from only 17 LVL.
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Yann Arthus–Bertrand
(66), environmental
photographer and
filmmaker
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Home

on the other side of the lens
Working from helicopters and small aircraft, Yann Arthus-Bertrand has become one
of the world’s most celebrated environmental photographers, conveying a powerful
humanitarian message. His iconic book Earth from Above has sold 3 million copies
in France alone, and the film Home is estimated to have been seen by 600 million
people worldwide. Yann loves the planet. Even when documenting its negative facets,
such as poverty and pollution, he makes the world look beautiful. Indeed, sometimes
it takes a little distance to see the bigger picture
Sheltered from the sweltering July sun
in a lush inner courtyard of Paris, I can
hear the din of the city only faintly in the
background. On one side of the courtyard
is a small wooden house, where Yann has
set up his office. A flock of hens pecks at the
ground by his electric car in the parking lot,
and in the background, the plush Bois de
Boulogne branches out in greenery. In an
adjacent single-story building, about two
dozen youths wearing T-shirts and running
shoes are busily at work. Their ultimate
goal is saving the planet. If elsewhere
environmental slogans are mere words
with no substance, here at the GoodPlanet
Foundation, which Yann founded in
2005, they seem to ring loud and true. An
oceanographer is working in one office,
while environment and development
specialists are conferring in another. Two
women have assumed full-time positions to
set up the opening of new schools. Other
colleagues provide educational institutions
with striking photographs, along with
two environmental films that Yann has
directed: Home and 7 billion others. The
recently premiered Planet Ocean will be
available to the broader public this fall,
but in the meantime, Yann is getting ready
to “disappear” for a month, so as to read,
write and draw inspiration for his next
film, Human.

You hope to get some inspiration for
future projects during your upcoming
trip, do you realize the extent to which
you yourself have inspired others? In
a recent interview with Baltic Outlook,
Danish singer Oh Land mentioned that
some of her music was inspired by your
film Home.
That’s amazing! Actually just now,
accidentally, I came across news that
10 000 volunteers in China are showing
Home all over the country. Imagine –
10 000!

I guess the environment is becoming a
particularly important issue for China,
as one of the world’s largest industrial
producers – and polluters.
Yes, in China they have the best and the
worst at the same time. They’ve seen such
bad times, the worst pollution that you
can imagine, people dying. Now, more
than ever before, the Chinese realize that
changes are needed, and the country is
indeed changing quickly.

Millions of people have seen your work.
How does that make you feel?
Laughs. Our immense success is due to
good timing, and due to the fact that we
speak simply through the language of
beauty. Admission to my exhibitions is

Yann Arthus-Bertrand
Born in 1946
S ettles in central France at the age of
20as the director of a nature reserve
S tarts to engage in photography while
studying the behaviour of a family of
lions at the Maasai Mara National Reserve
in Kenya. Spends three years there
E arns his living as a hot-air balloon pilot.
Discovers the beauty of the planet from
above
 ecomes a reporter, working with Géo,
B
National Geographic, Life and other
magazines
F ounds the world’s first aerial
photography agency in1991
S tarts filming Seen from the sky (Vu du
ciel) in 2006. The documentary series on
environmental problems was shown on
French public television

always free of charge and my movies are
openly available. Around 20 million people
have seen my photos. And Home, when
broadcast on primetime TV all across the
world, amassed a total audience of about
600 million.
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You’re saying “we”. Who is this “we” and
when did “I” become “we”?
It’s definitely “we”. A photographer might
seem like a solo artist, but there is always
a team at my side, including assistants,
editors and publishers. With filmmaking
this is even more true. And, with a project
like 7 billion others, my main contribution
was the idea itself. The film was made
from 6000 interviews in 84 countries, all
recorded and edited without me. I think
I’m strong because I always share my ideas
and my work.

A team member of yours just told
me that you live many lives. You take
pictures, you make movies, you have
a TV program.
Yes, here, at GoodPlanet I spend about
half of my time; the foundation runs well
without my presence the rest of the time. I
have a strong team devoting itself entirely
to the Earth’s ecosystem. We report on
that daily through a newsletter. It’s an easy
way for anybody to be in touch with the
beating heart of our planet. I also have the
production company Hope making films,
and I’m shooting a TV series. I’m moving

The book Earth from Above (1999) has been
translated into 30 different languages and sold
over 3 million copies in France alone
The film Home (2009) was seen by more than
600million people
7 billion others (2003, then titled 6 billion others)
was shot in 84different countries and based on
more than 6000 interviews. An estimated 200
million people viewed the film on TV, and another
3million people saw the related exhibition.
Yann creates the GoodPlanet Foundation in 2005
to promote the protection of the environment

around the world a lot with different
projects to implement. In essence, I am a
photographer, a human being who is trying
to change the world through the power of
striking images. Even our program Seen from
the sky (Vu du ciel) on French public television
very much resembles photography: the way
it’s framed, the objects, the content. So yes,
I’m talking through images and hopefully
delivering a humanist message.

Where did your interest in nature and
wildlife came from?

When I was 12, I fell love with a girl whose
family owned a zoo, or, rather a wildlife
park. We stayed together for ten years
and made a new zoo together, so by the
age of 20, I was managing a reserve and
breeding animals. Later, with my second
wife Anne I moved to Kenya to study lions.
I started to do photography there, at first
simply to document our studies.
When I turned to aerial photography, I was
really impressed by the beauty of the
planet. C’est magnifique*! But then I couldn’t
stop noticing the impact of mankind. When

I was born, we were a little over 2 billion
people on the planet. Now, in the course of
my life, the world’s human population has
more than tripled and the consequences
are quite visible from above.

In fact, while you were making a film,
you had to change the number in the
title from 6 to 7 billion. Some of the
posters in your office still show the title
6 billion others.
Let’s hope we won’t soon have to retitle
it again to 8 billion others. Fortunately,
the statistics are showing many good
tendencies. For example, the overall level
of education and wealth in the world is
growing. However, when you speak about
the results of overpopulation, then in such
areas like overfishing, deforestation and
global warming, the numbers are getting
worse every year. Nevertheless, when
travelling around as an aerial photographer,
I have seen many NGOs in action. This has
made me realize that doing something
is what makes people happy. Looking at
the planet without doing anything is an
easy path to depression or paranoia. Even
though things are sure to be more difficult
for the next generation, I’m not going
to give up working. Africans say that it’s
ridiculous to cry alone in the dark. I’m trying
to switch on the light. In fact, millions of
other people are trying to do the same, as
the numbers of ecologists today are higher
than ever. The green movement and way of
thinking is stronger than ever before.
Today we are not talking about the
capability, but rather the responsibility of

the rich. About two billion people in the
world live on subsistence farming, working
the land to feed themselves and their
families. They will be the first ones to suffer
from climate changes. My next movie,
Human, will be about that, about morals
and ethics.

Before morals and ethics came in, it
was simply the beauty of the Earth that
attracted you, wasn’t it?
Yes, the beauty of the planet is art, and I
consider art as part of my life. But art alone
is not enough to change the world.

When did you understand that the
bigger picture is best seen from a
distance, as Time Magazine summarized
your work in its list of Heroes of the
Environment?
It’s like with the Brazilian social
documentary photographer Sebastião
Salgado [who is best known for his photos of
workers in less developed countries – ed.]. You
have to focus. If you are doing portraits one
day, fashion the other and the Paris–Dakar
car rally the next, then in fact you are doing
nothing.
After eight years of flying, after
publishing books and setting up exhibitions,
the success eventually came, and with that
in my pocket it’s much easier – you have the
means and the publicity, and everything
you do or say has a resonance.

To shoot the images for your first
book, you mortgaged your house. That
requires a strong belief in what you do.
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Planet Ocean has just been shown in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. In September
larger audiences will see the film. How
much time usually passes before you
get restless and feel the need for a new
project?

© Erwan Sourget

I’ve been very lucky in my life, always
succeeding in fulfilling my dreams. I might
sound immodest and pretentious, but going
to the end is one of my best qualities –
although some of my staff complain about
that. Laughs. In addition, I instinctually felt
that the book Earth from Above would sell
well. That’s why I went to the publisher and
asked him to lower the price a bit. I have to
say that I’m a good seller. I have a feeling for
those things.

You have chickens running around
the office.
Oh, there is no way anybody here
will eat them! They are for eggs and for
pleasure. I have chickens at my house,
too, about 40 kilometres from Paris, in
the middle of the woods.

That quite a handy characteristic.

Speaking about the success of your
early career, who helped you to find
some of your most iconic images,
like that heart-shaped island that’s
on the cover of Earth from Above?

Especially when you have a foundation that
runs on five million euros per year, and I’m
the one who has to find the money. So,
once I’ve made a decision, I’m determined
to carry it out. However, I have to admit
that one of the hardest personal goals was
becoming a vegetarian. It was years after the
realization that humankind eats too much
meat before I could call myself a vegetarian.
It took me about six years, step by step, until
one day I stopped eating meat completely.

We had a small team then, only one
assistant and a pilot. It was the pilot
who told me he could show me
something very beautiful. I think that
island was the best possible cover,
because I try to speak about the
world with love. I insisted that the
publishers use the same cover in all
of the countries where the book was
published. The photo became a brand
in itself.

I try to have some periods of peace and
quiet in between. In a few days, I’ll be
leaving for a month to do some reading and
watch films, but that’s all for the sake of my
next movie, Human. One of my problems
is that I’m always in action. I should learn to
be more calm, but being an active person,
I like to build things and constantly come
up with new ideas.

Can you tell us more about Human?
Absolutely not. Laughs. It will be
done within three years and shown in
40 countries.

What serves as an inspiration to you?
I’m inspired by the fact that I can speak to
millions. I love to see school groups coming
to my exhibitions – teachers explaining and
kids talking about the photos.

You have 12 schools in France named
after you.
It’s 13 now.

In addition, you have also received
the Légion d’honneur, France’s highest
decoration. Which form of recognition is
the most important to you?
The Légion d’honneur is nothing when
compared to having a school named after me.
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The fact that sponsors are now coming
to you with offers is also a form of
recognition.
Yes, the watchmaker Omega found me, not
vice versa. It had a watch named Planet
Ocean and I had an idea of making a film
about the oceans. Somebody has to pay
for those endless hours in the helicopters,
for the team that puts all of the filmed

speak about that pollution accident you
had.” In the end, I didn’t go. But I must say
that to my own surprise, the main problem
is not business. It’s governments. Getting
authorization to shoot and film, getting
censored. Like with India, where 50% of the
film Home was cut before being released
there. Sometimes the truth is bitter and
hard to accept.

Studying lions with his wife Anne at the Maasai
Mara National Reserve in Kenya

material together. Knowing that I stick
to what I believe in, I consider it very
courageous for a manufacturing company
to give 1.5 million euros for making a film
that it will not control, and that reveals
some unpleasant facts about China, the
company’s main market. It’s hard to mix
commercial interests with honesty, but
I always warn the companies we work
with that they might not like what I say
in my films. I complain quite a bit about
consumerism, pollution and other issues.
Once a petrol company asked me to attend
one of its events, and I said: “’If I go, I will

Alfred Hitchcock made his best films
when he was on a tight budget, not
when he was supported by huge
production companies. Does a small
budget result in a better film?
This correlation does not apply to me. My
budget is always tight. I never have enough
money! Laughs. My business partner at
the Hope production company is always
complaining about that. However, I’ve
always managed to get by. At the beginning,
I was flying cheap helicopters, exchanging
my photo footage to get things like flying
permits and to cover the helicopter rental
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fees. Now, when it’s mostly filming, the costs
have skyrocketed. Filming is so much more
expensive than photographing, but most of
the times I’m doing both.

What about your camera equipment?
How are you able to remain so
stationary while up in the air, getting
such clear and focused images?

Which cities do you find the most
photogenic?
Paris is on the top of my list, because it’s
my home. And it’s incredibly photogenic.
I’m not talking about the Paris that you can
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I don’t think that camera brands are
very important, as long as you’re using

I always bring a camera with me and
sometimes I do take pictures on board, but
the quality is never as good as I want, so
these pictures serve as sketches for some of
my ideas.

The Great Blue Hole, Lighthouse Reef, Belize

professional equipment. I use a high-speed
Canon EOS-1N camera equipped with an
L-series focal zoom, in the 17 to 400-mm
range. The speed is between 1/250 and
1/1000 of a second. As for filming, I use
a high-definition Cineflex camera. It is
American and is also used by the American
military, so it is forbidden in many
countries. When I’m shooting in China,
they perceive me as someone from the
Pentagon. Laughs.

You have been flying for more than
30 years, almost like a veteran pilot.
There must be something about the
flying itself that you like.
Yes, I love to fly as a way of discovering new
places. I’ve been to about 120 countries.

When flying as an ordinary passenger,
do you take photos from the window?

see in the streets or in the subway. I like
Paris best from above, with no strikes and
no traffic jams. I like looking at the places
where I went to school, where I had my
first dates.
I’m also in love with Venice. It’s such a
beautiful city, and there are no cars, which
is important to me. [Yann drives a Renault
Z.E. electromobile that the company has
given to him for a year-long test drive.
Special electric chargers have been installed
at his home, office and studio. Yann says
that with careful route-planning, he gets
along very well. The charged car runs for
about 120 km and each charge costs him
about 2 EUR – ed.]
New York is my third favourite, because
of its architecture. Some say it is too
industrial, but not in my books. I’ve
handled it differently – with love. BO
* C’est magnifique – It´s magnificent!
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Text by Una Meistere and Vineta RadziNa |
Publicity photos and by Una Meistere

Inspirational
gardens
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There is hardly anything
more beautiful or
exhilarating than a lush
garden at the height of
summer, with a myriad
of colours and aromas
to delight your senses.
Small wonder that gardens
have served as sources of
inspiration to countless
artists over the centuries
Villa Ephrussi de Rothschild

Fly to Nice
with airBaltic from

€45

Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat, France
The villa of Baroness Béatrice Ephrussi de
Rothschild is one of the most extravagant and
impressive manors in the French Riviera. The
baroness purchased the seven-hectare territory
in 1905 and commissioned a villa that was to
house her sizeable art and antique collection.
The villa’s furniture and interior objects date from
the 13th to the 18th century. Some of them even
once belonged to the ill-fated queen of France,
Marie Antoinette, who was executed by guillotine
in 1793. The Impressionist Gallery features
landscapes by Claude Monet and Auguste Renoir.
However, the villa’s most outstanding feature
is the colour pink. The baroness was obsessed
with a specific flamingo tone that gives the
edifice a surreal appearance against the blue
skies of the French Riviera. The entire exterior
of the villa has been painted pink, from the base
of its foundations to the top of its chimneys.
The baroness herself greeted her guests clad
in pink, from the hat on her head to the heels
of her shoes. Even her crocodile-skin purse
was coloured pink. Her hair turned completely
white when she reached the age of 20, giving
the impression that she had coiffed it with a
fine, light powder and adding to her imposing
visual presence.
The spacious park that surrounds the villa
incorporates nine separate gardens, each
with its own theme, including a Japanese,
Spanish, Provençal, rose and cliff garden. The
gardens took seven years to complete, with the
most renowned landscape artists of the day
participating in their design. They were tended to
by 30 gardeners, whom the baroness supervised
and instructed from the terrace of her villa. A visit
to this place is like a trip around the world, with
a dizzying array of plants, colours and aromas to
delight the senses. As she approached death in
1934, the baroness bequeathed the villa and its
surrounding gardens to the Academy of Fine Arts
(Académie des Beaux Arts) division of the Institute
of France (Institut de France), which manages the
property to this day.
1, Avenue Ephrussi de Rothschild
www.villa-ephrussi.com
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Villa Carlotta

Tremezzo, Lake Como, Italy
Dating from the early 18th century, Villa Carlotta
is the most beautiful jewel of the village of
Tremezzo. The tremendous wealth of its
original owners, the Clerici family, came from
its successful trade in textiles. The family riches
were inherited and squandered by lavish spender
and art collector Antonio Giorgio, who at
least managed to complete the construction
of the gorgeous Baroque-style villa that we
know today. In 1843, the Villa Carlotta was
purchased by Princess Marianne, wife of Albert
of Prussia, and later on given to her daughter
Charlotte as a wedding gift. That is when a
considerable expansion of the villa’s original
gardens began. About 500 species of plants
were added, including 150 types of azaleas and
rhododendrons. These gardens may entirely
change your idea about rhododendrons (if you
haven’t hiked in the Himalayas), as here you
will observe that rhododendrons can grow into
tall trees, not only as the shrubs that we are
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accustomed to seeing.
The huge park, covering almost eight hectares,
is rich in tall Tibetan rhododendron trees.
Wandering through this enchanted kingdom
of plants and flowers, you will suddenly find
yourself in an idyllic Japanese garden – the
original section of the park. Its rock garden has
an astounding variety of bamboos – literally
hundreds of species. Being very fond of botany,
the Crown Prince of Saxony gathered a large
variety of tropical plants and evergreens in this
park. And there is a little bubbling brook, too,
winding its way among verdant palm trees, lianas
and bamboos.
Do not miss out on seeing the villa’s citrus-tree
trellis, made of lemon, orange, tangerine and
grapefruit trees. August is a lovely time at Lake
Como, with warm weather and lush greenery
surrounding you. Water lilies bloom in their
ponds, ranging in colour from bright yellow and
red to even blue.
Via Provinciale Regina, 2 | Tremezzo Como, Italy
www.villacarlotta.it
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Museum Island
Hombroich

Neuss, Germany
The small German city of Neuss is
a half-hour’s drive from Dusseldorf
and home to one of the most
impressive cultural projects in the
area – the Hombroich Cultural
Environment. It is located in two
separate territories: an old historical
park (Museum Island Hombroich)
and a disused rocket station
(Raketenstation Hombroich) on a
former NATO military base, whose
bunkers now house art galleries
and other cultural institutions.
Both endeavours began as private
initiatives by Karl-Heinrich Müller,
a realtor who lives in Dusseldorf
and who wanted to create an
appropriate home for his vast and
eclectic art collection.
Müller bought the historical park
and its surroundings in 1982 and
began converting it into a cultural
space in 1987, abiding by Paul
Cézanne’s motto “Art alongside
nature”. The entry into the park is
through a small pavilion, where
along with your admission ticket, you
will be given a map of the island’s
vast territory. Beyond is a walk into
the unknown – a unique experience
for all five senses, generating the
feeling that you have entered a
mythical world with hardly anybody
else in it, as the territory is so vast
that you will not come across
very many other visitors. Even the
exhibition halls are without the
traditional museum monitors, adding
to the strange feeling of not meeting
a single living soul on your way.
The park covers more than

25 hectares and has been arranged
so that one surprise follows the
other. After you have climbed
down the stairs into the ravine, a
crossroads of sorts greets you in
a meadow behind a pond, in the
form of a tall and narrow building
called The Tower. Its interior is white
throughout, with nothing inside
but four fully open doors, each
leading out to some mysterious
and unknown destination. The
building’s unique acoustics
make sounds echo as in a gothic
cathedral, heightening the strange
sense of isolation that one feels in
this seemingly secluded spot.
The path leads on to a
rectangular, red brick building with a
door but no windows. This pavilion
is named Labyrinth and features part
of Müller’s private collection. As you
wind through the maze from one
room into the next, you come again
upon a door, later realizing that the
edifice actually has four doors that
lead out to four apparently identical
backdrops. You exit out to the same
hedge and the same path that you
entered from, or do you? To find
out which path originally led you
to the building, you will have to
walk around the pavilion from the
outside.
As you exit the park territory,
you will feel as if you have just
experienced a surreal episode from
Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland
or Through the Looking Glass, where
things seem to take place according
to completely different rules.
Kapellener Straße (L201)
41472 Neuss (Holzheim)
www.stiftunginselhombroich.de
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Royal Botanic Gardens
Kew, London

The Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew are not
only the largest public gardens on the planet
(covering 121 hectares) with the largest number
of taxonomic plant species, they are an entire
world of their own. Only a half-hour’s drive
from the centre of London, they also provide a
unique historical insight into the development of

European parks and gardens from the 18th to the
20th century. Here you will literally find practically
every plant that can be grown in England.
This history of the gardens themselves is
a bit complicated. In 1772, two large plots of
land – one in Richmond (which now forms the
west side of the garden) and one in Kew (its east
side) – were merged into a single territory. The
unified plot of land was then sold by the Capel
family to Frederick, the Prince of Wales. The
gardens themselves were founded a year later,
in 1773, with Sir Joseph Banks assigned to head
the gardens. Banks was a naturalist, botanist and
friend of the famous explorer, Captain James
Cook. Under the patronage of King George III,
he began collecting exotic plants and bringing
them back to the gardens from all over the world,
turning Kew into the de facto botanical centre
of the British empire. It was George III who also
later turned the grounds into a public space for
everyone to enjoy.
One of the most majestic buildings is the
19th- century glass and steel Palm House, which
has inspired the construction of similar edifices

all over the world. If you enter through the
main door and exit at the opposite end of the
building, then the panorama that unfolds is simply
breathtaking. Three paths, each unique in its own
right, lead off to a lush expanse of greenery. An
alley of centuries-old Lebanese cedars leads to a
pagoda. A pastoral, green meadow path seems
to lead on into infinity, and the rose garden in full
bloom draws you into a hypnotic whirlpool of
colours and smells.
One of the latest editions is the 18-metre-high
Treetop Walkway, supported on gigantic steel
columns, offering visitors a chance to see how
the gardens look from the treetop canopies. The
200-metre walkway will provide a thrilling vista
for both the old and the young. It was designed
by Marks Barfield Architects, who also designed
the famous London Eye.
The grounds also have thematic playgrounds
for the kids, as well as a café and a gardening
store, where one can buy practically everything
that one needs for gardening, including seeds,
plants and books on garden design.
www.kew.org

INVESTMENT
PROPERTIES
FOR SALE

BRIVIBAS STREET 88, Riga, 13.760 m2

G.ASTRAS STREET 1C, Riga, 11.485 m2

• Unique historical residential building in the city centre of Riga;
• Elegant design of the facade representing a synthesis of
vertical Art Nouveau and Neo-Classicism;
• Large size of the building providing a critical mass for solid
development of a landmark, lively multifunctional building;
• Location in 15 min walk from Old Town and major
sightseeing attractions;
• Location with facade on the major trafﬁc artery of Riga Brivibas street and excellent visibility;
• Easy access by public and private transport.

•
•
•
•

Modern newly built B class ofﬁce building;
Flexible ofﬁce layout allowing to target different size tenants;
Good parking ratio;
Location with facade on one of the major trafﬁc arteries and
excellent visibility;
• Easy access by private transport and good access by public
transport.

CONTACT US:

+ 371 2916 2659
+ 371 6750 8400
info@newsec.lv
www.newsecbaltics.com

Exclusive adviser

THE FULL SERVICE PROPERTY HOUSE

www.ektornet.lv
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Christian Dior museum and garden
Granville

Granville is a small, charming town in Normandy,
where French fashion designer Christian Dior
(1905-1957) was born a bit more than a century
ago. Some of his most cherished childhood
memories were of the times he spent in the
gardens that his mother kept at their family
home. Later, as an adult and designer, it was
Dior’s turn to make women look as beautiful
as the blooming flowers of his childhood. Dior
also adopted a blossom from his home garden,
the lily-of-the-valley, as a symbol of his success.
Dior affirmed many times that his artistic sense
was strongly influenced by the architecture of
his home and its surroundings. Having inherited
his mother’s passion for flowers, the designer
claimed to feel best in a garden environment
among the plants and flowerbeds. He avidly
studied flower catalogues and learned the names

Fly to Paris
with airBaltic from

€45

of numerous flowers by heart.
The Dior family residence is painted in a soft,
rose-pink tone, and the garden’s rose-covered
terraces offer a fantastic view of the ocean waves
below. The house’s foundations are in grey stone,
with pink and grey later becoming one of Dior’s
most recognizable traits on the fashion stage.
Another reason for visiting Granville this summer
is the Stars in Dior exhibition, which can be seen
at the Dior residence until September 23. Here
one will find Dior designer clothes once worn
both on and off the screen by such legendary
movie divas as Marlene Dietrich, Elizabeth Taylor
and Penelope Cruz, from the 1940s to the
present.
Musée et Jardin Christan Dior
Villa Les Rhumbs, 50400 Granville
www.musee-dior-granville.com

Monet Garden at Giverny

Scorned by critics in his youth, impressionist
landscape painter Claude Monet attained great
fame and wealth later in his life. One day, as
he rode by train through the town of Giverny

in Normandy, he caught sight of a small but
enchanting farmstead through the window.
The Parisian artist brought his entire family to
this quiet part of France, renting a house and
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two acres of land in 1883. By 1890, Monet
had become wealthy enough to purchase the
property. He used the barn as a studio, gradually
expanded the orchard and flower beds in
the garden, and had an orangery built on the
grounds of the rural homestead.
Monet continually upgraded his garden
with an artistic sense of colour in mind, adding
plants of various shades, including violet, pink
and orange.
The flower and plant arrangements at
the gardens in Giverny are like paintings in
themselves. At each new bend along its gravel
paths, a new painting unfolds before you. Thus,
it is hardly surprising that the garden continues
to attract throngs of tourists and contemporary
painters, brushes in hand. Here one will be
enchanted by the countless variations in shades
and tones from the lilies, roses, pelargoniums
and other flowers.
In 1901, Monet bought another plot of land
across the railroad tracks, not far from where he
lived. It was swampy and of seemingly little value,
but ideal for setting up a water garden, where he
planted a wide array of water lilies. At that time,
Monet became interested in Japanese culture,

incorporating various elements into the décor –
including the iconic, green Japanese footbridge
over a pool of water lilies, which he painted at all
times of the day and in various seasons.
The water lilies became one the artist’s
favourite painting motifs. Monet continued to
paint these plants until the end of his life, even
after his vision became impaired due to the onset
of cataracts.
With his eyesight gradually deteriorating, he
still managed to convey strong emotions onto
his canvases, using skilful strokes of the brush
to make it seem like the colour tones naturally
flowed into each other. Unable to distinguish
finer visual nuances, Monet increased the size of
the water lilies in his later works, making them
appear grand and monumental.
Following the artist’s death, the ownership
of many of his paintings was transferred to the
French Republic. The Musée de l’Orangerie
was subsequently established in Paris’ Tuileries
Gardens, with two special rooms built in 1927 to
display his water lily paintings.
Giverny,
France
giverny-impression.com

Villa Melzi

Bellagio, Lake Como, Italy
Fly to Milan
with airBaltic from

€29

The cornerstone of the Neo-classical Villa
Melzi was laid in 1801 and nine years later, the
entire complex was completed, including its
park. Its owner, Francesco Melzi d’Eril, and art
and nature aficionado, served as vice-president
of the Napoleonic Italian Republic and was a
close friend of Napoleon. With a great respect
towards the gorgeous environment of Lake
Como, the villa project was designed by a
Swiss trio consisting of architect Giocondo
Albertolli, landscape designer Luigi Canonica and
agronomist Luigi Villoresi. The magnificent villa,
surrounded by gardens, became Melzi d’Eril’s
summer residence following the end of his
political career.
The villa still exudes an air of its early days, as
if trapped in time. The house and its surrounding

area are maintained with scrupulous care.
Every tiny blade of grass seems to be perfectly
manicured. These gardens surround you with
tranquillity and soothe your soul, reminding you
that life can also be quite beautiful. You may
catch site of the occasional boat cutting across
the glossy surface of the lake as you wander
through the amazing gardens, with their huge
sequoia trees, tall magnolias and blooming
rhododendrons, an idyllic Japanese landscape
and a lovely rock garden. Nothing is accidental
and every plant has been put there on purpose.
The greenhouses contain cannas, callas and
many other typical plants.
Via Lungo Lario Manzoni
Bellagio Como, Italy
giardinidivillamelzi.it
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This year
marks the
50anniversary
of the premier
of the very first
JamesBond
film – Dr. No

Text by Dita Rietuma and Una Meistere
Photos Alamy, Corbis

Bond turns

50

The title of this article might not
be exactly precise – literary historians will point out
that British author Ian Fleming created his James Bond
character much earlier – in 1953, when he named the
secret agent 007 after a real-life English ornithologist.
Nevertheless, it’s been exactly 50 years since the
premier of Dr. No (1962) – the first embodiment of
the British spy on the screen, and the beginning of a
phenomenally successful film series, which has since
reached iconic status in British popular culture. Proof
of this can be found not only in the longevity and
commercial success of the series (the profits of which
are closing in on 5 billion USD), but also in the fact that
many influential cultural institutions will be paying
tribute to the anniversary.
This autumn, New York’s Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA) will screen the complete film series, whereas
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in London, the Barbican Centre will present a Bondthemed exhibition – Designing 007: Fifty Years of Bond
Style. Open through September 5, the showcase is
dedicated to the legendary film series and to the
paraphernalia connected with the famous spy: cars,
weapons and a myriad of other high-tech gadgets
that have helped James Bond maintain his status as a
super agent – saving the world from one impending
disaster after the other. This cross-section of Bond’s
world is displayed much like the slice of a multi-layered
birthday cake. And the frosting that tops it all off is starstudded indeed – Bond has been glamorously dressed
by the likes of Hubert de Givenchy, Roberto Cavalli,
Miuccia Prada, Girorgio Armani, Brioni and Tom Ford,
among others.
At present, there are 22 films in the “official” Bond
series. The owner and producer of the Bond movies
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Queen Elizabeth
Diamond Jubilee
celebrations.
Redchurch Street
satirical poster
of the Queen and
James Bond

for the last half century has been Eon Productions, a
company founded by Harry Saltzman and Albert R.
Broccoli. Purists insist that only the films produced
by Eon should be considered as “real” Bond movies,
thereby excluding several films that have James Bond
as the main character, but were produced by
other companies.
The 23 film to feature British secret service
agent 007 – Skyfall – will have its world premier this
coming October. An excellent creative team has been
assembled for the movie, headed by Sam Mendes in
the director’s chair (best known for his Oscar-winning
film, American Beauty; this will be the British director’s
first foray into the Bond series), and Daniel Craig as
the protagonist. Since his first crack as Bond in Casino
Royale (2006), Craig has worked non-stop, albeit mostly
in films with only average success.
If we take cinema as a global experience and view
Bond as being nothing more than a blip in British film
history, then the roots of the secret agent’s adventures
should be looked for in cinema audiences’ thirst for
crime and thrills. The first feeding of this appetite can
be found in the American gangster movies of the early
1930s, as well as in the 1940s and 1950s American (and
British) movie genre known as film noir. These movies
often featured cynical private detectives in the lead
role, and sultry female characters. The detectives were
usually involved in complicated criminal intrigues,
their relationships with the fairer sex being mostly
destructive and fateful.
Traditional spy movies, of which the Bond series is
a shining example, flourished in the 1960s and 1970s.
This was a time of rapidly changing societal values and
interests. The depressive tone of the post-war years was
replaced by much more spirited emotions. Material
wealth increased, fuelling the ideals of a consumerdriven society. The popularity of the black-and-white
films noir declined in the mid 1950s. In place of the
cynical private detective came a new hero, whose
adventures and experiences guaranteed thrilling
plot lines. (One of the films of this period – the 1955
American-made Kiss Me Deadly, directed by Robert
Oldridge and featuring the cynical detective Mike
Hammer, who dashed about in an exclusive car and
slept with his selfless assistant – is looked upon as the
quintessential predecessor to Bond). The secret service
agent was soon to take over the top spot in action
films, once held by the private detective.
The historical situation of the time was another
reason for this switch; the Cold War – the name given
to the political tension between the communist bloc
and capitalist countries – became the context that
made the “spy vs. spy” motif such a hot ticket. And
not only in the West, but on the other side of the Iron
Curtain as well. James Bond became celebrated in
Great Britain and quickly gained popularity all across

the world – except in the communist countries, of
course, where the Bond movies were banned to the
very end.
Sean Connery, the original actor in the Bond series,
certainly deserves his laurels. When the 31-year-old
and just-emerging Scottish actor (with a colourful
and distinctly proletarian background – Connery had
worked as a bricklayer and driver in his youth) was
given the role of Agent 007, few had heard of him.
Connery’s masculine features and physical prowess
were the deciding factors that led Eon to choose him
for the role of Bond, rather than some well-known
American actor. Manly, with lightning-quick reflexes
and an ironic wit – not to mention quite receptive
to the allures of the ladies: Connery portrayed these
characteristics of Bond to perfection. As a result,
Connery created the standard that has been followed
since by every actor to be cast as Bond. In the course
of the first five films of the Bond series, which began
with Dr. No and ended with You Only Live Twice (1967),

James Bond creator Ian Fleming chats with Swiss
actress Ursula Andress between scenes of the
upcoming action spy film, Dr. No

Connery seemed to gradually tire of the need to dish
out ever more of the same “super-agent 007” and this
flailing attitude became noticeable on-screen. Connery
finally walked away from the role, creating confusion
among both producers and fans of the series. This,
however, did not put an end to the Bond movies.
The film On Her Majesty’s Secret Service hit the big
screen in 1969. Many believe that the source material
used for the film was Fleming’s best literary work.
Australian model George Lazenby played the part of
Bond in the movie – his first and only portrayal of the
character. On Her Majesty’s Secret Service was Lazenby’s
cinematic debut, for he had previously worked only
on commercials. By picking a little-known actor for
the role of Bond, Eon attempted to recreate the luck
that they had experienced with Connery. Lazenby
didn’t disappoint – his Bond was both attractive
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and youthful. The actor was nine years younger than Connery,
after all. Nevertheless, On Her Majesty’s Secret Service turned out
to be Lazenby’s only go at James Bond, as the actor didn’t want
to become ensnared in the trappings of just one character. In
addition, at the end of the 1960s – and with the rise of “hippy”
culture – Bond seemed like an echo of an already bygone era.
Nevertheless, the Bond series continued and Eon did everything
they could to get Sean Connery – the gold standard for James
Bond – back into the role. The decisive factor turned out to be
money; for his return as Bond in Diamonds Are Forever (1971),
Connery received the record-breaking amount of 6 million USD.
However, that turned out to be his final role as Bond in the Eonproduced films. Connery did play Bond one more time at the
rather distinguished age of 53 in the appropriately titled Never Say
Never Again (1983), which was not produced by Eon and thus not
“officially” part of the Bond series.
Roger Moore was awarded the part in the search for the next
Bond after Connery. Unlike his predecessors, Moore was not an
upstart, but a popular actor with both experience and fame from
his work in the 1960s hit television series, The Saint. Also, unlike
Connery and Lazenby, Moore had already reached the age of 46
when he starred in his first Bond film, Live and Let Die (1973). Moore
made seven Bond films in total, during the last of which, A View to
a Kill (1985), he had already reached the ripe old age of 58. Moore
brought to the Bond character a sense of irony and lightness, as
well as assured youthfulness.
Moore’s retirement from the role was undeniably due to his
increasing age, which is why in the 1980s, Eon had to search for
a new Bond yet again. Hence, British actor Timothy Dalton – an
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experienced Shakespearian stage actor and veteran of film
versions of classic literary pieces – came to the role. The character
of agent 007 was an atypical one for the actor. Dalton’s Bond in
The Living Daylights (1978) and License to Kill (1989) stands out with
his sternness and lack of irony. Compared to the earlier films of the
Bond series, these films are more brutal and serious – more akin
to the “action” film genre – without too many relaxing and clever
breaks to break the tension.
Pierce Brosnan came to the role several years later, playing
agent 007 in four films: GoldenEye (1995), Tomorrow Never Dies
(1997), The World is Not Enough (1999) and Die Another Day (2002).
Like George Lazenby, Brosnan had focused on commercials before
joining the Bond franchise and his acting was, at times, reminiscent
of posing for fashion magazines. Brosnan’s Bond films are more
playful and ironic, and not as harsh.
In 2006, the character of James Bond was taken over by
Daniel Craig – a man with powerful and dramatic acting talent.
An excellent British stage and screen actor, Craig had diverse
experience in British and Hollywood films. Craig looked like a risky
choice – he’s brawny, short of stature and not exactly male-model
material – but thanks to him, the 21 century Bond movies became
more realistic and dynamic, as well as less glamorous and focused
on cars and gadgets. The pace of the latest Bond films is beyond
compare; the earlier films now belong to a completely different
era – that of the 20 century Bond movies, which had to do without
digital special effects and the belief that constant action must
be at the base of all cinema. It turns out that the brutal times in
which we live need a Bond series such as this – rough, stark and
vigorous – without any significant touch of irony.
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MI6 Headquarters / SIS
Building, Vauxhall Cross,
London

Dr. No (1962), directed by Terence Young; scene with Sean Connery and Ursula Andress

Dr. No
“Bond, James Bond”. These are the words with which
Sean Connery, as agent 007, introduces himself while
sitting at a gambling table in Dr. No. And these same
words began what has now become a cinematic
legend. Thanks to this 1962 film, which cost a scant
1 million USD to make, we can now celebrate the 50
anniversary of the Bond film series.
In spite of the considerable amount of time that
has lapsed, Dr. No remains an interesting film to
watch. However, for those whose first introduction
to Bond was one of the later films, this movie may
seem quite slow. Even the torture and car-chase
scenes seem comparatively sedate, a trait that has
long since been abandoned in 21-century action
flicks. Nevertheless, Dr. No introduced a whole string
of elements that started a pop-culture phenomenon.
Two of the most obvious were the stylish opening
and closing credits – the darkened figure of a man

aiming a gun at the audience, and stylized female
figures dancing and pulsating in the background;
as well as the musical theme composed by John
Barry, destined to become the identifying brand for
the film franchise. (These two features have become
obligatory in every Bond film to be made since Dr.
No.) And then, of course, there is Bond’s struggle
against a bad guy who wants to rule the world; in this
case, it was the evil genius Dr. No, who had atomic
weapons at his disposal.
Dr. No is set in Jamaica, where John Strangways,
the British Intelligence Station Chief, has been found
murdered and agent 007 has been sent to unravel
the mystery. The most iconic scenes from the film
feature a white bikini-clad Honey Ryder, played by
the actress Ursula Andress. Andress is regarded as the
first Bond girl, even though the secret agent charms
several other ladies in the film.

Although the British secret service
agent 007 is pure fiction, his office
is real enough – MI6 Headquarters.
The first Bond who had the honour
to be filmed there was Pierce
Brosnan in GoldenEye (1995). Soon
after, in The World is Not Enough
(1999), the building is featured
extensively – a briefcase filled with
money that Bond has brought from
Spain explodes, ripping a hole in a
wall of the structure. For clarity’s
sake, the real building was not
blown up. A model was used for
the purposes of filming – which, by
the way, is virtually indistinguishable
from the real thing. It is assumed
that MI6 will also make an
appearance in the latest Bond film –
Skyfall – with Daniel Craig.
MI6 was a project initiated by
former prime minister Margaret
Thatcher. In 1988, the British
government agreed to purchase
a new home for the Secret
Intelligence Service (SIS). It was
designed by architect Terry Farrel,
who took inspiration from both
1930s industrial architecture and
Mayan and Aztec temples. In 1994,
the building was ceremoniously
opened by Queen Elizabeth II. The
construction costs are estimated at
350 million USD and in a sense, it’s
a city within a city – with basketball
courts, restaurants and other
amenities. To enter, however, you’ll
need an ID like Bond’s.
Vauxhall Cross, 85 Albert Embankment
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Checkpoint Charlie,
Berlin
Checkpoint Charlie – a symbol of
the Cold War – is the place where
Bond crossed the border to East
Germany in the movie Octopussy
(1983), ready for his next mission.
In his Mercedes, Bond passes the
familiar sign: “You are leaving the
American sector”.
When the Berlin Wall was
erected in 1961 to block the
flow of emigrants to the West,
Checkpoint Charlie became
the most legendary border
crossing of them all; a symbol
of the Iron Curtain. Only Allied
representatives and foreigners
were allowed to cross it. After
the fall of the Wall, Checkpoint
Charlie became a popular tourist
attraction, a feature in practically
every photo album of visitors to
Berlin. Today, the famous sign and
gatehouse are the only remnants
of the real thing.
Friedrichstraße 43-45

Sotheby’s Auction
House, London
In the 1983 film Octopussy,
Sotheby’s Auction House is the
site of the crucial auctioning of

a rare Fabergé egg. Bond has
skilfully switched the real egg for
a fake and enters an unsuccessful
bidding war with the Afghan
Prince Kamal Khan, who ends
up paying 500 000 GBP for the
fake. Only the façade of the real
auction house was used in the
film; the interior scenes were
shot at Pinewood Film Studios.
Founded in 1744 in London
(22 years before its main
competitor, Christie’s), Sotheby’s
is one of the oldest and most
prestigious auction houses
in the world. It currently has
90 branches in 40 countries.
Innumerable legendary auctions
have taken place there, including
that of the Duchess of Windsor’s
jewellery collection. The famous
auction house is also the site of
the excellent Sotheby’s Café –
and ideal spot for morning
coffee, afternoon tea, or even
a light lunch. An additional
element of attraction is the fact
that many visitors to Sotheby’s
don’t even think of looking for
a café – giving the place a sort of
“insider status”.
34-35, New Bond Street
London W1A2AA

Millennium Dome,
London
In The World is Not Enough
(1999), the culmination of a chase
scene in which Bond goes after
a typical “bad-guy” – in this case,
Cigar Girl – occurs right across
from the Millennium Dome. Cigar
Girl tries to escape in a hot-air
balloon when Bond, holding on
to its ropes, offers her protection
if she reveals who she is working
for. In answer, she blows up the
balloon, and herself along with it.
Agent 007 then falls to the roof of
the Millennium Dome.
The structure is the most
contradictory architectural project
in the history of the United
Kingdom – a blatant symbol of
megalomania’s dazzling rise and
subsequent downfall. Built to
house the celebratory exhibition
Millennium Experience, it has
entered the record books as
the largest dome in the world.
Unfortunately, it also caries the
badge of extreme wastefulness –
it cost 1 billion GBP of taxpayers’
money and didn’t attain a single
one of its starting goals. In
contrast to the overly optimistic
forecasts, the number of visitors

to the Dome was catastrophically
low. It was closed down at the
end of 2000. In 2007, the Dome
was rechristened as the new O2
entertainment complex.
Greenwich Peninsula
London, SE10 0BB

Yerebatan Sarnici
(Basilica Cistern),
Istanbul
In his second outing as Bond in
From Russia with Love (1963),
Sean Connery winds his way
through the labyrinths of Istanbul’s
ancient underground water
reservoir, the Basilica Cistern,
until he arrives at a periscope that
gives him a secret view into the
Soviet Embassy. While spying,
he sets his eyes upon his fateful
companion for the length of the
film – Tatiana Romanova.
Called the Yerebatan Sarayi in
Turkish (meaning “underground
palace”), the Basilica Cistern is a
monumental water reservoir. It
was built in the 6 century under
Roman Emperor Justinianus so
that the city would not remain
without water in the event of
a siege.
Yerebatan Caddesi no. 13, Sultanahmet
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The charming
taste of Puglia

© Bill Sumner

Puglia is the sun-drenched heel of the Italian boot
that spans two seas, the Adriatic and the Ionian.With
a dry Mediterranean climate perfect for wine making,
spectacular white-washed villages, a healthy diet high in
extra virgin olive oil, and prices at a fraction of what you
would pay in a northern Italian city, the region is making
its mark as an ultimate European foodie destination
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stacked homes of the historic centre seem
to just hang in balance over the sparking
sea below, above the natural grottos that
have formed at the water’s edge. A few
adventuresome restaurateurs have opened
eateries inside the grottos, but as at many
other spectacular restaurant settings, you pay
for the quality of the view, not the food. There
are some fabulous restaurants at ground
level though, a favourite being Infermento
(www.infermento.com), a very typical
trattoria with an affection for local beers. In

this region. Once a somewhat dangerous
place with plenty of crime and petty theft,
Bari Vecchia has cleaned up its act. It now
has a thriving nightlife scene with several
restaurants and bars that come alive with
energy, especially in the summer months.
Like many old town centres in Italy, Bari
Vecchia has a collection of small winding
streets, where locals gather on corners
and balconies to gossip with each other.
What hasn’t changed in these streets for
generations is the women who sit outside
their homes, turning out handmade
orecchiette pasta by the kilo with a speed
and precision that amaze. This tradition is
passed on from grandmothers to mothers to
granddaughters, as their handiwork threads
together the collective stories of old Bari.
Heading down the Adriatic coast from
Bari, you come to the stunning cliffside
village of Polignano a Mare, home of
Domenico Modugno, writer of the famed
song Volare. Situated on top of the cliffs, the

addition to local dishes, you’ll find several
choices of artisanal beers on the menu from
Puglia and neighbouring Basilicata.
As you continue to head down the heel of
the boot, one charming seaside village after
another will present itself. With a tradition of
ﬁshing that is still very much intact, Pugliese
ﬁshermen can be seen bringing in their
catch, tenderizing the ever popular local
specialty of octopus and carefully mending
their fishing nets and lines.
However, Puglia is not only about the
sea. The countryside vistas are equally, if
not more stunning and characteristic of
the region. On the many lonesome country
roads, you will find miles and miles of dry
limestone walls, ancient olive groves and
fields of wheat and vegetables. In fact,
Puglia is estimated to have 50 million
olive trees, some as old as 2000 years,
all of which are protected by law. With
this enormous number of trees, Puglia
produces more olive oil than any other

© Alexander Averin

In Puglia, age-old traditions have passed
on from generation to generation. The
openness and rustic charm is reflected in
the warm personality of the locals and in
their particular food culture.
Arriving at Palese airport, it would be
wise not to immediately head out of the
vicinity of Bari to other locales, as you
might be tempted. To do so would be
missing one of the most precious gems
of all of Puglia – Bari Vecchia or Old Bari,
the historic old town of the capital city of

production of fresh cheeses and is where
the region’s best meat can be found.
Ostuni is known as la Cittá Bianca (the
White City), the quintessential whitewashed village that sits impressively on
a perch looking out over the Adriatic
Sea. In recent years, Ostuni has become
increasingly popular with travellers, both
from Italy and abroad. In the summer
months, the streets are alive every night
of the week, with music, festivals and
other events. The festival of Saint Oronzo

© Alexander Averin
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region in Europe. Many olive oil producers
will welcome you to tour their olive
groves, taste their extra virgin oil and even
take part in the harvest, which begins in
November. As many people know, extra
virgin olive oil is the basis of the now
UNESCO-protected Mediterranean diet,
which includes fish, grains and vegetables.
The cuisine in Puglia provides a perfect
example of this healthy way of eating and
living. There is no place better to witness
this abundance than at one of the many

daily and weekly markets across the region.
Another important Puglia trademark
is whitewashed trulli, the cone-shaped
dwellings that dot the landscape, especially
in the area known as the Itria Valley. This
undulating valley stretches through the
provinces of Bari, Brindisi and Taranto and
meets up with the lower end of the Murgia
plateau. The trulli landscape resembles a
scene from a fairy tale, remarkably different
from anything else seen in Italy. Once used
primarily for farm storage and often part
of larger masserie (farmhouses), they are
now being lovingly restored into beautiful
homes and bed and breakfast hotels, where
one can experience a real Pugliese farm
holiday. The Murgia sub-region includes the
towns of Martina Franca, Locorondonto,
Cisternino and Ceglie Massapica,
which welcome you into the windy alleys
of their picturesque, white-washed historic
centres that look over the Itria Valley. In
addition to the trulli, Murgia is known for its

takes place from August 25-27 and dates
back to the 1700s. It includes a procession
where the saint’s statue is taken through
the streets of the town by costumed
knights on horseback (learn more about
Ostuni on the region’s tourism website
www.viaggiareinpuglia.it).
Another gastronomic highlight of Puglia
is its wine. Pugliese wine makers have
come a long way in the last couple of
decades and are achieving some welldeserved recognition. Puglia has always
produced a high number of grapes, but
until recently these were used as filler
for blends produced in regions to the
north. Recently, however, wine makers
in Puglia have been producing their
own high-quality wines. The grapes you
see most often in the southern region
called Salento are Primitivo, which closely
resembles Zinfandel, and Negroamaro,
which makes some robust reds and many
lovely rose wines. Although mostly known
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 terrific way to see Puglia from a local’s
A
perspective is with the Monopoli-based
travel company Southern Visions Travel.
It is owned and operated by a Puglia
native, offering exclusive cycling and
culinary tours of the region with bilingual
guides. Without falling short on service
and quality, guests are taken to wonderful
spots off the beaten path and given an
authentic look at Puglia.Week-long
tours – including visits to wineries, olive
groves, cheese producers and familyrun trattorias – can be arranged at the
company’s cooking school, La Cucina at
Gelso Bianco (in a restored trullo), along
with trips to other magnificent locations.
Tours cover the region from Bari to Salento.
The company also specializes in customdesigned itineraries and can provide
luxury villa rentals atwww.villapulia.com.
www.southernvisionstravel.com
www.lacucinagelsobianco.com

© Anders Pihl

for its reds, Puglia does produce some
fine whites as well – they are just much
harder to find in the foreign market. Be
on the lookout for Verdeca, Bombina
Bianco and Fiano Minutolo – all varieties
of white wine. On September 9, many
of the local wineries will open up to the
public. Visitors will be able to take part
in the grape harvest, taste the wine and
experience many traditions of the season
(see the Italian Wine Tourism Movement
site www.movimentoturismovino.it). BO

Fly to Bari with
Direct flights from Riga starting from EUR45
From Scandinavia and Eastern Europe via Riga starting from EUR 79
Earn 1-10 BalticMiles Points per each Euro spent on flight tickets
BalticMiles partners in Bari: airBaltic, LSG Sky Chefs, Avis, Sixt, airBalticCard, Language Direct
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Text by Signe MeirAne, www.cetrassezonas.lv | Photos by
Armands Meirans and courtesy of www.imageshop.no/alesund

A taste of
the North
Alesund is known for its harshly beautiful
northern environment, cool refreshing air
and, lately, some fine culinary offerings
that I have set out to discover

I have always been a

© Terje Rakke/Nordic Life

gourmet at heart and this time,
I decide to bypass Oslo, the
Norwegian capital. Instead,
I head for the small city of
Alesund, which is home to the
most important fishing harbour
in the country and which is
known for its salmon and cod.
Tourism also contributes to the
economy, for the city lies in a
picturesque location, nestled by
a fjord between the mountains
and the sea. Small fishing boats
bob in the waters and ferries
transport people from island
to island. Alesund differs from
many modern cities by the
fact that low-storey buildings
dominate its architecture. One
gets the impression that highrises would be perceived as a
threat to the city’s beauty and
harmony.
For a small city in the middle
of Norway, Alesund has quite
a lot to offer to the gourmet
diner, including fish, game,
cheese, bread, cakes, the local
berry liqueur, wine and even
chocolate candies. These are
prepared in a Scandinavian
manner that differs from
the French and Italian tastes
to which most Western

Europeans are accustomed.
The Norwegians use lots of
cream and mayonnaise in the
preparation of their meals; they
tend to salt their fish rather
than dry it; wine is not poured
from carafes and the service
in the restaurants is polite, but
more reserved than elsewhere
in Europe. In any case, Alesund
pleases both the eyes and the
taste buds.
The evening of my arrival,
I head off to the C&C restaurant
together with my guide Bente.
Another acquaintance of
mine who lives in the city also
recommended the restaurant
even before my departure
from Riga. It is located in an
Art Nouveau building, with a
façade that has been painted
in flowers. For the first time
in my life, I try a whale’s meat
carpaccio. When Bente was still
a little girl, whale’s meat was
a common dish in Alesund,
but the restrictions on whale
hunting have now turned it
into a delicacy. The carpaccio is
wonderfully mild and silky, like
a thin wafer.
Since it is late and there are
few customers, we take the
opportunity to talk with the
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chef, who explains that his philosophy is
to prepare local products with a modern
touch. I order cod for the main course.
The fish is prepared in many different

A platae of cod at the XL Dinerrestaurant

ways here, for it is practically a staplefood
among Alesund’s inhabitants, as well as
an important export product. I stick to
a fairly simple dish: cod with potatoes
and creamy sauce. Nothing to surprise
my taste buds, but nonetheless quite
satisfying. After the meal, we drink a
digestive in the form of a local raspberry
liqueur. Berry liqueurs are a popular
drink in Scandinavia, and Alesund is
no exception.

Art Nouveau pearl
The following morning, I head out for the
city’s Art Nouveau Centre. Located in a
stone building called the Swan Pharmacy,
it is a fine example of early 20th-century
Art Nouveau architecture with Vikinginspired elements. The Centre presents
the city’s history through a ‘time machine’,
which brings you back to the night of
January 23, 1904, when Alesund suffered
a great tragedy.
A fire broke out in one of the city’s
wooden homes and spread so quickly
in the gale-force winds that 15 hours
later, almost none of Alesund’s 800
buildings were left standing. More than

10 000 of the city’s 12 000 inhabitants
were left homeless. However, the fire also
had a positive outcome. When news of
its devastation spread across the world,
assistance for rebuilding quickly came from
people in other parts of Norway, as well as
Europe and North America.
It took only three years for Alesund to
get back on its feet again. Strange as it
may sound, the catastrophe stimulated
the Norwegian economy, giving work to
the country’s manufacturing enterprises,
creating jobs and generating an increased
flow of finances. About 20 master builders
and 30 Norwegian architects designed
the new city in the Art Nouveau style that
prevailed at the time. The result is a fine
array of beautiful Art Nouveau edifices built
in stone, brick and mortar.
The Centre’s ‘time machine’ truly is
impressive. It starts to tremble one you step
in, providing a high-tech, visual insight into
the night of the great fire and its aftermath.
The Centre also offers special tours of
the city for children, telling them about
Alesund’s architecture and history in a
manner that they can understand, blaming
small, mischievous Yoogon trolls for starting
the fire.

Fishermen’s paradise
Alesund is a paradise for those who
practice fishing. One can reserve a fishing
boat for one or more people at the city’s
tourism office. Even if you don’t fancy
fishing, you can take the boat out for a
scenic trip along the waterways.
Bente and I also choose to rent a boat.
The water is calm, but a mild wind is
blowing. Gliding past the fjords and the
houses on the shore, we slowly go out into
the ocean. Then the unexpected happens
and it begins to rain. The water is no longer
as calm, but even so, I start learning how to
fish, bundled up in some oversize fishing
gear. At first we use radar to look for the
fish. Yes, it turns out that sitting in a boat
with a fishing rod, trying to guess what is
hiding in the water – like I used to do in
my childhood – is not the way that people
fish nowadays. I pull out several saithes
(pollock). Time passes quickly as we catch
fish and chat with the captain and his
assistant, rocking in the waves. The captain
offers to show us how to prepare the fish
that we have caught upon our return, but
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we decline because we already have plans to go to Sjøbua for
dinner, a classic restaurant that is said to be typical of Alesund.
When Ove Fjørtfoft opened Sjøbua in the mid 1980s, he
rejected the idea that it ought to have a modern interior, but
chose an old warehouse instead. Located right on the shore,
the restaurant is spacious, but also intimate, with beautifully set
tables and a fine view of the city. It is a high class establishment,
where the food is prepared with soul, as the restaurant staff will
tell you. At 7 PM, the place is already packed and judging by the
way the locals have dressed up, it commands some reverence.
Sjøbua is famous for serving the freshest fish, which means
that the menu varies from day to day and from season to season.
Fjørtfoft also owns shares in a fishery, so getting the fresh fish
daily does not pose a problem. A few classic dishes are always
on hand, like crab soup, which was once taken off the menu but
reinstated due to popular demand.
Restaurant prices in Alesund vary from 75 kronor (NOK) for
soup to several hundred for lobster prepared just the way you
like. For example, a light lunch for two (sandwiches or salads
with coffee) costs about 300 NOK. Many people living in the city
eat out for lunch, including schoolchildren and students. While
dinner tends to be made at home, the restaurants are far from
empty. A dinner for two in a good restaurant (two courses with
wine) starts from 700 NOK and usually the quality is very good.
However, you won't find many exotic restaurants in Alesund.
On Saturday mornings, many locals head to the market. There
are two markets in the city and both are different. A fish market
stands in the centre of town at the boat harbour, not far from
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the tourism office. What you will be able to buy depends on the
catch and the mood of the fisherman. Only one fisherman was
showing his wares when we visited, but we were in luck because
he had beautiful fresh lobsters going for about 2 EUR a piece. He
seemed to want to get rid of them as fast as possible, so anyone
who bought five got at least one free. We ended up buying four
lobsters without knowing how to prepare them. However, we
were in luck, for later one of the most famous chefs in the area,
Ivar Breivik, prepared them for us at his restaurant XL Diner.
The other market is Kipervik Torget, where vegetable and dairy
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The two best-known
pastries at the
Alnes lighthouse–
lingonberry and
chocolate

sellers bring their produce every Saturday. After visiting the
market, it is well worth taking a moment to enjoy good coffee
and tempting sandwiches at the nearby Let's Eat Deli. Or you
could go to the deli before shopping at the market and observe
what the locals buy and from whom, so that you can follow in
their footsteps.

Godøy Island

Our hostess chooses her pastry
selection according to the season,
but chocolate and lingonberry are
always on the menu

This day seems made to order for a trip to the Alnes lighthouse
on Godøy Island. Like Alesund, the islands nearby are inhabited.
To improve travel between the islands, a system of tunnels
was built more than a decade ago. The tunnels go down to
100 metres below the sea. To recoup expenses, a toll was placed
on using the tunnels, but since 2010 they have been toll-free. The
easiest route to Godøy is by tunnel. After a 20-minute drive, we
come to a small island with only one grocery store.
During the summer season one can rent a boat and a house
on the shore. Godøy is a great place to relax in the sun and do
some fishing, and is close enough for occasional trips into town.
The Alnes lighthouse was built in 1876 and is certainly worth
a visit, not least for the classic Norwegian and regional pastries
that are a real treat! The lighthouse is open every day during the
summer, but from September it is better to check the Internet for
its open hours.
The once lively fishing island is now a peaceful haven,
troubled only by the occasional large fishing ships, tourists,
and large Atlantic waves. Alesund residents like to come here
to swim. We meet with Eva Alnes, who is responsible for the
lighthouse, the shop, the guest house, and most importantly, the
bakery. The lighthouse has been preserved with the original paint
on the walls. Paintings by local artists hang on the walls of the
adjacent house, but nothing can compare with the delicacies!
Here there are two culinary musts – one is svele, a traditional
Norwegian pancake served with butter and sugar on the small
local passenger boats, and the other is the cakes at the Alnes
lighthouse bakery. Our hostess chooses her pastry selection
according to the season, but chocolate and lingonberry are
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always on the menu. All of the ingredients are fresh, local, and
chosen with great care.
After trying and failing to get the better of three different cakes,
we head back to Alesund in the car along the same roads and
tunnels. I have nothing against eating all day long, but before we
head to dinner at our third restaurant of the day, the XL Diner, we
take a walk through the city and pass by a small antique store on
Molovegen. Here you can find old serving dishes and tableware
for a good price, lovely old boxes made of tin, and even a piano.
Some people have come in to chat with the proprietor, drinking
tea and coffee from antique cups. We keep walking and end up at
the Choco Latte sweets store (Alesund Storsenter, Grimmergaten
1). Unable to resist, we leave with a bag full of chocolate candies,
elderberry juice and rhubarb-flavoured soft drinks.
The XL Diner is right in the centre of town, in the same building
as the tourism office. In the evenings, patrons eat and talk by
the bright second storey windows in a warm and comfortable
atmosphere. The outdoor terrace is open during the summer
months. The owner and head chef of the restaurant, Ivar Breivik,
is well known for specializing in the preparation of klipfisk and for
popularizing it. Klipfisk is dried and salted cod. Earlier, salting was
necessary to preserve the fish, but now it is simply a tradition. This
method of preparation – drying and salting – ensures that the fish
loses its moisture, but retains all of its nutritional value: B vitamins,
calcium, iron, and various proteins. However, the process does take
time. First, the fish is cleaned and the backbone is removed. Then
it is opened like a butterfly and hung to dry; some are hung in
the shop windows for show. When the fish has partially dried, it is
salted in large wooden trays, alternating layers of salt and cod. They
remain that way for about two weeks, during which time the salt
seeps into the flesh of the fish and pushes out the water. Then the
fish is dried for a further 3-7 days, depending on the thickness, until
the desired result is achieved.
Klipfisk can also be brought home, for example, from Jacob
Dybvik. Good quality klipfisk is white and without small black
spots (blood). As a klipfisk specialist, Breivik often travels abroad
to present this product, which Norway exports in large quantities.

Breivik also knows my guide Belte quite well and readily agrees
to cook the fresh lobsters that we have bought at the market,
preparing them brilliantly. Alesund has a lot of lobsters and the
locals prepare them in the simplest way possible – boiled with
some kind of sauce, which is also the way that we enjoyed them.
Lobster doesn’t have to be prepared in a complex way to bring out
the best of its flavour.

Breathtaking beauty
Geirangerfjord – the world’s longest, deepest, narrowest and most
beautiful fiord – is located about three hours away from Alesund
(requiring two ferry trips), and a town with the same name is the

The renowned strawberry cake at the Jordbaerstova
restaurant in the Valdal Valley

best place to stay to enjoy its imposing natural vistas. After the
first two hours on the road from Alesund, we’re in Valdal, which is
also called the Valley of Strawberries. We stop at the most popular
little restaurant in the area, Jordbaerstova, with just one goal – to
eat nothing but the famous, heavenly light strawberry cake, which,
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The Rekdal Gardsmeieri goat’s milk cheese store

Plate after plate is filled with a
wealth of local produce, like at
a great royal banquet
for some reason, tastes completely different here. The strawberries
really are special in this part of Norway, gaining a more intense
flavour due to their long ripening period. These ones in particular
are favoured by nearly every Norwegian.
Another place to visit after Valdal on the way to Geiranger is
the Petrines Gjestgiveri guesthouse (6214, Norddal), whether it’s for
lunch or an overnight stay. The small guesthouse has been here
since the early 20th century, when the building was an old people’s
home. It was named in honour of a priest’s daughter, Helene
Petrine Hvidt, who donated considerable funds to support the
home. The building has been renovated and is quite cosy, its sense

of history still present. The guest rooms are located on the second
and third floors, and each has a magnificent view.
The guesthouse is also famous for its local dishes, prepared
in a traditional way. You won’t be served by waiters and there
won’t be 20 choices on the menu, as different foods are served
each day, depending on what’s available and in season. Today,
we sit at a table on the terrace that is overloaded with food. They
must have thought we hadn’t eaten for three days. Plate after
plate is filled with a wealth of local produce, like at a great royal
banquet – pot-roasted goat kid, dried lamb from the adjacent
farm, classic Norwegian salmon soup, sour cream, lingonberry and
thyme sauce, fried eggs with onions, thin rye bread, caramel and
raspberry dessert, apple cake and local juices. We remain on the
terrace for three hours, and although it’s raining outside, we don’t
feel disturbed. If you’re lucky, you’ll also be offered classic apple
pie or fresh raspberries (in season). For those into active tourism,
there are bicycles and boats for hire and the walking trails are
amazing. For gourmet eaters, a visit to a local cheese-maker can
be organized.
About an hour or two remain on the trip to Geiranger,
depending on the weather conditions, the number of stops one
takes and the skill of the driver, as there’s no shortage of steep
serpentine roads. It’s definitely worth visiting the Norsk Fjordsenter,
a fine example of modern Scandinavian architecture, where
you will learn all about fjords and the history of the region. The
exhibits, videos and guided tour are informative and entertaining.
In the souvenir shop I purchase some chocolate sweets with
strawberries and peppers made by a local family – a truly
original souvenir.
Although there are a number of hotels in the vicinity, one of
the oldest is the Hotel Union (6216, Geiranger), owned for four
generations by the Mjelva family. It offers a traditional cold buffet
table known as the koldtbord in Norwegian (a rough equivalent
to the Swedish smorgasbord). The koldtbord plays a large role in
Norwegian food culture, and also determines the quality of a hotel.
The koldtbord has everything you could possibly want – small
and large prawns, countless varieties of salads with oil or without,

First Class Lounge поможет Вам наслаждаться роскошью
в любое время в любой точке мира!
Для Вас мы выбираем лучшее — по лучшим для Вас ценам!
Компания First Class Lounge представляет эксклюзивные
услуги в организации отдыха и бизнеса, публичных и частных мероприятий с предоставлением персонального
менеджмента на высшем уровне.
Для клиентов First Class Lounge лучшие отели и рестораны,
аренда яхт, вертолётов, самолётов, сопровождение на месте,
охрана, персональный шоппинг ассистент, лучшие предложения по покупке и аренде недвижимости за границей,
а также помощь в предоставлении вида на жительство в ЕС.
С First Class Lounge Вы наслаждаетесь путешествием, а об
остальном позаботимся мы!
Стабильно, надёжно, гибко и эффективно!

VIP & Confidential Travel Concierge Service
Baznicas str. 20/22-10
Riga, LV-1010, Latvia
Office: +371 67277277
Fax: +371 67277278
info@fclounge.lv

www.fclounge.lv
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hot dishes with large slices of pork made
to a local recipe, whole fish from local
waters, chicken fillet and drumsticks,
potatoes and rice. While all this looks
very impressive, nothing compares to
the local products that are sourced from
nearby farms and include soft, brie-type
blue cheeses made from goat’s milk, fish
and meat smoked right next door, freshly
baked bread and mouth-watering cakes
typical of the area, which you just can’t get
enough of.
The hotel has a SPA zone and a large
swimming pool, with a beautiful view
in every direction – be it the mountain
ranges or the port by the sea. It’s never
silent here, as there are countless streams
nearby, which tumble down from the
mountain peaks. The basement of the
hotel houses a unique collection of large
seven-seater convertible vintage cars, the
majority having earlier been used to ferry
visitors around the Geiranger environs at
the beginning of the 20th century.
One can return to Alesund with two
ferries and a short drive by car. The first
and most scenic ferry trip starts from the
Geiranger harbour in the city centre. On
the almost hour-long trip, loudspeakers
give a running commentary about
legends relating to almost every waterfall
and other landmarks. The first stop is
Hellesylt. There’s a bridge next to the
port, where during the salmon-spawning
season one can see the fish leaping
boisterously along the waterfall’s splashing
whirlpools. Right there next to the bridge
is the factory store of Devold, Norway’s
best wool manufacturing company, where
one can buy soft woollen sweaters. If you
leave Geiranger at about 9 AM, then it’s
possible to return to Alesund at around
noon without hurrying.
One more place worth visiting in
Alesund is Invit. Its owners are architects,
which is probably why the establishment
has been built with good taste and a
sense of style. It also serves great coffee,
as well as tasty salads, cakes, muffins and
sandwiches. One of the salads that we
ordered had lightly crumbed balls of cod,
tiny peppery gherkins, a mild mustard
sauce and seeds mixed among the leaves
in the salad. The second contained prawns
with croutons, sun-dried tomatoes and dill
sauce. If the weather is good, try to get a

spot on the terrace over the water and
with a view of the yachts and boats. Our
meal for two cost about 50 EUR (salads
and two great espressos). The place
is open only until 4pm, because both
owners and their children live on one of

Chef Nils–Henning Nesje

the nearby islands, and when they finish
work they take the last boat home.
Right across from Invit is the local meat
shop named Dalen Kjottvarer, where one
can try a typical Alesund food – svinemor
i brod, or pork sausages with bread.
One more thing you can do while
in Alesund is to go on an excursion
of flavours with Nils-Henning Nesje, a
well-known local chef. He doesn’t work
in a restaurant, but willingly takes people
around to various small local producers,
where one can taste different products
and learn more about Norwegian cuisine.
The trip is a delight. You can collect
honey and eat pancakes with honey
butter right there and then, taste hard
goat’s cheese or chocolate, and try the
outstanding slogen beer or fish from
Rumstala. During the excursion, you
can also book a spot in Nils’ cooking
classes, where you can learn to prepare
three or four courses using almost only
local produce. Bookings can be made
through his home page or at the tourist
bureau. The cooking classes take place
in Alesund. BO
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Useful addresses in and near Alesund:
Invit
Apotekergata 9
6004 Alesund
Phone +47 7015 6644
www.invit.no

Jordbærstova
Åse og Kåre Erstad
6210 Valldal
www.jordbarstova.no

Choco plaisir
A store that sells
the most delectable
chocolate candies and
truffles

XL Diner
Skaregata 1
6002 Alesund
Phone +47 7012 4253
www.ivarbreivik.no

www.chocoplaisir.no

Nesje mat med hjerte

Norsk Fjordsenter

Nils-Henning Nesje is a
chef who will take you on a
taste excursion to visit local
producers and offer a quick
cooking course

Fjord centre in Geiranger
6216 Geiranger
www.verdsarvfjord.no
Open year-round

www.matmedhjerte.com

Sjøbua

Built in 1876, the lighthouse
offers not only a fine view
of the Atlantic Ocean, but
also tasty pastries baked on
the spot, as well as svele
pancakes

Brunholmgt. 1
6004 Alesund
www.sjoebua.no

6055 Godøya
post@alnesfyr.no
Check for opening hours
beforehand

One can meet the owners
of this small goat-cheese
producer

Rekdal gardsmeieri

www.rekdalgardsmeieri.no

Alesund’s tourism centre,
where one can hire boats to
go fishing and arrange for
other activities
Skateflukaia
6002 Alesund
www.visitAlesund.com

C&C Restaurant
Kirkegata 9
6004 Alesund
www.cateringogconsulting.no

Fly to Alesund with
© Tony Hall

Alnes lighthouse

Destinasjon Alesund
& Sunnmøre

Art Nouveau Centre
Apotekergata 16 6004 Alesund,
Norway
www.jugendstilsenteret.no

Direct flights from Riga starting from EUR 29
From more than 50 airBaltic network cities via Riga
starting from EUR 75
Earn 1-10 BalticMiles Points per each Euro spent
on flight tickets
BalticMiles partners in Aalesund: airBaltic, LSG Sky
Chefs, Avis, Sixt, airBalticCard, Language Direct
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A forest in the city
Getting there
You can reach Mežaparks
with the tramway No.
11 from the city centre,
getting off at the
Mežaparks stop, or by
using the convenient
BalticTaxi service.
www.rigazoo.lv
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“Forest Park” is an
extremely accurate
translation for Mežaparks,
one of the greenest
districts in Riga, which
truly is a park in a forest–
or a forest in a park,
which can be reached
within 20minutes from
the centre of the city.
Mežaparks has long
been a popular place of
relaxation, both for Rigans
and visitors to the city

During

the early
20th century, Mežaparks was
created as a recreational area
for city-dwellers. It also became
a residential district, where
Rigans built their summer
houses. This colony of oldstyled villas adds extra charm
to the neighbourhood. Some
of these buildings are excellent
examples of Art Nouveau
architecture. The natural feel
of the pine forest was retained
in their construction and this is
still evident today.
Previously, Mežaparks was
called the Forest of Kings, as
this was where Swedish King
Gustav II Adolf established a

camp for his army in the early
17th century. Nowadays, one
can spend a quiet afternoon
strolling along the avenues
while taking in the stately
buildings, or walking along the
specially developed forest and
park footpaths that will take you
to the shores of Lake Ķīšezers.
Energetic travellers with
active recreation in mind
should definitely visit Mežakaķis
(www.mezakakis.lv), which
incorporates a walkway of ropes
through the trees, and obstacles
at different levels of difficulty for
fans of sporting activities. Each
route starts and finishes on the
ground, but the remainder takes
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place somewhere between the earth and the sky. The
for the race at open (and free) group training sessions
height of the obstacle course varies at different points,
in Mežaparks under the guidance of professional
between one and 15 metres above the ground.
trainers. The sessions take place simultaneously in all
Although the agility and litheness of a cat will help
four disciplines on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Nike Riga
you greatly, its nine lives won’t be necessary, because
Run is not the only sports event to look forward to in
Mežakaķis has taken care of all the necessary safety
the coming weeks at Mežaparks. During the second
precautions. You will need approximately
weekend of September, three competitions
two hours to try out all of the routes.
will be held: the BMX Riga Forest Cup, the
The natural
Specially marked paths for Nordic walking
feel of the pine Magnēts orienteering race and the Z. Cakuls
have also been formed in Mežaparks, with
Cup in cross-country bicycle racing.
forest was
two levels of difficulty – the easiest path is
The head of the Mežaparks section
retained in the of Rīgas Meži, Elga Zēģele, has noticed
blue (5 km in length), whereas the red path
construction that some athletic tourists choose to jog
(8 km) is slightly more challenging. Nordic
OF MANY
walking equipment is available for lease at
around Mežaparks while on short visits to
the park, as are bicycles and roller skates.
Riga, taking the trip from the hotel and
BUILDINGS IN
In the evenings, the walkways are lanternMEŽAPARKS and back by taxi. Others head straight for Lake
lit, making them even more romantic. As
Ķīšezers to enjoy the beauty of Mežaparks
this is still
one of the destinations on your walks, you
from the water, taking advantage of
evident today
may choose to view the Mežaparks Openvarious means of water transport, including
Air Stage, which was built in 1955 and
catamarans and sailing boats. One of
renovated in 2008. This imposing open-air
Mežaparks’ greatest prides is the Riga Zoo,
stage is the site of many outdoor concerts and events,
founded in 1912 and the oldest in Northern Europe. City
including the closing venue of the traditional Latvian
entrepreneurs, ship captains and even Russian Emperor
Song and Dance Celebration, which occurs every three
Nikolai II were among the first to donate animals to the
to five years.
zoo. Many different animal species can be seen here at
During the month of August, Mežaparks abounds
a close, yet safe distance. Families can stroll through
with runners, Nordic walkers, rollerskaters and rollerthe large zoo for hours and wonder at our planet’s
skiiers. For the third year in a row, Nike Riga Run – the
fascinating wildlife, and stop for a picnic right by the
largest charity sports event in Latvia – will be held at the lakeside.
park in these four disciplines. This year’s race takes place
Mežaparks also has a number of cafés and
on August 26 (www.nikerigarun.lv/en). Already since the restaurants, including Dabamamma, where one can
spring, hundreds of enthusiasts have been gearing up
enjoy fine meals and refreshments. BO
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Publicity photos

A house
by the sea
A house by the sea or the sea by your house? You
can have both in Latvia, where the coastline extends
along the Baltic Sea for 500kilometres

This geographical advantage means

Latio Ltd.
Tel.: (+371) 67032300
latio@latio.lv
www.latio.eu
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that you can travel from the Latvian capital to your
seaside property in less than an hour. Even the most
distant coastal location is not more than three hours
from Riga. Whether you choose a quiet and secluded
spot or an urban property in a seaside town, you are
sure to be making a good investment. As the experts at
Latio, Ltd. explain, this segment of the real estate market
has always been active. They should know, as Latio has
been the leading full-service real estate company in
Latvia since1991, with more than 150 real estate experts
and 24 offices.
Currently there is a demand for properties in Latvia’s
quiet seaside villages, as well as in the bigger coastal
towns – particularly the resort city of Jūrmala, which
is located only a 20-minute drive from Riga and which
has historically been a popular tourist destination.
Back in the 1960s, an open-air concert hall was built in
the Dzintari section of the city, being one of the finest
architectural edifices of its kind in Europe, with excellent
acoustics. During the summer season, the Jūrmala hosts
pop, jazz, classical or other music concerts almost every
day. Numerous cafés and restaurants can be found
nearby, making this area a particularly attractive location
for those who enjoy good music and great food, and
who wish to spend their vacation right by the sea.
During the past few years, the demand for real estate
in the most prestigious parts of Jūrmala (close to the

Cape Kolka (Kolkasrags)

sea and the Lielupe River) has been driven by foreign
buyers, mainly from Russia and other CIS countries.
Land plots for the construction of low-storey dwellings
in the most prestigious neighbourhoods of Lielupe,
Bulduri, Dzintari and Majori – and within a three to fiveminute walk from the beach by the sand dunes – are
currently on offer for 300 - 500 EUR/m2. The price of land
right by the beach and with an unobstructed view of
the sea is currently about 700 - 1000 EUR/m2.
There is a sufficient number of single-family
dwellings for sale in Jūrmala to satisfy most tastes.
The price of completed residential buildings in the
most prestigious neighbourhoods by the seaside
dunes ranges from 2500 EUR to even 5000 EUR per m2,
including the price of the land. A typical plot of land
ranges in size from 2000 - 5000 m2.
Newly built private dwellings further from the sea
usually occupy between 150 - 350 m2 on land plots that
vary in size from 1200 - 1500 m2. Their price ranges from
250 000 - 350 000 EUR.

Unspoiled nature

However, an increasing number of people are coming to
appreciate the unspoiled nature and clean environment
of the more distant and less densely populated fishing
villages, which stretch out along the seashore on both
sides of Riga (to the east and the west). Picturesque old
wooden houses surrounded by picket fences line the
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beaches, along with rowboats from which
fishermen still set out into the sea. Roadside
fish stalls beckon with freshly smoked fish
of various kinds, including flounder, eel,
cod and zander. The small seaside villages
are primarily geared to eco-tourism, locally
grown produce and active leisure, which
is why the beaches are not crowded with

possible to reconstruct existing buildings
or build upon the foundations of old ones.
Some old fishermen’s homesteads are also
still available for purchase. The starting price
for a 1-hectare plot with a small old wooden
house and a few barns or sheds is about
50 000 EUR, depending on its location and
on the opportunities for reconstruction.

100-m2 home built during the Soviet era on
1200 m2 of land, to 300 000 EUR for a large,
newly built home with plenty of landscaped
territory surrounding it.

Health benefits

Seaside properties offer numerous benefits.
The proximity of a white, sandy beach

House in Vecaki, Riga / Price 650,000 EUR
Liepaja

Private dwellings of 150 – 300 m2, new or reconstructed,
up to 500metres from the sea, on land plots ranging in
size from 1200 – 4000 m2

seaside hotels and camping sites.
In Kolka, on the west side of the Gulf of
Riga, you can walk along the beach for miles
without meeting a single soul. It is almost
like having a private beach at your disposal,
where you can practice sports, meditate or
conduct yoga exercises right at the edge of
the sea.
Some real estate plots in these villages
are only 50 metres from the coast – just
about as close as you can get to the sea.
These are usually used for the construction
of summer homes. Further away from Riga
are more idyllic spots on the northwest
coast of Kurzeme by the open Baltic Sea.
The ancient Livonian fishing villages in the
Slītere National Nature Reserve are home to
a number of 19th-century wooden houses
that have been reconstructed and converted
into stately summer homes. These range in
price from 150 000 to 400 000 EUR. Most
were set up a few years ago, during a period
of rising real estate activity. The homes have
been popular with entrepreneurs and artists.
In response to the increased interest
in such properties, local governments
have imposed strict building restrictions
regarding the size of the land plots, the
height of the buildings and the types of
construction materials used. However, it is

 rime seaside real estate – private
P
dwellings, apartments and land – is
available not only in the Latvian resort city
of Jūrmala, but also in other larger coastal
cities such as Ventspils and Liepāja, as
well as in smaller fishing villages all along
the coastline. The closer the property is to
the sea, the higher its price. The price of
private dwellings includes the surrounding
land, which may vary in size from a couple
of hundred to several thousand m2. The
real estate on offer ranges from old
houses in need of renovations to new and
exclusive mansions right by the sea. The
larger cities are equipped with harbours,
making it possible to go on excursions in
one’s own boat or yacht.

Those who choose to live on their coastal
property all year round usually opt for a
house that is more than 300 metres from the
shoreline. In such cases, the paths that lead
to the sea usually wind through fragrant
pine or deciduous forests, which shield
the houses a bit further inland from strong
winds, making it possible to enjoy a morning
coffee on one’s outdoor terrace even in the
autumn months. The prices for such homes
vary widely – from 50 000 EUR for a private

House in Kolka Parish / Price 170,000 EUR

House in Jūrmala / Price 450 000 EUR

means that you will find it hard to resist
taking long and healthy strolls or Nordic
walks or morning jogs by the sea, or
practice water sports and even horseback
riding. The coastal air of the Baltic Sea is rich
in salt and invigorating forest phytoncides.
A swim in the sea relieves stress and
improves one’s sense of well-being, with the
waves serving as a natural body massage.
Interestingly, the temperature of the
seawater depends not only on the outside
air temperature, but also on the wind
direction. The prevailing winds come mostly
from the west, blowing in from the sea and
rendering the summer seawater pleasantly
warm for bathers, even on cloudy days.
What’s more, the water along the shoreline
is shallow in most places, making Latvia’s
beaches safe for smaller children. BO
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The Galleria a modern-day shopping centre
Riga in the very heart of Riga
Photos by Reinis Hofmanis, f64

Since opening in 2010, the Galleria Riga has found
its place in the hearts of Riga’s residents and
visitors as a convenient shopping centre, which also
happens to provide opportunities for relaxation
and entertainment. In addition to housing various
popular restaurants, as well as the largest rooftop
summer terrace in the Baltic States, the centre also
boasts the HappyArtMuseum exhibition hall
Galleria Riga shopping centre
Dzirnavu iela 67
Entrances from Dzirnavu iela 67 and Blaumaņa iela 10
(between Brīvības bulvāris and Tērbatas iela)
Information centre
Tel. (+371) 67307000
info@galleriariga.lv
galleriariga.lv/en
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The Galleria Riga

lies
in the centre of Riga, close to the Old
Town, the Freedom Monument, several
popular hotels, and the Quiet Centre – the
Riga neighbourhood with the highest
concentration of Art Nouveau architecture.
A wide variety of shops line the seven
storeys of the building, providing shoppers

with a broad selection of items. Here you’ll
find necessities for both daily life and
celebrations, beginning with groceries
and services, and moving on to the latest
fashions in clothing, accessories, interiors
and electronics, including books and
souvenirs.
Due to the individuality of its restaurants,
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the centre has become a favourite dining
spot. You can experience a full spectrum
of flavours in the nine restaurants of the
Galleria Riga, as well as special summer
menus and delicacies. Gan bei CITY and
Soho offer Eastern dishes, with Gan bei
CITY specializing in Japanese, Chinese and
Indian cuisines. The restaurant also has an
authentic Indian tandoori oven, in which
the chefs prepare meat, vegetables and the
flatbread naan. At Soho, the Peking Duck is
the chef’s crowning glory.
Gourmands should definitely head
to the first oyster bar in the Baltics – the
Oyster Bar Medusa, which serves oysters
and other seafood dishes accompanied by
specially chosen wines and champagnes.
Aficionados of Italian food should check out
Ciro’s Pomodoro, which has been offering
the best of Italian cuisine for more than
30 years worldwide. The Latvian branch of
the restaurant also features live music. The
Trinity Bar is an ideal spot for those who
place a high value on Irish food and beer. Its
Victorian-styled interior also features live,
televised sports games.
Since opening its first deli-type shop
in London in 1948, Harry Morgan has now
evolved to the level of a restaurant, with
the same deli-quality defining its fresh
salads, sandwiches and burgers. The interior
of this Harry Morgan was designed by the
well-known Latvian architect, Andis Sīlis.
The Vikibolds bistro and Hesburger are
well-suited for grabbing a quick snack, but
the trump card of the Galleria Riga is the
singular Terrace Riga, found on the very
roof of the shopping centre. An amazing,
360-degree panorama of Riga is visible
from this 2500 m2 terrace. The five bars and
restaurants located here have a total of 600
seats, offering both Asian and European
cuisine. It is, without doubt, the best place
in town to have a drink while watching the
sun set between the towers and spires of
Riga. This summer, Terrace Riga presents the
Czech bar Krušovice, which features the light
beer of the same name. Concerts and other
forms of entertainment are regular staples
of this rooftop establishment.
On the fifth floor of Galleria Riga you’ll
find the HappyArtMuseum, a 450m2
exhibition hall. The venue hosts shows
by Latvian artists, as well as travelling
contemporary art exhibitions.

At the Galleria Riga, you can purchase
items made by such famous labels as
Mango, Cop.Copine, Marella, Piazza Italia,
Liviana Conti, Gino Rossi, Eletto, Piazza Italia
and Paola Frani. There’s also a wide choice
of clothing and shoes for men; a favourite
is the store Suitsupply. The shopping
centre hasn’t forgotten about children,
either. At Crocs, you’ll find comfortable
shoes suitable for both rainy days in the
city and trips to the countryside, whereas
Jampadracis Bērniem provides childcare
services while parents shop, also hosting
and planning children’s parties.
Several Latvian designers have found
a home at the shopping centre – cotton,
silk, viscose and wool clothing made in
Latvia can be bought at the shops OT Ogres
Trikotāža, Maya and Paola; the local labels
V.I.P.A. and V.O.V.A. manufacture high-class
lingerie, while Latvian-made jewellery can
be purchased at Jahonts. Domestically
made cosmetics are available at the Soap
Manufacture Riga shop, decorative porcelain
objects abound at Mantojums, and of
course, the delicious and tradition-rich
Latvian chocolate, Laima, can be bought at
the Rimi supermarket, conveniently located
on the first floor of the Galleria Riga.
To better serve its customers, the
shopping centre has a built-in parking
garage and special stands for bicycles.
Guests have use of free Wi-Fi and can take full

advantage of Global Blue Tax Free benefits.
Those who are short on time, or who would
rather place their trust in a professional, can
shop with a personal stylist who will help
find the most appropriate outfits, taking into
account your style and needs, as well as the
trends of the season. Other useful services
available at Galleria Riga include a post office,
dry-cleaning, currency exchange and beauty
salons. A favourite spot for guests to stop for
a moment’s rest is the centre’s fountain, from
which there’s a great view of the building’s
elegant architecture. BO
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Wi-not?

These innovative Wi-Fi products will have you
wondering how you ever lived without them

Parrot AR.Drone 2.0
A heli of a good time

Withings Smart Baby Monitor
Keep baby in check

Fasten your seatbelts for autumn fun with this super smartphonecontrolled quadricopter. Powered by a three-axis accelerometer,
gyroscope and magnetometer, the remarkably stable chopper
features live streaming from two on-board 1280x720 video
cameras (imagery can also be saved to USB). The camera even
recognises shapes and colours to show augmented-reality
elements on your device’s screen.

This ingenious device streams live video over Wi-Fi from your
child’s nursery to your smartphone – anywhere in the world.
On-board sensors monitor noise, movement, temperature and
humidity. The wide-angle zoom lens, which has night-vision
capability, features a mic and speakers that let you hear (and
talk to) your child and control lullaby music. Also works with
Bluetooth (up to 50m) when Wi-Fi is unavailable.

www.parrot.com 265 EUR

www.withings.com 299 EUR

Twine
Lil’ box o’ magic
The amazing Twine can send an
SMS should the basement flood,
e-mail you when a door opens
or tweet when your laundry is
finished. Developed by an MIT
techno-god, Twine contains a
Wi-Fi transmitter connected to a
variety of sensors – temperature,
magnetic, moisture, vibration
and motion – and a simple app
that lets you easily set up rules
for what to do when sensors
are triggered. Two AAA batteries
power it for months.
www.supermechanical.com
79 EUR

Eye-Fi Pro X2
Hands-free image uploading
Up your photography game with this Wi-Fi SD
card. Once in range of a specified network
or hotspot, your images and videos are
automatically transferred directly to your hard
drive or to any number of web sharing sites. The
card also features Geotagging, which uploads
the GPS coordinates of where your picture was
snapped, as well as RAW functionality.
www.eye.fi 75 EUR

Ion Air Pro Wifi
Look ma, no hands!
This light and tiny video camera features one-click recording, 1080 p HD
video (and 5 MP still) resolution and a wide-angle field view of up to 170
degrees. Saves data onto an SD card, but more amazingly, it can wirelessly
stream live images back to any smartphone or tablet, which saves plenty of
time downloading. Fully waterproofed to 10 metres. Comes with 8 GB of
free cloud storage.
www.iontheaction.co.uk 229.99 EUR
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How do I choose
the right sound system?
Any music lover who is looking for quality sound equipment will be confronted
with this question. The best way to get an answer is by asking a qualified
professional. True, you will need to answer several questions in return, such
as: What is your budget? How big is your music room? Will you be watching
movies or just listening to music?

Marijas iela 13 / IV, Riga
Phone: +371 2832 2555
www.audiobottega.lv
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The Audio Bottega custom audio salon is truly
high sound pressure levels is relatively easy, but
a unique place. Its staff can offer expert advice,
the true challenge is enabling the audio system
because at Audio Bottega all systems are
to render the slightest musical nuance and to
made-to-order by Viva Audio – a renowned
present the variety of recorded sounds
sound lab in Vicenza, Italy. Clients can
in the most natural and realistic way,
the true
choose the components that are most
challenge without distortions that cause listening
suitable for the room that they wish to
is enabling fatigue. At Viva Audio, delivering the
equip with the help of Amedeo Schembri –
the audio emotional component of recorded music
the chief designer and owner of Viva Audio.
is the target.”
system to So if you want to buy a good stereo or
This is a unique opportunity to get
render the home theatre system, then the main
help not only from people who sell the
slightest
equipment, but also from the person who
consideration is not the technical
musical
designs and builds it just for you, in a wide
parameters, but the emotions that
variety of colours and finishes. Here are
you feel while listening to the sound.
nuance
some of Schembri’s recommendations for
Hence, before buying a good audio
successfully selecting an audio system:
system, you need to familiarize yourself with
“It may seem that audio systems vary just
it. One of the best and quietest spots for
according to their power rating and frequency
listening to high quality sound is Audio Bottega,
response, but the most important thing is the quality
located at the Berga Bazārs (Bergs’ Bazaar) in
and refinement of the reproduced sound. Reaching
downtown Riga. BO
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Driven: the BMW M135i
The three-door version of the latest
BMW1Series is identical to the five-door
model in all but its rear-door window design
and aims to provide an even more affordable
entry point to the BMW brand.
With this in mind, BMW’s decision to launch
the three-door range by letting us drive the
outlandish M135i model seems somewhat
bizarre. However, when a car is this good, it
definitely deserves its place in the spotlight

CARS

So, what’s it like to drive?

BMW is at pains to point out that the M135i
is more of a co-development; a model
that, although significantly tweaked, sits
between M Sport trim and the full-fledged
M cars.
It can say whatever it wants, however,
because in our opinion, the M135i is closer
to the original spirit of ‘M’ than any of
the bombastic, overweight models that
currently wear the badge.
For a start, the engine is a high-revving,
turbocharged 3.0-litre straight-six that
develops 320 hp and pulls strongly all the
way from tickover to the 7000 rpm redline.

says...
One of the most
likeable cars
we’ve driven
in years

The fact that it remains almost devoid of
vibration as it revs higher and higher makes
it all the more astonishing.
The 0-100 km/h sprint is over in just
4.9 seconds (5.1 with manual gearbox),
and the engine produces a thunderous
450 Nm of torque, which drives the M135i
out of corners with devastating effect. This
outrageous pace is combined with a chassis
that bristles with feel.
Much of this is down to the 1 Series’
relatively low weight and compact size, and
the immediacy of its electric steering, which
takes just two turns to go from lock to lock.
Just as crucially, though, a lowered

CARS

ride height, specially selected springs and
position every time you let someone in
dampers, and the M division’s insistence on
or out.
fitting high-grip, non-run-flat tyres means
The M135i’s front seats feature heavily
that you can place the car on the road with
bolstered side supports to hold you in place
supreme accuracy.
during hard cornering, aided by a slipThe ride is pretty firm, no matter which
resistant, suede-like leather covering.
setting you put the adjustable
Additional M135i features
dampers in, but it’s beautifully
The M135i is include anthracite headlining,
controlled and the cabin is
closer to colour-coded trim highlights
well insulated from wind and
the spirit of and an M Sport leather-trimmed
road noise.
steering wheel with multi‘M’ than any
function buttons.

What’s it like inside?

models that
currently Should I buy one?
wear the
In a heartbeat. The M135i is one
of the most likeable cars we’ve
badge

There’s no doubt that the latest
1 Series’ cabin is a significant
step up in quality compared
to the previous model’s, with
more robust materials used in its
construction and a greater focus on design.
The new 3dr Sports Hatch can’t match
the 1 Series 5dr for access to the rear seats,
but interior space is all but identical. There’s
a memory function on the front seats, too,
so you won’t have to reset your driving

driven in years and at 42 000 euro
base price it’s an absolute bargain.
It’s crazily quick and handles beautifully,
yet provides just as much pleasure at
moderate speeds. That’s not something you
can say about the more exotic M cars, which
need to be driven insanely fast before they
deliver their thrills. BO
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Ribs that really rock
Preparing excellent ribs is laborious. That’s one good reason
to leave it to the experts
118 / AIRBALTIC.COM
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Rock and roll is what they

Ribs & Rock
Kaļķu iela 8, Riga
Tel. (+371) 28650450
Grēcinieku iela 8, Riga
Tel.: (+371) 2 66 999 66
www.ribsrestaurant.lv

sauces such as red wine and stock sauce,
play, and ribs are what you’ll get. Ribs & Rock Ribs & Rock special grill sauce and four
is a chain of two tempting American-style
pepper sauce with brandy - all freshly made
restaurants with a Latvian heart and staff.
in the restaurants’ kitchens.
Having opened their second edition this
To whet your appetite, the menu offers
spring (which, just like the first one, is
six different kinds of salads, along with
also located in the heart of Riga – the Old
various hot or cold appetizers, including
Town), the daring promoters of the chain
beef fillet tartar for meat aficionados and
have once again proved their expertise in
smoked herring fillet, done in a traditional
the business. They also own KID and Steiku
Haoss, two equally celebrated Riga brand
names. However, Ribs & Rock is different,
not only menu-wise but also judging by the
interior. Its signature is a special Americanstyle décor. Jim Morrison, the former leader
of the Doors, features prominently in one of
many posters and paintings that hang from
the walls. Photos of numerous rock bands
and singers abound, along with vintage
electric guitars, drum sets and plenty of rock
and roll memorabilia.
Being the only restaurant in Latvia
that specializes in lamb, beef and pork
ribs, Ribs & Rock knows how to make its
customers’ mouths water right from the start.
Sometimes the aroma emanating into the
dining hall is so irresistible that it’s easy to
overrate one’s hunger, when choosing from
an order of either 400 or 800 grams of ribs.
The two restaurants offer not only great
meat, but also a large menu with a wide
range of choices for every palate. When
the first Ribs & Rock opened in early 2011,
the chef turned his kitchen into a veritable
laboratory. After a great deal of
Latvian way with a modern twist.
work and numerous experiments,
If you don’t fancy ribs, then
It’s an
he figured out the perfect process
there are great soups, pastas or
American- fish to choose from, as well as a
for marinating and cooking
the ribs in order to make them
wide range of steaks, including
style
particularly soft. In fact, he found
restaurant an Argentinean one, as well as
a dozen different combinations
beef fillet and beef chop. Don’t
with
of flavours to offer. In all cases,
forget to spoil yourself with a
aLatvian
the meat must be marinated for
sweet treat before you leave. Try
heart and the dark chocolate fondant cake
24 hours and then steamed, then
staff
marinated once more and put
or the layered cottage cheeseinto the oven before it goes to
raspberry dessert, or perhaps a
the grill with plenty of gravy. Even
homemade sorbet and you will
though the total preparation process after
leave completely satisfied.
you order it takes only about 15 minutes,
Be sure to match a special wine with your
the method for preparing excellent ribs
main course, for example, pork ribs. Believe
is laborious.
us, the Ribs & Rock restaurants are among
Among the restaurants’ specialties are
the best places in Riga to find the perfect
Dark side of the moon, prepared with the
wine and pork couple.
renowned Riga Black Balsam, as well as
The perfect place to savour a glass of
Red Hot Chilli Peppers and U2. The ribs are
wine, or one of their numerous types of
featured in a separate menu and are served
beer, lagers or cocktails, are the summer
with different side dishes like variously filled terraces. Live music by Latvian rock groups
baked potatoes, as well as with diverse
will resume starting in September. BO
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Come closer. I have a secret

Lāčplēša iela 25, Riga
Opened daily
from 11 till 23
restorans@teatrabars.lv
Tel. +371 67285051
@teatraRESTORANS
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Riga’s
dramatic
secret

I want to share with you. It concerns a
restaurant in the heart of Riga.
You aren’t going to find it just by
wandering down the street, because it’s set
back in a courtyard that is accessible only
through a long – and, I have to say, slightly
forbidding – passageway.
But take courage. When you get to the
end of the passageway, you will feel as
though you have stumbled upon a hidden
garden in a children’s story.
You will see a balcony bright with flowers
and buzzing with good humour. If it is
lunchtime and the sun is up high, then
the tables will be busy with casual, happy
people wolfing down gazpacho or plum
tomato soup. Perhaps with a glass or three
of New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc for added
levity.
If it’s raining, or if you prefer the shade,
then a few more steps will take you into the
main dining room. It has a friendly bric-abrac feel with a bare floor, a plaster cherub
snoozing on the piano, and no two tables
alike. Your bohemian aunt or hipster cousin
would love it.
And if you are starting to think that there
is something just a touch theatrical about
this place, then award yourself a gold star
and another glass of Sauvignon.
For we have chanced upon the
Teātra restorāns. The restaurant name means
just what you think: the Theatre Restaurant.
The theatre in question is the Jaunais
Rīgas Teātris, or New Riga Theatre, the
Latvian institution which – under its artistic
director Alvis Hermanis – is reckoned as one
of Europe’s finest new and experimental
theatre companies.
The restaurant in question belongs
to Dāvis Auškāps, descended from two
generations of directors and playwrights,
who decided to make his career in another
branch: the art of food and drink.
Eight years ago, he opened a bar just
across the road from the theatre, stuffed it
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full of theatrical memorabilia from his family
collections, and called it Teātra bars – the
Theatre Bar.
The theatre people fell in love with the
place. It became their home away from
home. They lobbied for Dāvis to open a
restaurant within the theatre itself. Which,
two years later, he did.
Ever since, the Teātra restorāns has been
delighting Riga’s arty types, intellectuals
and just plain nice people.
Enough of the history. What of the food?
The cooking here has always been
reliable, but for the past couple of months
it’s been hitting new highs, thanks to the
arrival of new chef, Vineta Bārtule.
Those with long memories of the
Riga food scene will remember Vineta’s
cooking at Symposium in the late 1990s.
The Mediterranean edge to her style
was evident then. At Teātra restorāns,
it blossoms.
Vineta has put together a menu that
salutes the national cuisines of four
countries: Latvia, France, Italy and Spain.
Each country gets its own page. This kitchen
is comfortable in both the Latvian and the
Mediterranean styles, but respects the
authenticity of both.
The Latvian menu is the longest, but
even so, it’s quite compact at a dozen
dishes. The French, Italian and Spanish
menus are six well-chosen dishes each.
If you are lucky enough to get to the
Teātra restorāns on a day when the fickle
Latvian sun is still beating down, then your
duty is clear. Sit on the balcony and order
the cold gazpacho soup (3 LVL). I would
venture to say that all gazpacho is good,
but this gazpacho is great. Chunky, spicy,
crunchy, flavoursome, and, not least, a
wonderfully deep red.
If you plan to stay spiritually in Spain,
then the next logical choice would be a
platter of tapas (3.50 LVL) including chorizo,
guacamole and sheep cheese; or a seafood
paella with saffron (6.50 LVL).

But why not travel a little, at least to
the next page of the menu? The Italian list
is topped off with a gorgeous antipasti
(3.50 LVL), including prosciutto, salami,
parmesan, and pears grilled in honey.
If you are coming to Latvia from afar,
then chances are you will want to taste
something Latvian. After all, it’s quite rare
to find authentic Latvian cooking outside
the country – for the very sensible reason
(I think) that the Latvians like to keep it all
for themselves.
The Latvian menu begins, as it should,
with sorrel soup (3.50 LVL). Tangy and full of
vitamins, sorrel is like spinach with attitude.
Across Latvia, and much of Eastern Europe,
it is the pure taste of summer cooking.
From there it’s a short hop seaward to
the Baltic herring (3.90 LVL), with rye-bread
and marinated onions. Other main courses
include grilled pork chop with rhubarb and

You will see a balcony
bright with flowers
and buzzing with good
humour
wild garlic sauce (4.50 LVL), and catfish steak
with red onion jam (9.90 LVL).
As will be apparent by now, the prices at
Teātra restorāns are quite moderate. A good
lunch with a glass of wine will leave you
change from 10 LVL. And you’d be hardpressed to spend more than 50 LVL on
dinner for two, even with a decent bottle.
The wine list, by the way, is a minor
miracle of good housekeeping.
How Dāvis Auškāps does it I do not
know, but he will sell you a glass of good
Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc from New
Zealand for 2.50 LVL, and a bottle for
13 LVL. His Chablis is 19 LVL a bottle, and
his Sancerre from the Domaine Gerard Millet
costs 20 LVL.
All in all, the Teātra restorāns is a gem.
Like most gems, it is hidden away. But now
you know where to find it. BO
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Luck is an attitude
Located not far from the Riga International Airport,
en route from the Latvian capital to the resort town
of Jūrmala, the Martini’s restaurant-cocktail bar offers
a relaxing environment, refreshing cocktails and fine
dining. During the summer months, a large open
terrace beckons. Recently Martini’s celebrated its
tenth anniversary

Since Martini’s

is just a
short drive from the airport, you can put
yourself in a good mood for an upcoming
trip or delay your return to everyday reality.
Martini’s is favoured by entrepreneurs,
offering business lunches in an unhurried
environment, just outside the city centre.

Zemzaru iela 1,
Mārupe
Tel.: +371 67772779
martinis@martinis.lv
http://martinis.lv

QR code generated on http://qrcode.littleidiot.be

It is also a great place to meet friends after
work or hold private parties. On cooler
summer evenings, guests are offered
warm blankets and heaters on the outdoor
terrace, allowing for a fine view of the
sunset in the fresh air. Patrons can use the
Sofa Room if they seek some privacy or
watch the barman at work in the central
area of the restaurant.
As a reflection of the Martini’s motto
which is Luck is an attitude, the interior of
the restaurant-cocktail bar is colourful and
has a retro 1960s-inspired look.
Martini’s boasts the largest number
of cocktails offered by any single
establishment in Riga – 85 to be exact, for
your selection and enjoyment. The skilled
bartenders take into account the needs of
the season – making colourful cocktails
with fresh fruit in summer and warm and
aromatic drinks in the winter. Wine tastings
with wine connoisseurs take place once a
month in the cocktail bar.
In 1863, Alessandro Martini and Luigi
Rossi created the legendary Martini Rosso
drink, which has since become a wellknown brand worldwide. Inspired by
their success, the owners of the Martini’s
restaurant-cocktail bar not only named their
establishment after the well-known brand,

• Largest selection of cocktails in
Riga– 85 colourful choices;
• Wonderful cuisine from an
experienced chef – meat (including
game), fish, salad, Japanese
food (including sushi), pasta and
heavenly desserts;
• Free Internet access;
• Ample parking space;
• Business lunch offered Monday to
Friday from noon to 4 PM;
• Open Monday to Friday from 11 AM
to 11 PM, Saturdays from 11 AM to
midnight, closed on Sundays.
but have dedicated themselves to offering
quality food and drink.
The menu offers such classics as Caesar
Salad, pasta and salmon, but also Japanese
cuisine (including sushi) and even wild
game. Traditional and seasonal Latvian
produce is used in the preparation of the
dishes, including chanterelles, penny bun
mushrooms or a variety of Latvian forest
berry treats for dessert.
Martini’s is family-friendly, offering a
special children’s menu. The restaurantcocktail bar is located next to a beautiful
water-lily pond, where children can watch
the fish swimming in the water, while their
parents relax in comfortable chairs. BO

Mercedes-Benz VIANO транcфер:
Аэропорт – Центр города – 45 евро
Аэропорт – Юрмала – 65 евро
Mercedes-Benz S-Class трансфер:
Аэропорт – Центр города – 50 евро
Аэропорт – Юрмала – 70 евро

Mercedes-Benz VIANO transfer:
Airport – City center – 45 euro
Airport – Jurmala – 65 euro
Mercedes-Benz S-Class transfer:
Airport – City center – 50 euro
Airport – Jurmala – 70 euro

Компания предлагает трансфер автомашин
Mercedes-Benz класса lux с водителем.
Осуществляем трансферы для: встречи
пассажиров, туристических и бизнес
поездок по всей территории Латвии, а так
же за её пределами.

The company offer lux class
Mercedes-Benz cars with the driver.
We carry out transfers for:
passengers meeting, tourist and
business trips on all territory of
Latvia, and EU.

INFO:

privat_transfer@inbox.lv
MB Viano /
MB S-Class /

+371 20038577
+371 29888533
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On a bountiful shore
Text by Isabel Ovalle
Photos by Janis Salins, f64 and
courtesy of Fisherman’s Son

Fisherman’s Son Latvian fish restaurant
Open daily from 11:00-24:00
Kaļķu iela 2 (entrance from Kungu iela), Riga
+(371) 67227505
www.zvejniekadels.lv
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Upon entering the recently opened
Fisherman’s Son restaurant, one feels as
if one has been transported to a seaside
village somewhere on the western coast of
Latvia. The photo stills and memorabilia on
the walls, the greenish décor and the wide
variety of fish on the menu win you over
completely, making you want to peek out
through the windows at the sand dunes
and fishermen’s nets drying on the shore.
Instead, you’ll find one Old Riga’s busiest
cobblestone streets outside. Named after
the classic novel by Latvian writer Vilis Lācis,
with fisherman Oskars Kļava as the idealistic
hero and protagonist, Fisherman’s Son is one
of the latest additions to Riga’s restaurant
scene. Opened last December, it is one of
the few eating establishments devoted to
fish in the Latvian capital.
The catfish, trout, salmon and herring are
exquisite, caught straight from the Baltic
Sea or from Latvia’s rivers and lakes. Among
the delectable appetizers are salads and
snacks, which include fresh oysters with
white wine and shallot vinaigrette sauce or
carpaccio from three kinds of fish (salmon,
tuna, halibut) in plum wine sauce, as well
as tuna tartare with fresh rucola salad
and olive-caper tapenade. If, au contraire,
seafood is not your thing, then you can try

the beet carpaccio with goat cheese, cedar
nuts and fried leek or the ash-coated fried
goat cheese served with caramel sauce and
candied fig.
In the main course department, there
are, of course, many choices of fish. Among
the highlights for fish lovers, one might
mention the carp fillet with walnuts,
sweet cream and sweet briar sauce, or
the baked sturgeon fillet with cheese and
caper berries.
Fisherman’s Son also offers various meat
dishes, such as chicken, beef or lamb,
which you can garnish with vegetables
and potatoes prepared in a variety
of ways. Don’t overlook the soup and
dessert selection, with delicacies like
crab meat bisque with crawfish tails or
the bouillabaisse of Latvian river fish with
blanched tomatoes and saffron. The sweets
include apples in golden dough coating
with homemade caramel sauce, as well
as a chocolate fondant with mango and
maple syrup sauce and vanilla ice-cream.
Also in the menu are homemade drinks
from cranberries, apples and blackcurrants
with cloves. Early birds will be able to enjoy
a hearty breakfast either indoors (with
seating for about 80 diners) or on the newly
finished outdoor terrace. BO

Center of Latvia just 30 minutes away from Riga!
Here you can take a walk in nature parks, swim in rivers and lakes, relax at holiday houses!

Celebrat
e
with us!
www.latvijascentrs.lv

it
Visus!

3rd of August CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT 21:00 on St. Meinard Island, Ikskile.
3rd of August Dance Music festival “WHY NOT” in Ogre, Riga Street 27.
10th – 11th of August Ikskile’s TOWN FESTIVAL- concerts and sport activities by River Daugava
and at Ikskile central square for all family, local goods market, children show and service in church.
12th of August YOUTH DAY „Is it easy to be young?” in Ogre.
24th – 26th of August Ogre TOWN FESTIVAL- many surprises and concerts at central square and by river Ogre,
Open-air cinema, Neighbors Market and Ogre Sport Festival at Brivibas street, sport center and stadium.
31st of August - 1st of September Music, art and culture FESTIVAL “The Other environment: The Urban forest”
on Ogre’s Island.
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Text by Anda Zule–Lapimaa and Kate Krumina |
Photos by Gatis Gierts, f64 and courtesy of Von Krahli Aed

Restaurants, bars and cafés

Von Krahli Aed, Tallinn
Located in a historic building
in Tallinn’s old town, Von Krahli
Aed offers a medieval setting
and healthy food in a relaxed
atmosphere. Centuries-old
walls are decorated with
natural casein paint and original
historic elements have been
preserved where possible. At
the same time, the interesting
digital art on the walls does
not let one wander too far off
into the past. A central part
of the interior is plants – aed
translated from Estonian means
‘garden’. During the summer,

dinner can be enjoyed in the
restaurant’s romantic courtyard.
The restaurant favours
a healthy lifestyle, offering
dishes prepared from fresh and
organically grown ingredients
wherever possible. For this
reason, the establishment
calls itself the ‘embassy of
pure food’. While the dishes
offered by Von Krahli Aed fit
different tastes, the restaurant
has become known for its vast
selection of vegetarian dishes
during the four years of its
existence. Von Krahli Aed is not
only vegetarian-friendly, but

Fly to 5 cities
in the Baltic states
with airBaltic from

€33

also keeps people with different
food allergies in mind. Gluten,
lactose or egg-free foods are
expressly marked in the menu
and the chefs are always ready
to adjust the dishes to suit
other special requirements. The
reasonable prices and informal
atmosphere definitely make
this restaurant one of the best
places to have a meal during
your stay in Tallinn.
Mon.-Sat. 12:00-00:00,
Sun. 12:00-18:00
Rataskaevu 8, Tallinn
Tel. (+372) 6269088
www.vonkrahl.ee/aed
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Vinchenso Mimoza,
Vilnius
Having settled in a quiet part of
one of the Lithuanian capital’s
most central streets – Vilniaus
gatve – Vinchenso Mimoza has an
alluring local feel to it. Vilniaus gatve
between Gedimino prospektas
and the old town is a place with a
particular vibe.
The area around Vinchenso
Mimoza has numerous destinations
for the hungry and the thirsty,
starting from hipster-appealing
approaches and ending with white
tablecloth places. Vinchenso
Mimoza is in between the youthful
and the mature, and a combination
of the two is the restaurant’s
strength.
First, it’s a place with a distinct
visual image – while playing around
with the birch motif, the restaurant’s
owners have installed whole trees
that seem to hold up the ceiling
like columns. This ceiling itself is
covered with hanging pieces of
light-coloured wood. Here and
there in the décor, you’ll notice
stamps similar to those with which
wooden boxes of wine are marked.
Here comes the mature part of
the restaurant – wine. Although it
opened less than two years ago,
Vinchenso Mimoza has acquired
a solid reputation in the city.
That’s mainly the merit of its sister
restaurant called Vinchenso, located
by the Neris River and dedicated
mainly to wine, offering only snacks

to go with this beverage.
Vinchenso Mimoza shares
Vinchenso’s passion for wine, but
accompanies it with a thorough
menu. This is where Vinchenso
Mimoza’s Lebanese-born chef
Ossama comes into the story.
Being the author of numerous
menus in Lithuania and the host of
a culinary show on TV3, Ossama
has set up Vinchenso Mimoza’s
menu with the best dishes from
his vast experience in Lebanon,
Asia and the Mediterranean
region. You’ll find crispy ebi
tempura (Japanese deep-fried
shrimps) or traditional Lebanese
hummus among the starters.
A perfect pairing between the
French-inspired pâtés and wine
will turn out to be a true gourmet
experience. As for the main course,
Vinchenso Mimoza’s bestseller
is the Thai wok. But do not leave
before trying Ossama’s amazing
bakhlava or cheese cake.
A wine and spirits shop stands
right at the entrance of the
establishment. Stop by just after
the dinner for a bottle to prolong
Vinchenso Mimoza’s aftertaste at
home. Otherwise, you can pick any
bottle from the shelves, add a 5 LTL
cork fee and enjoy it at the table.
Mon.–Wed. 12:00–00:00,
Thu. 12:00–01:00, Fri. 12:00–02:00,
Sat. 15:00–02:00, Sun. 15:00–00:00
Islandijos g. 1 / Vilniaus g. 33, Vilnius
Tel. (+370) 652 93587
www.vinchenso.lt
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Text by Markus Kuokkanen | Publicity photo

The
do-ityourself
food
carnival

Once every three months, the entire city of Helsinki looks like it is having
a festival. I can tell by the long, winding queues in the parks that today is
Restaurant Day. Little food stands are set up everywhere, and they have no
problem selling out their whole stock

It’s the new

The easiest way to
navigate is with the
Restaurant Day app,
which you can download
to your phone from
the event’s website at
www.restaurantday.org
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hip thing in Helsinki. And the
regulations imposed on regular restaurants. The event
idea for Restaurant Day is very simple: anyone can set
was originally a protest against the heavy bureaucracy
up a restaurant, café or bar for a day. There are hundreds associated with the food and restaurant culture.
of quirky pop-up restaurants on the streets and in the
But if Restaurant Day has an element of civil
courtyards, ranging from porridge bars to late-night raw disobedience, it also has high-profile supporters.
food kiosks.
As I sip sparkling wine at a garden party,
There are no limits to creativity when it
I spot a former prime minister savouring
As I sip
comes to the themes and menus. Someone
sparkling cheesecake. Also, the mayor of Helsinki
has brought a piano into a park to liven up
recently praised the event for challenging
wine at a
the atmosphere. One pedestrian street is
the current way of doing things. Everyone
garden
nearly blocked by a Mongolian yurt. Inside,
seems to want to take part – the old and the
party, I spot young, the celebrities and the politicians.
a DJ is playing music and the busy chef
a former
is frying thick burgers. Down by the sea
The creativity is contagious. When you see
shore, I sit down on a rock with my friends
a bicycle transformed into a moving buffet,
prime
to try out some Thai cuisine. And then,
you find yourself dreaming up your own
minister
like many others, we head out for the next
savouring restaurant ideas. And that’s how the event
meal. Discovering these temporary, odd
keeps growing.
cheesecake
establishments is too much fun to have just
With the next Restaurant Day taking
one lunch.
place on August 19, some of the directions
The concept of Restaurant Day was invented a year
for hot, hip places in heart of Helsinki include the
ago in Helsinki, and the phenomenon has already spread Café Zippadi in Vanha Kirkkopuisto Park, which has
to 70 other Finnish towns and 16 other countries, from
previously sold raw chocolate chilli cookies, and the
Canada to Italy. Strictly speaking, it’s not all completely
self-explanatory Urito’s Burritos by Lasipalatsi, on
legal. The pop-up restaurants don’t follow the
Mannerheimintie 22-24. BO
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1/ Discover the Baltics
this summer
airBaltic has a great offer for those who
would like to discover the Baltic States this
summer.
Throughout all of August, book a flight
to Riga for travel until September 2 and get
the fantastic opportunity to also visit Vilnius
or Tallinn at the special price of 38 EUR per
round-trip flight.
Book your tickets through
reservations@airbaltic.lv, at airBaltic ticket
offices or your local travel agency.

2/ Chill, chat
or work with
airBaltic
SeatBuddy
airBaltic has launched an
innovative service called
airBaltic SeatBuddy that enables
passengers to sit next to fellow
fliers with similar interests or
travel intentions.
Sign up for the free service at
www.airbaltic.com/SeatBuddy,
where you will be asked to
indicate your preferred “flight
mood”. For example, you might
be interested in finding new
business contacts, enjoying

3/ Buy exclusive
real estate in
Latvia during
your flight
airBaltic is the first airline in the
world to offer passengers the
option to buy real estate on
board its flights.
During August on all airBaltic
flights, you will be able to purchase luxury apartments in the
Riga city centre and in Baltezers
near Riga, or exclusive land plots
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a friendly chat, concentrating
on some work during your
flight or simply opting for a
relaxing silence.
If you wish, you can also
share information about your
hobbies, interests or activities in
order to find the best possible
seat neighbour.
Customer information is collected in a secure database and
the closest match available on
the same flight is identified automatically, without disclosing any
passenger identity or personal
data, unless you permit your profile to be seen by other members.
The airBaltic SeatBuddy solution
is powered by Satisfly.
in Baltezers at special discount
prices.
While on board, place a
30 EUR prepayment and get a
certificate. Submit the certificate
to the Arco real estate agency by
the end of this year and get a discount of up to 9500 EUR on the
aforementioned property offers.
For more information on the
properties available and on
the special offer, consult the
leaflets in the seat pockets in
front of you.

4/ Charters
to sunny
destinations with
Tez Tour
This year, airBaltic is continuing
its longstanding cooperation
with leading tour operator Tez
Tour and offering charter flights
to sunny holiday destinations.
Throughout August until the
end of October, you can fly from
Riga to Turkey’s Mediterranean
resort of Antalya. Flights
Turkey, Hotel Amara
Dolce Vita Luxury

operate on Tuesdays, Fridays
and Saturdays.
There are also flights to the
Bulgarian Black Sea coast to
Burgas airport (every Friday
until September 21) and to
Heraklion, the main city on the
Greek island of Crete (Sundays
until October 21).
To book a holiday
package, contact Tez Tour
at www.teztour.lv;
email: info@teztour.lv;
tel.: (+371) 90006000.

airBaltic / BOOKING CLASSES

A class

to suit your needs
Each passenger is unique and each has different
demands. In order to help you better design
a trip that suits your individual needs, we are now
offering five different ticket types on airBaltic
flights. Compare the travel conditions and services
offered and choose the class that suits you best.

Business
Flex
One-way ticket price
example Riga – Rome

from EUR 589

Business

Economy Flex

Economy

Basic

from EUR 339
(available no
later than 10 days
before departure)

from EUR 499

from EUR 129

from EUR 39

Travel date/time change

EUR 50 per direction

Cancellation with refund

EUR 100 per
direction

Advance seat reservation
Hand baggage
Checked-in baggage

2 pieces

2 pieces
3 pieces, 30
kg total

1 piece

1 piece

from EUR 3

1 piece

1 piece

from EUR 3
1 piece
EUR 20 per bag per
direction online
or EUR 30 at the
airport, 1 bag 20 kg,
2 bags 25 kg

1 piece, 20 kg

1 piece, 20 kg

EUR 30 per direction
online or EUR 40 at
the airport

EUR 30 per direction
online or EUR 40 at
the airport

EUR 30 per direction
online or EUR 40 at
the airport

EUR 10

EUR 10

EUR 10

Meals and drinks

from 9 EUR for hot
meal, preorder or
buy on board

from 9 EUR for hot
meal, preorder or
buy on board

from 9 EUR for hot
meal, preorder or
buy on board

Inflight entertainment
iPad 2

from EUR 9

from EUR 9

from EUR 9

Economy cabin

Economy cabin

Economy cabin

from EUR 50

from EUR 50

from EUR 50

5 Points for each
EUR spent

5 Points for each
EUR spent

1 Point for each
EUR spent

Sports equipment

3 pieces, 30
kg total

from EUR 3

Priority check-in
Security Fast track
Business lounge

International press
Seating

Cabin forefront

Cabin forefront

Adjacent seat kept free
BalticMiles Points earned
from ticket purchase
Available free of charge

10 Points for
each EUR spent

10 Points for each
EUR spent

Not possible
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airBaltic / BEHIND THE SCENES

Text by Elina Ruka
photo by RUta Kalmuka, f64

How
to find
the right
plane part?
Arina began working as
an assistant to airBaltic’s
Arina Gordienko,
Purchasing Manager purchasing manager back
at airBaltic’s
in 1996, when the airline
Technical Operations had only four planes in
Department
its fleet. That gave her the
first-hand opportunity to
see the company develop
over the years, and to
gain valuable experience
in the dynamic aviation
industry. She now heads
the department where
she started her career, and
although her team is quite
small, its work is crucial to
ensure that flights are not
delayed or cancelled
136 / AIRBALTIC.COM

Describe a typical work day at your department.
Our work begins when the technicians tell us what
airplane parts need to be replaced. The five members
of our team work together to ensure that the required
parts are ordered and delivered on time. We order
small items like nuts and bolts, as well as more
complicated spares, like engine starters, landing gear
and aircraft maintenance equipment. We must not
only locate the required items, but also find the best
shipping method for transporting them. The priority
of the order, the weight and size of the shipment
and the deadline that we have to meet are taken
into account.

You’ve probably learned quite a bit about how
airplanes work in the process.
Yes, of course. One needs to know what one is
ordering, what it is used for, what part of the airplane
it services and how it works. Our department
participates in daily operational meetings with
various engineers and technicians. We provide
feedback about the delivery situation and the status
of the orders. Communication would be quite difficult
if we didn’t possess our technical knowledge. I enjoy
my work because of its dynamic and international

environment. I work with producers,
suppliers and transport agents from all over
the world.

Tell us about a particularly interesting
case.
There are a lot of interesting cases in our
daily work, which can be quite challenging
at times. The main challenge lies in finding a
way to get something quickly to a grounded
airplane (AOG). You have to do so within a
matter of hours, sometimes from another
continent. When an aircraft is listed as AOG,
it will not be released for flight until the
required part is received and fitted onto it.

Does that mean that you sometimes
have to work for long hours and even
nights until a solution is found?
One of our department’s purchasing
coordinators is always on call. He might get
called up at night, during weekends or on
holidays if there is request for an urgent
spare part. These are called AOG shifts.
I worked in AOG shifts for more than 10 years
and can attest that they are sometimes very

to get the shipment moving again as soon
as possible, either to Riga or to the airport
where the aircraft is located. It is satisfying
to feel that your work matters and that you
are helping the airline to maintain safe and
reliable aircraft operations. Although I was
not planning to dedicate my life to aviation,
I think I got a lucky ticket and I am thankful
for the opportunity of being part of a great
team for so long.

Were you already interested in aviation
during your childhood?
No, I actually joined airBaltic quite
by chance, during the first year of its
operations, when the airline was just
starting to expand its team of employees.
I come from a family of theatre actors.
I grew up with the theatre and was sure that
my life would be connected with the arts,
although I never wanted to be an actress.
My first and only childhood experience on
the stage was quite frightening. The director
invited me to participate in a rehearsal,
where I went onto the stage with my
mother to see if I could play her child in an

You have to get the spare parts within a few
hours, sometimes from another continent
tough and exhausting, because it’s not just a
matter of finding a spare part in the middle
of the night. You also have to find a way to
get it shipped quickly so that a particular
flight can depart without delay. The most
challenging times to work in AOG shifts are
holidays, when many companies are closed
for several days and we are left with limited
choice of partners to work with. I am not
involved in AOG shifts anymore, but I know
the drill and I admire my colleagues who do
it. They are truly inspiring people.

What character traits are required in
your department?
The ability to work under stress, and
patience, which really is a virtue. Stressful
situations usually occur when a shipment
gets delayed or stuck in transit. We have

upcoming performance. The sight of even
the empty seats terrified me! No, the stage
was not for me. When I was at university,
I seriously considered becoming an
interpreter and studying more languages,
but that did not happen.

Have you managed to visit all of your
dream destinations while working at
airBaltic?
I have been to quite a lot of places, but
still have a long list of other destinations
that I would like to visit. My last trip was to
Ireland, which is one of the most beautiful
and most interesting countries that I have
ever visited. I enjoy learning about other
countries’ culture and history, and am
attracted to places where I can explore and
experience both. BO

airBaltic / TRAINING

Superior
aviation
training in a
great location
airBaltic Training offers a wide range of aviation
training services at the Riga International
Airport. Its modern and first-rate training facility
is equipped with a Boeing 737 Classic Full Motion
Flight Simulator, a multipurpose trainer, door
trainers, as well as modern and computerized
classrooms.
We offer different training programmes
for flight and cabin crews, flight dispatchers,
ground personnel and aviation management,
as well as IATA classroom and distance-learning
courses for aviation and tourism professionals.
Flight crew programmes include Multi Crew
Cooperation courses and Type Ratings for B737,
B757, F50 and Q400 aircraft.
Last year alone, airBaltic Training helped
approximately 3000 professionals obtain the
required qualifications in their respective fields.
Among them were more than 1500 pilots,
almost 1000 cabin crew members and several
hundred ground handlers, cargo agents,
security personnel and other professionals from
nearly 30 countries.
Tel: (+371) 67668512, (+371) 26116606
skype: airbaltictraining
e-mail: training@airbaltictraining.com
www.airbaltictraining.com

--------------------

Air Crew Security Trainer
IOSA-SMS Requirements
Project Management Essentials
Airport Slots and Scheduling
Ground Operations Documentation and ISAGO
SGHA & SLA Workshop
Airline Sales & Key Account Management
Cargo Quality Management
Advanced Train The Trainer
Internal Audit for Ground Service Providers
DGR recurrent
Training needs assessment
Emergency Planning & Response Management
Aviation Internal Auditor
DGR Initial
EU Competition Law
Managing Cargo Operations
SMS for Airlines
Air Mercury – Next Generation

06 – 10 August
22 – 24 August
03 – 07 September
12 – 14 September
17 – 21 September
24 – 28 September
08 – 11 October
15 – 17 October
17 – 19 October
23 – 26 October
29 – 31 October
07 – 09 November
12 – 16 November
19 – 23 November
26 – 20 November
26 – 28 November
4 – 7 December
10 – 14 December
10 – 14 December

Check in or drop the baggage at Business Class
counter with Economy Class ticket.

airBaltic / BalticMiles

Join BalticMiles,

the airBaltic
Frequent Flyer
Programme

BalticMiles is the leading
multi-partner loyalty programme
in the Nordic countries, giving you
Points for doing everyday things like
travelling, shopping, eating out and
having fun. Earn Points easily and
spend them on free flights and other
great rewards!

Fly airBaltic and earn
10 Points for each EUR spent on a
Business Class ticket
5 Points for each EUR spent on an
Economy Class ticket
1 Point for each EUR spent on a Basic
Class ticket
Claim Points later
If you have forgotten to show your card, or
maybe didn’t know that you’ve shopped at a
BalticMiles partner, BalticMiles offers you the
option to retroactively claim your Points –
even get Points for fights you’ve flown up
to 30 days before becoming a member! Just
contact a BalticMiles Member Service and
we’ll sort everything out.

Membership
levels
Basic
Executive
VIP
The more you fly, the greater
the privileges, which include
a free luggage allowance, no
queues, reserved seats and
much more to make travelling
easier.
Earn Status Points and enjoy
a whole new world of comfort
and convenience!

How to apply
Get your BalticMiles card on
board an airBaltic flight and
start earning Points straight
away with onboard purchases.
Register your card online
after the flight at registration.
balticmiles.com and earn
50 bonus Points!
Or fill in an online application
form at www.balticmiles.com
and receive your BalticMiles
card by post.

Spend Points on airBaltic
flights
Exchange your Points for free flights
from just 4200 Points
Upgrade your ticket to Business Class
from just 8000 Points

BalticMiles Member Service
In Latvia: +371 6728 0280 | In Estonia: +372 630 6660 | In Lithuania: +370 7005 5665
info@balticmiles.com
www.balticmiles.com
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ew

N

Atlantis

ew

In the heart of downtown Tartu,
extending over the river Emajõgi is the
Atlantis – an attractive restaurant as
well as a modern and multifunctional
conference and party centre. Excellent
cuisine, spectacular panoramic views
and a lovely atmosphere await!

N

Based in Tallinn and Tartu, Extreme
Sport shops provide sports
equipment, sports and casual
clothing and footwear by worldrenowned brands.

Earn 7 Points

Earn 5 Points

for each EUR spent

ew

N

Extreme Sport

for each EUR spent

East Island Spa

ew

Located in Vilnius and Druskininkai health
resort, East Island Spa provide great
wellness services. Relax in an authentic
Oriental setting, pampered by specialists
from Thailand, Cambodia and India using
natural products from Bali!

N

KHL Sports Bar
Team spirit, great food and live
atmosphere – that’s what KHL Sports
Bar is all about. Featuring 34 TV screens
with live sports coverage from around
the globe, KHL sports bar is the largest
of its kind in the Baltics.
Earn double Points during London Olympic
Games, July 27th – August 12th.

Earn 2 Points

for each LTL spent
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Earn 10 Points
for each LVL spent

airBaltic / BalticMiles

ew

N

Made-in-Latvia shop
Authentic souvenirs and organic
products as well as excellent help
and tourist information in Riga.

Earn 10 Points

Great to spend
Spend your BalticMiles Points to download your favourite songs
and albums by Universal Music artists from the online BalticMiles
Music Shop. Choose from more than 400,000 tracks!

SWOX SURF Sunscreen Face

for each LVL spent

5 682 Points
ew

N

Norr11
Innovative Danish design in Bauhaus
style with Asian touches, established
in Denmark and Germany, now
available at an impressive showroom in
Tallinn – furniture, accessories, lamps
and much more!

Wii Game: Go Vacation

10 901 Points

Earn 5 Points

for each EUR spent

ew

N

Shiseido ZEN for Woman
EDP 50 ml

ODA OPTIKA
Love and cherish your eyes – see
life in all its splendour with exclusive
Rodenstock lenses, available only at
ODA OPTIKA in Latvia. Let professional
optometrists and style advisers take
care of your eyesight!

12 091 Points

Emilio Pucci Sunglasses
EP123S

Earn 1 Point

for each LVL spent

42 642 Points
ew

N

Radisson Blu Edwardian
If you are looking for an amazing hotel
experience – Radisson Blu Edwardian
welcomes you with a unique collection
of individual hotels in London,
Heathrow, Guildford and Manchester.
All different in style, all equal in
excellence!

Earn 500 Points

iPad 3 Wi-Fi +4G, 64 GB

174 728 Points

Special offer – earn 1000 Points per stay
from September 1st till November 30th.

for each stay

All the prices displayed include shipping costs to Latvia. Prices and availability of rewards
are subject to change and may vary by delivery country.
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airBaltic / MEALS

Order your meal
before the flight
If you would like to choose from a much
wider selection of meals than available
on board, then order your meal before
your flight.
Our extensive pre-order menu offers
more than 20 different meals, including
special dietary and kids’ dishes.
You can pre-order your meal while
you book your flight ticket or anytime
later, up to 24 hours before the flight,
under the Manage booking section at
www.airbaltic.com.

Breakfast menu

EUR 9

Onboard menu
Business Class

On airBaltic flights, Business Class
customers enjoy a complimentary full meal
that includes an appetizer, a main course,
dessert, and a wide range of beverages and
alcoholic drinks.
On flights from/to Athens, Barcelona,
Dublin, Istanbul, Odessa, Simferopol, Tel
Aviv, Helsinki, Lappeenranta, Palanga,
Turku, Tallinn, Vilnius, Kaunas, Tampere,
Vaasa, Bergen, Billund, Aalesund,
Stavanger, Chisinau, Umea and Oulu

Business Class customers are offered food
and beverages from a special menu.
Our Business Class menu has
been created by the Latvian star chef
Mārtiņš Rītiņš.

Economy Class

Economy Class customers can purchase
a selection of snacks, sandwiches, paninis,
croissants and drinks (soft and alcoholic)
from the airBaltic Cafe. Hot meals are also
available on flights longer than two hours.

airBaltic / ENTERTAINMENT

Inflight
entertainment
On flights longer than 2 hours 30 minutes, passengers can rent
iPad 2 tablet computers pre-loaded with movies, cartoons, serials,
music and games.
TV series: CSI Miami | Desperate Housewives | Two and a Half Men |
Game of Thrones | Mad Men | Breaking Bad | Falling Skies | True Blood |
Top Gear | The Office
Cartoons: Looney Tunes | The Batman | The Simpsons | Family Guy |
Puppet Animation Films

Mission: Impossible – Ghost Protocol Drive
Action, Thriller
Director: Brad Bird
Cast: Tom Cruise, Jeremy Renner,
VingRhames, Simon Pegg, Paula Patton

Drama, Thriller
Director: Nicholas Winding Refn
Cast: Ryan Gosling, Carey Mulligan,
Bryan Cranston, Christina Hendricks

Blamed for the terrorist bombing of
the Kremlin, IMF operative Ethan Hunt
is disavowed along with the rest of the
agency when the President initiates
“Ghost Protocol”. Left without any
resources or backup, Ethan must find
a way to prevent another attack.

Movie, directed by Nicolas Winding,
about a Hollywood stunt performer
who moonlights as a wheelman for
criminals, discovers that a contract
has been put on him after a heist gone
wrong. Winner of the Best Director
award at Cannes Film Festival.

13+ 133 min

16+ 100 min

Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows Hugo
Action, Adventure
Director: Guy Ritchie
Cast: Robert Downey Jr., Jude Law,
GillesLellouche, Eddie Marsan

Adventure, Drama
Director: Martin Scorsese
Cast: Asa Butterfield, Chloë Grace Moretz,
Christopher Lee

Guy Ritchie helms a new actionpacked
adventure, following the world’s most
famous detective, Sherlock Holmes, and
his trusted associate, Dr. Watson, as they
match wits with their arch-nemesis, the
criminal genius Moriarty.

Martin Scorsese invites you to join him
on a journey to a magical world set in
1930s Paris. Based on Brian Selznick’s,
“The Invention of Hugo Cabret,”
Hugo is the astonishing adventure of
a resourceful boy whose quest to unlock
a secret left to him by his father.

13+ 129 min

10+ 107 min

Young Adult

Madagascar
Comedy, Drama
Director: Jason Reitman
Cast: Charlize Theron, Patrick Wilson,
J.K. Simmons, Elizabeth Reaser

Animation, Comedy
Director: Eric Darnell & Tom McGrath
Cast: David Schwimmer, Jada Pinkett Smith,
Ben Stiller, Chris Rock

A writer Mavis Gary returns to her
hometown to reclaim her happily married
high school sweetheart. When returning
home proves more difficult than she
thought, Mavis forms an unusual bond
with a former classmate who hasn’t quite
gotten over high school, either.

This computer-animated comedy stars
animals from New York’s Central Park zoo.
Having spent their entire lives in blissful
captivity, they are in for a shock when
they are unexpectedly shipped to Africa
and are shipwrecked on the exotic island
of Madagascar!

16+ 94 min

7+

86 min
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airBaltic / FLEET
NEWS

Boeing 757-200

Boeing 737-300
Number of seats 142/144/146
Max take-off weight 63 metric tons
Max payload 14.2 metric tons
Length 32.18 m
Wing span 31.22 m
Cruising speed 800 km/h
Commercial range 3500 km
Fuel consumption 3000 l/h
Engine CFM56-3C-1

Boeing 737-500
Number of seats 120
Max take-off weight 58 metric tons
Max payload 13.5 metric tons
Length 29.79 m
Wing span 28.9 m
Cruising speed 800 km/h

Q400 NextGen
76
29.6 metric tons
8.6 metric tons

Fokker 50
Number of seats 46/50/52
Max take-off weight 20.8 metric tons
Max payload 4.9 metric tons

32.83 m

Length 25.3 m

28.42 m

Wing span 29.0 m

667 km/h

Cruising speed 520 km/h

Commercial range 3500 km

2084 km

Commercial range 1300 km

Fuel consumption 3000 l/h

1074 l/h

Fuel consumption 800 l/h

Engine CFM56-3

airBaltic codeshare partners
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P&W 150A

Engine P&W 125 B

Kittila

Rovaniemi

Lulea

Kuusamo

Oulu*
Skelleftea

Umea*
* Seasonal flights.
** Operated in cooperation with tour operator Tez Tour.

Kuopio

Kristiansund

Sundsvall

Borlange

Bergen
Karlstad

Tartu
Jonkoping
Halmstad

Vaxjo

Visby
Oskarshamn

Kristianstad

Gdansk

Dublin*
Hanover

Donetsk

Budapest*

Chisinau*

Geneva

Odessa*
Trieste
Venice*

Simferopol*

Belgrade
La Coruna

Ovideo

Santander

Bilbao

Bucharest

Nice*

Vigo

Burgas**
Pescara
Naples

Madrid

Menorca
Valencia

Ibiza

Bari*
Brindisi

Palma de Mallorca

Alicante
Seville

Granada
Malaga

Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Las Palmas

Casablanca

Tenerife**

Athens*
Antalya**
Heraklion**
Beirut

Amma

Sharm el-Sheik

Arkhangelsk

Donetsk

Simferopol*
Almaty

Tashkent*

Yerevan

Baku*

Dushanbe

Beirut

Amman

Sharm el-Sheikh**

Tromso

* Seasonal flights.
** Operated in cooperation with tour operator Tez Tour.

Kittila

Rovaniemi
Kuusamo

Lulea

Oulu*

Skelleftea

Umea*

Kuopio

Kristiansund

Sundsvall

Borlange

Tartu
Visby
Oskarshamn

Halmstad

Kristianstad

Tashkent*
Gdansk

Baku*

Dublin*
Hanover

Donetsk

Simferopol*
Budapest*
Geneva

Chisinau*
Odessa*

Trieste
Venice*
Belgrade
Santander

La Coruna

Bilbao

Bucharest

Nice*

Ovideo

Vigo

Burgas**
Pescara
Naples

Madrid
Valencia

Ibiza

Menorca
Palma de Mallorca

Bari*
Brindisi

Alicante
Seville

Tenerife**

Granada
Malaga

Athens*

Sharm el-Sheikh**
Heraklion**
Antalya**
Hurghada**

airBaltic / CONTACTS

Country/City Ticket offices

Airport Ticket Offices

AUSTRIA
Vienna
airBaltic Germany
Hauptstrasse 117, D-10827 Berlin
☎ 0820600830 local calls
(EUR 0.17/min)
service@airbaltic.de

Airport Schwechat
Terminal 2
Airport Ticket Office Celebi Ground Handling
☎ +431 700736394

AZERBAIJAN
Baku
Improtex Travel
16. S. Vurgun Str. Baku
AZ1000, Azarbaijan
☎ +994 124989239
info@improtex-travel.com
booking@improtex-travel.com

Heydar Aliyev International Airport
Airport Ticket Office Silk Way Travel
North Terminal
☎ +994124972600

BELARUS
Minsk
airBaltic Belarus
19 Pobeditelei Av., 6
☎ +375 172269043
tat@airbaltic.com

Athens
Tal Aviation
44 Ihous str.
17564 - P.Faliro
☎ +30 210 9341500
F: +30 210 9341620
airbaltic@tal-aviation.gr

Airport Zaventem
Departure Hall
☎ +32 (0) 27230667
Airport Ticket Office Avia Partner

Athens International Airport
Airport Ticket Office Goldair Handling

Airport Copenhagen
International Terminal 3
Departure Hall
Airport Ticket Office SAS

Billund

Billund Airport
Departure Hall
Airport Ticket Office
☎ +45 76505205

Dublin

Tel Aviv
Caspi Aviation ltd
1 Ben Yehuda st. Tel-Aviv 63801
☎ +972 3 5100213 /4
F: +972 (3) 5108365
bt@caspi-aviation.co.il

Budapest Airport
Airport Ticket Office Celebi Ground Handling
Hungary

Dublin Airport
Airport Ticket Office Servicair Ireland
Main terminal, Departure level

St.Petersburg
airBaltic
Bolshaya Morskaya Str. 53/8
190000 St.Petersburg
☎ +7 (812) 5700597
F: +7 (812) 5718654
zam@airbaltic.com

Airport Pulkovo
Terminal 2
Airport Ticket Office
LTD North-West Transport Agency

Kaliningrad

Airport Khrabrovo
Airport Ticket Office airBaltic / Aviapartner

Ben-Gurion International Airport
Airport Ticket Office
Laufer Aviation GHI
Level 3, Terminal 3
☎ +972 39754076

Bari Airport
Airport Ticket Office Bari Palese

Milan

Linate Airport
Airport Ticket Office A.R.E. SrL

Rome

Leonardo de Vinci –
Fiumicino Airport
Terminal 3, Departure Hall
Airport Ticket Office A.R.E SRL

Airport Tallinn
Main Terminal, Departure Hall
Airport Ticket Office airBaltic /Tallinn
Airport GH

Venice

Marco Polo Airport
Airport Ticket Office A.R.E. SRL

LATVIA
Riga

FINLAND

Riga International Airport
Main Terminal
Airport Ticket Office airBaltic / Havas
☎ 90001100
(0.37 LVL/min, local calls only)
☎ +371 67006006
(for abroad calls)

Helsinki

Helsinki-Vantaa Airport Terminal 1
Airport Ticket Office airBaltic / Havas

Lappeenranta

Lappeenranta Airport

LITHUANIA

Oulu

Airport Oulun Lentoasema
Airport Ticket Office Airpro OY

Vilnius International Airport
Airport Ticket Office Litcargus
ticketing@litcargus.lt

Tampere

Airport Tampere-Pirkkala
Airport Ticket Office Airpro OY

Turku

Airport Turku
Airport Ticket Office Airpro OY

Vilnius
airBaltic Corporation
12 A. Vienuolio, Vilnius
☎ 1825
(2.54 LTL/min, local calls only)
☎ +370 70055660
(for abroad calls)
vnoreservations@airbaltic.com

Vaasa

Vaasa Airport
Airport Ticket Office Airpro OY

Palanga

Palanga Airport
Airport Ticket Office Orlaiviu Aptarnavimo
Agentura
☎ +370 46052300
F: +370 46056401

FRANCE
Nice

Aeroport Nice Cote D’azur
Terminal 1
Airport Ticket Office Lufthansa Ticket Desk

Kaunas

Paris

Airport Charles de Gaulles
Terminal 2D
Airport Ticket Office Swissport Services CDG

MOLDOVA

GEORGIA
Airport Tbilisi
Airport Ticket Office Discovery Ltd
☎ +995 32433155
☎ +995 32433188

Chisinau
Moldavian SRL - AirService
Bd. Stefan cel Mare 3,
MD-2001 Chisinau
☎ +373 22 549339
☎ +549340, 549342
F: +373 22549341
agency@airservice.md

Kaunas Airport
Airport Ticket Office Litcargus
☎ +370 37750195

Chisinau Airport
Airport Ticket Office
Moldavian Airlines
Departure Hall
☎ +373 22525506

NETHERLANDS

GERMANY
Berlin
airBaltic Germany
Hauptstrasse 117, D-10827 Berlin
☎ 0900 124 7225
(EUR 0.69/min German landline –
mobile calls may be different)
service@airbaltic.de

Airport Berlin-Tegel
Main Terminal
Airport Ticket Office GlobeGround Berlin
Opposite Gate 4/5

Dusseldorf

Airport Dusseldorf
Terminal B
Airport Ticket Office AHS
☎ +49 (0) 2114216275

Amsterdam

Amsterdam Schiphol Airport
Air Agencies Holland Ticketdesk
Departure Hall 3, opposite checkin 22
☎ +31 20 3161945 / 46
Fax: +31 20 316 1998

NORWAY
Oslo

Oslo Airport
Departure Hall
Airport Ticket Office SAS

Frankfurt

Airport Frankfurt
Airport Ticket Office AHS
Terminal 2, Hall E, Desk 939
☎ +49 69 690 61465

Aalesund

Aalesund Airport
Airport Ticket Office Roros Flyservice
6040 Vigra
☎ +47 70 30 25 60

Hamburg

Airport Fuhlsbuttel
Terminal 1, Departure Hall
Airport Ticket Office AHS
☎ +49 (0) 4050753672

Bergen/Stavanger

Bergen Airport – Flesland
Stavanger Airport
Airport Ticket Office Aviator

Munich

Airport Munich
Terminal 1
Airport Ticket Office AHS
☎ +49/89 975 92569

POLAND
Warsaw

Warsaw Airport
Airport Ticket Office BGS

If there is no local ticket office phone number indicated and you would like to contact airBaltic reservations,
please call ☎ +371 67006006; +370 70055660.

International Airport Domodedovo
Airport Ticket Office DAVS
Ticketing counters no 161; 177
☎ +7 (495) 2871501, +7 (495) 7871697

SPAIN
Barcelona

Bari

ESTONIA

148 / AIRBALTIC.COM

International Airport Sheremetjevo
Terminal E
Airport Ticket Office DAVS
☎ +7 (495) 9564661

Hungary
Budapest
Tensi Aviation Kft.
Komjadi Bela utca 1.
☎ +36 1 3451526
F: +36 1 9991466
aviation@tensi.hu

Airport Ticket Offices

Moscow
airBaltic Russia
28 Tverskaya Str., Building 2
Business Center “Amerop”
125009 Moscow
☎ +7 (495) 2217213
moscow@airbaltic.com

Airport El Prat de Llobregat
Terminal 1
Airport Ticket Office Lufthansa Ticket Desk

SWEDEN
Stockholm

ITALY

Copenhagen

Tbilisi
Discovery Travel Ltd/airBaltic GSA
72 Paliashvili st. Tbilisi
☎ +995 32 2 900900
airbalticgsa@discovery.ge

Country/City Ticket offices

RUSSIA

ISRAEL

DENMARK

Tallinn
airBaltic Estonia
1/3 – 305 Estonia pst.
10143 Tallinn
☎ 17107 (0.51 EUR/min, local
calls only)
tallinn@airbaltic.com

Airport Ticket Offices

Ireland
Airport Minsk 2
3rd floor
Airport Ticket Office airBaltic
☎ +375 172792568,
☎ +44 7792568

BELGIUM
Brussels
Air Agencies Belgium
153 A Vilvoordelaan
1930 Zaventem
☎ +32 (0) 27126427
airbaltic@airagencies.be

Country/City Ticket offices

Greece

Stockholm Arlanda Airport
Airport Ticket Ofiice
airBaltic / Havas
International Terminal 5
☎ +46 (0)8 797 93 23

SWITZERLAND
Zurich
airBaltic Germany
Hauptstrasse 117, D-10827 Berlin
☎ 0840600830 local calls
service@airbaltic.de

Airport Zurich (Kloten)
Departure Hall
Airport Ticket Office CGS
Terminal 2
☎ +41 438166739

TURKEY
Istanbul
Airmark
Gumussuyu Is Merkezi No:11/4,
TR-34437 Taksim
☎ + 90 212 444 1472
F: + 90 212 245 4486
BTreservations@air-mark.com

Airport Istanbul Ataturk
Airport Ticket Office AirMark
International Terminal,
Departure Floor
☎ +90 212 5797951

UKRAINE
Kiev
airBaltic Ukraine
52 Bohdana
Khmelnytshkoho Str.
01030 Kiev
☎ +380 442382649/68
kiev@airbaltic.com

Airport Borispol
Terminal B
Airport Ticket Office Swissport Ukraine LL
☎ +380 445 916 902

Odessa

Odessa Airport
Airport Ticket Office Londonskaya
☎ +380 482 490 078

Simferopol

Simferopol Airport
Airport Ticket Office Krymaviaservice
☎ +380 652 595321

UNITED KINGDOM
London

USA
New York
airBaltic USA
1 Penn Plaza, Suite 1416
NY 10119
☎ +1 - 877 359 2258
☎ +1 - 646 300 7727
nyc@aviaworldna.com
Chicago
101 N.Wacker Dr Suite 350
Chicago, Il 60606
☎ +1 - 877 359 2258
☎ +1 - 312 269 9333
F: +1 - 312 269 0222
chi@aviaworldna.com
Los Angeles
16250, Ventura Blvd Suite 115
Encino, CA 91436
☎ +1 - 818 990 9215
☎ +1 - 855 284 2967
F: +1 - 818 501 2098
lax@aviaworldna.com
Houston
3050 Post Oak Boulevard
Suite 1320
Houston, TX 77056, USA
☎ +1 - 713 626 0134
☎ +1 - 855 284 2967
F: +1 - 713 626 1905
hou@aviaworldna.com
UZBEKISTAN
Tashkent
Apex Dolores Network
Turkestanskaya Str. 8
Tashkent 100015
☎/F: +998 711208980
airbaltic@bcdtravel.uz

Airport Gatwick
Airport Ticket Office Skybreak
Terminal S

